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SUMMARY
Chapter 1 comprises background material.
Chapters 2 and 3 deal with "Hall tl-properties" of Fitting classes of 
finite soluble groups. Given a Fitting class 3 and a set of primes it , 
Lockett defines a Fitting class 3-) to comprise those groups in which 
an 3--injector contains a Hall n-subgroup» we also have Ra(2F')i the class 
of groups whose Hall n-subgroups belong to “3 . We find that /„X ) and 
) commute with Lockett's upper-star operation, while ) is 
multiplicative. We characterize normal Fitting classes in terms of ). 
Closure of classes under taking Hall-subgroups ("Hall-closure") is 
connected with Kn( )» we introduce closure under Hall-subgroups containing 
the Fitting subgroup: the class of groups with central socle is so closed, 
but not Hall-closed. If 3- is a primitive saturated formation of finite 
defect n , then G e  3 if and only if all Hall n-subgroups for |nl<n belong 
to 3  .
Let be a Fitting class of characteristic n. , where n. is not
■she set of all primes, and let f-l be the smallest normal Fitting class. 
Then 3* W  is Hall-closed if and only if . We show that
if and only if &)* ■= , and that if - (J*fi , where ^ has odd
characteristic, then .
Chapter 4 contains a new proof of a theorem of Berger showing how 
transfer maps "determine" M (as above). Our proof is in the context of 
the Lausch group, and we believe is simpler than Berger's. Using 
similar arguments we prove a result on generation of Fitting classes. 
Examples are considered and we show that a class of Hawkes is generated 
by a single group.
1CHAPTER 1
Background for Fitting class theory.
The theory of Pitting classes of finite (soluble) groups is 
currently at a stage where there are many important concepts and results 
scattered throughout the literature, few of which have yet fouid their 
way into a textbook.
An excellent general introduction to the subject as it was in 1969 
is contained in the mimeographed notes by J. C. Looker of lectures given 
in Canberra by Professor Gaschutz, 126) . More recently, an outline of 
the subject as it was in 1975 is contained in the survey article [17) 
by Cossey. The projected book by Doerk and Hawkes, [213 * will give 
a thorough treatment of the subject.
We have thus found it convenient to vise this chapter as a 
repository for some of the more important concepts and results of the 
theory of Fitting classes; in most cases we will refer to the literature 
for the relevant proofs. We also introduce in this chapter our 
notation as well as various assumed results from group theory, and set 
up the formalism for certain constructions we will use, such as the 
wreath product. We hope that our notation will be found to coincide 
with that in general use, and that any notation which might not be 
explicitly defined will be sufficiently well-known to be clear.
The only claim for originality in this chapter is that we draw 
attention to a lacuna in the statement of a recent lemma of Berger,
(1.9.5)
. ' ' -JT'
1.1 Group-theoretical preliminaries.
1.1.1 Notation, conventions and basic assumptions.
(a) Let G be a group. Then H i  G will indicate that H is a
subgroup of G , H ^  G that H is a normal subgroup of G ,
H sn G that H is a subnormal subgroup of G , and H char G that
H is a characteristic subgroup of G . We may write H ^  G to 
emphasise that H is a proper subgroup of G , and G > H will be 
equivalent to H i  G . If H ^ G ,  then Ng(H) > Cq (h ) will
denote thp normalizer, centralizer, respectively, of H in G .
The automorphism group of G will be denoted by Aut(G) . If G and 
H sire isomorphic groups, we will write G £ H . In general, groups 
will be denoted by upper-case Roman (or, occasionally, Greek) letters, 
while group elements will be denoted by lower-ca3e Roman, or Greek, 
letters} H<3- G ; (H-^ l G) denotes that H is maximal (minimal) normal in G .
(b) The set of all (positive, rational) prime numbers will be denoted 
by IP .
Suppose that S  IP, . Then TT1 will denote the set TP \ tt .
A jt-number will be a natural number all of whose prime divisors belong 
to ji , while a it -group will be a finite group whose order is a 
jr -number. If jt = {p} » where p £ |P, we shall usually omit the 
braces when referring to the oets {p} and {p} . Sets of primes 
will usually be denoted by lower-case Greek letters.
(o) Suppose that G is a finite group and that sr sIP . Then |g | 
will denote the order of G , while |G ^  will denote the Jl-part 
of |G| ; that is, the unique natural number m such that G = ran , 
with m a ji-number and n a n'-number. The set of prime divisors 
of | G | will be denoted by char(G) , while comp(C) will denote
the following set (which coincides with ohar(G) if G is soluble)
comp(G) =■ £p i P  : G possesses a composition factor of order pj 
Suppose that H is a subgroup of G . The index of H in G
will be denoted by |G s H| . If H is a Ji-number and |G s H \ is
a jr'-number, then H will be called a Hall XI -subgroup of G ; in the
case that Ji *{p} , H will be called a Sylow p-subgroup of G . The
set of all Hall Jl-subgroups of G will be denoted by Hall^ (G) ; the 
set of all Sylow p-subgroups will be denoted by Syl (G).
The jt-socle of G , that is, the join of all minimal normal 
abelian ji-subgroups of G , will be denoted by jt-s o c(g ) .
(d) If n £ N  (the set of all natural numbers), then Sym(n) will 
denote the symmetric group on n symbols, Alt(n) the alternating 
group on n symbols, and Cn the cyclic group of order n .
(e) If G is a finite group, then F(g ) will denote the Fitting 
subgroup of G ; that is, the largest nilpotent normal subgroup of G . 
That this definition is well-posed is of course a consequence of Fitting's 
theorem that the product of two nilpotent normal subgroups of a group
is again nilpotent (and normal) : see £41; 111.4.13 • The Frattini 
subgroup of G will be denoted by $(G) . The nilpotent residual of
C , that is, the smallest normal subgroup N of G such that G/N is
i fnilpotent, will be denoted by G_ - it is well-known that tl is is indeed 
a well-posed definition.
(f) We assume the well-known fact that if G is a finite soluble 
group, then F(C) ^  1 , and in fact Cq (F(g )) ^  F(G).
(g) We assume knowledge of the Sylow theorems (see £41; 1.71 ), and 
of P. Hall's fundamental theorems on the existence and conjugaoy of 
Hall subgroups in finite soluble groups (see [41| VI.1.8]) .
4(h) If G is a finite group and S is a set of elements of G , 
then < S >  will denote the subgroup of G generated by S ; that is, 
the smallest subgroup G containing S . We will use <g >  to 
denote the cyclic group generated by g (of some prescribed order).
If H , K « G i then [H , k 3 = < h _1 hk : h 6 H , k * K > d  G ,  
while if A is a group of operators on G , then £g , a ] will denote
the subgroup <  g-1 g* : g e G, «c* A ]> of G .
(i) If G is a group and we write G = Nil H , it will be understood
that B S G ,  H i G  with N (1 H = 1 , and G = NH ; that is, G is
the semi-direct product of N by H . If N is a group admitting 
the group H of operators, we recall the procedure for constructing 
the abstract semi-direct product of N by H , also to be denoted by 
N D H  , as described in £28; section 2.5] . We often use the " J M 
notation only at the first occurrence of a particular group, or for 
emphasis .
¿) A characteristic con.iugacy class , 6 , of a group G is a 
oonjugacy class of subgroups of G such that if ot* Aut(G) , then we
have C - & •
The following well-known and elementary arithmetical result will 
be fundamental for our purpos is, and so we include a proof.
1.1.2 Lemma. Let G be a finite group, and n  be a set of primes.
(a) If G and H d Hall„. (G) , then H O  N e. Halln (N) and
HN/N d Halln (G/N) .
(b) Suppose that G = N.Ng , where ^  d  G , Suppose that
H± d Halln  (t^) , for i = 1 , 2 , and that £  H * G , where
H is a n-group . Then HjH2 = H < Hall^G) .
5Proof. (a) Since N «3 G , then HN < G , and so IHN^ J |G^. . But 
iHNl^  =. Illl^lN^/lK n Nl^ , whence 1 ^ =  (H A and K A N £ Halln  (li).
Further, |G/K 1^  = |H 1^/fH n N lu = |h/H 0 N [^  = Ihn/n I^  , and so 
HN/N d HalXn (G/N) .
(b) We have |G |R = |R  (n2 |a /\^ n *2\n . Now, I %  | = 1 ^  ,
Ih2 I =|N2ln. and 1 ^ 1  = l ^ l ^ l N g l ^ / l ^ n  H2 | <  |G 1^ . But
n H2 is a Tt-subgroup of ^  n Ng , and so 1 n  Hgl | | Nx n Ng |R  . 
It follows that iHj rt Hgl = iNj, O N2 |tc and that Ih ^ I  = | G ln , giving 
the result.
We record the following for reference.
1.1.5 Proposition. (a) ( C28; 2.2.1 iii} ) Suppose that G is a
group and that H , K are subgroups of G . Then [H , K] ^  <Jl , l O  .
(b) ( [28; 5*3.2 and 5*3*63 ) Suppose that A is a p'-group of 
automorphisms of the p-group P . Then we have
(i) if P is abelian, then P = CP , A} x Cp(A) ; and 
(ii) [P , A , A] = [P , A] .
1.1.4 Definition. let G and H be groups-, and let G * H be their 
external direct product; that is, the group {(g,h) i g t G ,  h <  e | , 
with "component-wise" multiplication.
Then G X H has subgroups
f(g,l) * g * G } and i(l,h) I h « h } , 
which we customarily denote by G x 1 and l x  H , respectively.
The subgroup K of G'x H will be called subdlrect ln G)| H 
if K(G X l) = K(l x H) = G X H .
6All groups considered in Chapters 1, 2 and 3 will be finite; those 
in Chapters 2 and 3 will also be soluble. In Chapter 4» we shall 
consider certain infinite groups (the so-called "Lausch group" and 
associated groups), but these will be used as tools , and not as an end 
of study in themselves. The finite groups considered in Chapters 1 and
f4 will not necessarily be soluble.
1.2 Closure operations and classes of groups.
A (group-theoretical) class 3£ is a class of groups containing 
all groups isomorphic to any of its members, and also containing all 
groups of order 1.
1.2.1 Notation, (a) We will fix the following notation for some of 
the more commonly-encountered classes of groups. Let n be a set of 
primes, and define
(l) : the class of all groups of order 1;
£ : the class of all finite groups;
£  : the class of all finite soluble groups;
«A/" : the class of all finite nilpotent groups;
JK. : the class of all finite abelian groups;
t the class of all finite n  -groups;
s the class n ; andit n-
: the class A  in .
(b) The following classes will be introduced at the references given:
i (1.3.16) ;
: (1 .3.16) ; and
i (1.4.5) .
7(c) If X  is a class of groups then an 3-,-group will simply be a 
group belonging to JL . Parentheses, ( ) , will be used to denote 
classes, as distinct from braces, { } , for sets. If X and are 
classes of groups, then will denote the class (G £ 3: : G 4 1] ) .
(d) We will use P. Hall's concept of a closure operation on classes of 
groups, as introduced in [31] • A closure operation, C , maps classes 
of groups to classes of groups and satisfies
X  & c%-  c ( c i )4  cV ,
whenever X  are classes of groups. (We will use & to denote
inclusion for classes, and ^  for strict inclusion).
If X is a class of groups and C is a closure operation, then 
3£ is said to be C-closed if X  = C 3£. If B and C are closure 
operations, we define an operation BC by BCjE = B(cX) ; in general,
BC will not be a closure operation. We also define the operation 
<”B , by stipulating that <B  , C^3£ be the smallest class 
containing X  which is both B-closed and C-closed (see (l.2.4) below). 
It is well-known that < B  , C >  is a closure operation, and that
03 , C > 3 £ = ( G f f £ :  G £ (BC)n J|£ for some ordinal n) .
(e) We will use the following standard notation for closure operations. 
Let 3£ be a class of groups, and define
s X = (G £ i : 3
Sn X — (G £ £ : 3
SF X = (Ge g : 3
Q X = (G « £ * 3
No X =  (G£ £ : 3
Do X =(g € e i 3
Ro X =*(g £ £ i 3
a
8and
31 ■=■ (G £ £ : 3 K G with K < $ (G) such that G/K £. j£) .
It is well-known that S , S  , S_ , Q , N , D  , H  and E -n r  o o O y
are all closure operations: for proofs in the case of R and E. , seeo p
Cl5. lemma l.lj ; for a proof that is a closure operation, see
f39» lemma 1 J .
We note that an S-closed class is S^-closed, and an S^-closed
class is S -closed, while an N -closed class is D -closed. It is n o o
well-known, and easy to check, that an <S , Dq>  -closed class is
R -closed, o
Ve have the following familiar definitions of the classes which 
will form the objects of our study.
1.2.5 Definition. Let be a class of finite.groups.
(a) If 3É =  <Sn , N0>  , then is said to be a Fitting class.
(b) If =  <Sj. , No >3S , then is said to be a Fischer olass.
(c) If *  =  , R0 > 3 £  , then is Jsaid to be a formation.
'd) If ^  = < Q  , R0 , E^ > 2 i  , then 3£ is said to be a
saturated formation.
We note that a Fischer class is a Fitting class, and that an 
S-closed Fitting class is a Fischer class.
1.2.A Observation. Suppose that {3£^J A is a collection of C-closed
classes, where C is a closure operation. Then 0  Y  is C-olosed.
•L *
91.2.5 Remarks. The concepts of a formation and of a saturated 
formation are due to Gaschiitz, £25]. The concepts of a Pitting class 
and of a Fischer class axe due to Fischer (see [22]), and were 
introduced as "duallzations" of the concept of a formation.
Originally, these concepts were introduced within the universe of
finite soluble groups; indeed, Gaschiitz' introduction of the theory of 
saturated formations unified the theories of the Hall and Carter sub­
groups in (finite) soluble groups, while Fitting classes gave rise to 
further such characteristic conjugacy classes of subgroups, the so- 
called "injectors". (An account of GaschUtz1 theory of formations can 
be found in section VI.7 of £41] ). The direction of research in 
recent years has, however, tended to concentrate on an investigation of 
the classes themselves, rather than on facts which can be deduced about 
the structure of finite soluble groups from a knowledge of the classes. 
This trend is emphasised by the fact that research is now being 
undertaken into classes within the universe £ of all finite groups: 
see, for example, [433 and [4 3 • Within £ we can lose the 
characteristic conjugacy classes of subgroups which first led to the 
study of formations: for example, Alt(5) possesses no Hall £3»5l- 
subgroup.
In this thesis, we shall be mainly interested in Fitting classes 
of finite soluble groups; indeed, in chapters 2 and 3 we shall be 
dealing exclusively with classes contained in the universe J> .
In chapter 4, we will give a new proof of a recent theorem of Berger, 
and will investigate some consequences of this theorem. The theorem 
itself will be proved within the universe £ , although most of the
consequences will be for classes within ^  .
10
1»5 First properties of Fitting classes and formations.
If Tt is a set of primes, it is well-known that the classes 
i t t t and Jtfn are all both Pitting classes
and (saturated) formations. That Jf is a Pitting class is a 
consequence of the theorem of H. Pitting, [24] , referred to 
previously (see [41; III.4.lJ)• Fitting classes receive their name 
because of this result.
We recall some familiar definitions.
1.3.1 Definition. Suppose that is a class of finite groups,
that 3- is a Fitting class and that £ is a formation. Let G be
a finite group.
(a) If r «  0 and T e 3£ , we say that T is an Si-subgroup 
of G .
(b) If T < G is maximal subject to being an 3£-subgroup of G , we
say that T is -maximal in G .
(c) The subgroup T of G is said to be an 3£.-injector of G
if T O N  is 5£ -maximal in N for all N sn G .
(d) The 3 -radical of G , denoted by G ^  , is the join of all normal
-subgroups Of G . Since '¡J- is No-closed, then G^ is in fact
the (unique) largest normal '■J--subgroup of G .
c
(e) The (j -residual of G , denoted by G , is the intersection 
of all normal subgroups N of G such that C/N 6 . Since £ is
Ro-olosed, G^ is in fact the (unique) smallest normal subgroup M of
G such that G/M £ £ .
11
1 ♦ 3■ 2 Herr,ark3. Let X , 3- , ^ and G bo a3 in (l.3.l). The
following are wall-known, and are not hard to prove.
(a) If 'P is an X  -injector of G and et 6 Aut(G), then T* is 
also an 5£ -injector of G . Further, if H sn G , then T o N is an 
X  -injector of ii.
(b) The subgroups G,- and G ^ are characteristic in G .
(c) Using (b), an inductive argument shows that if W sn G , then
N <- G .. . and so G_ is the join of all subnormal — subgroups of G<*" y
(d) We note that G^, = F(C) . If tc. is a set of primes, we customer
JL
denote Gg and G " by 0^(g ) and 0 (G), respectively.
1.3.3 definition. Lot '<$• be a Fitting class. The characteristic
of 3  , denoted by char('3 ) , is defined as follows.
char( 3" ) = £ p & IP : 3  such that G has a composition factor
of order p 3
= { p i P  :3 G« 3 with p e comp(G) J .
1.3.4 Proposition (hartley, [ ^ 3 ; rage 20/13)» Let "3- be a Fitting 
class with char(3 ) = it S IF . Then S. 3- . if, further, ^
then also 3 s
Since -8> is a Fitting class, it is reasonable to consider 
Fitting clas3 theory within the universe h  if we so desire. The
following theorems of Fischer, Gaschiitz and Hartley are fundamental 
to the theory of Fitting classes within the universe $> ; we refer
to [?53 for the proofs.
1.5.2  Kemarko. let X  , 3- , £j anil G be a3 in (l.J.l). The
following are well-known, and are not hard to prove.
(a) If 'f is an X  -injector of G and e< fc Aut(G), then T* is 
also an -injector of G . Further, if H sn G , then T o N is an 
35 -injector of 1».
(b) The subgroups and G ^ are characteristic in G .
(c) Using (b), an inductive argument shows that if 11 sn G , then
H <- G,. , and so G_ is the join of all subnormal .F — subgxoucs of G •« x
(d) We note that G^ , =. F(C) . If n is a set of primes, we custonaril 
denote Gg^ and G ” by 0r (g ) and 0 (G), respectively.
1.5.5 Definition. Lot '3- be a Fitting class. The charaoi er 1 stic
of *3- , denoted by char(*3 ) , is defined as follows.
char(3)  = £p e IP : 3  G « 3  such that G has a composition factor
of order p }
= £pe ip : 3  G £ 3 with p e oomp(G) J .
1.5.4 Proposition (Hartley. T55: cage PO-j]). Let 3- be a Fitting 
c.las3 with char(3 ) = it <= if’ . Then 3- . If, further, 3- ■=
then also 3-s .A
Gince &  is a Fitting class, it is reasonable to consider 
Fitting class theory within the universe J i if we ao desire. The
following theorems of Fischer, Gaschutz and Hartley are fundamental 
to the theory of Fitting clao3e3 within the universe J!> ; we refer
to f?5] f°r the
1.5.5 Theorem (Fischer. Gaschlitz and Hartley T25; Satz ill.
(a) Suppose that *3- is a Fitting class of soluble groups and that
G e -8 . Then G possesses 3- -injectors and all such are conjugate
in G •
(b) Suppose that ^  is a class of finite soluble groups and suppose 
that if G 6 then G possesses 3" -injectors. Then is a 
Fitting class.
We remark that Fitting classeB are contained in S by definition.
1.5.6 Theorem (Fischer. Gaschlitz and Hartley F25: Satz 2 & Korollarl).
Suppose that is a Fitting class of soluble groups, and that
G e. £ . .
(a) If N «3 G with G/N e J {  , and if T is *3- -maximal in G such 
that T b N is an ^-injector of N , then T is an *3- -injector of G .
(b) If T is an 3" -injector of G and l i  H < C  , then T is an 
3 -injector of H..
1.5.7 Theorem (Fischer, see T26; theorem 8.7]).
Suppose that cf" is a Fitting class of soluble groups, and that 
G & . Suppose that T is an ^  -injector of G , and that H/S is
a chief factor of G . Then T either covers or avoids M/N ; that
is, either M S TH or else M n T < N , respectively.
Next come two well-known technical results which we will tend to 
use without specific reference.
1.5.8 Lemma. Let ^  be a Fitting class. Suppose that G * £ and 
that T is an $  -injeotor of G with T sn G. Then T char G . 
Proof. Suppose firstly that T «  G , and let «¿dAut(G). Then T
V" ?• ' %
13
and T are both normal '^-injectors of G , by (l.3.2a). Thus,
T ^  TT € Nq *5 =• ^  , and so by ^  -maximality of T , we have T =• T *  .
It now follows (by an easy induction) that if T sn G , then T char G .
1.3«9 Lemma« Suppose that and £ are Pitting classes, and
that X  and y are formations.
(a) If G is a group of minimal order subject to belonging to ,
then G has a unique maximal normal subgroup, M say, and M = G^_ .
(b) If G is a group of minimal order subject to belonging to ,
35then G has a unique minimal normal subgroup, N say, and N — G .
Part (a) of the above lemma will often be used in conjunction with 
the following.
1.3.10 Lemma. Suppose that G is a finite group and that G has a 
unique maximal normal subgroup, M say. Then either G/M is a non- 
abelian simple group or else |G s M | = p , G/g * is a cyclic p-group
and G' = G ^ =  0P(G) .
Proof. Suppose that G/m is abelian; then certainly G/M Si c forP
some p & 1P . • Since any normal subgroup of G/G^ is the image of a
_ W»
normal subgroup of G , then 5" = G/G must be a p-group and G/G' Si 
g/(g )' must be a cyclic p-group. But since $(G) >  5' , then
G/<&(C) is cyclic, and so "G must be cyclic, by £28; 5.1.2] . Thus 
G' £ G , and the result follows.




A»? »11 Definition» Let *3- and J be Fitting classes, 3£ and y  
be formations, and "U. and V  be classes of finite groups. Define
(a) ^  § =■ (fi & S x G/C,^ e 5 ) »
(b) 3£o-y =  (tt 6-i X G^ £ X  ) ; and
(c) U V  =  (G e g x 3  N « G with N e U  and G/n f V  ) ;
1.3.12 Proposition. Let JD , , *3- and £ be Fitting classes, and let 
OC , y  and ^  be formations. Then
(a) "^*5 is a Fitting class, contained in if 'J- , J S  j  5
(b) {£*  3 ) * g  = ¿»(a- *-£ ) ;
(o) G ^  /G ^  = (G/G -3- ^  for all G <f S 5
(d) 3S is a formation, contained in .S if DC, TJ t ;
(e) ( 0 £ - V ) ^  = X  •< V  '? > »
(f) G3£°y = (G^)36 for all G e g  ; and
(g) *- (j = “of" 0 £ if 3" and £  are also formations.
Proof. These facts are consequences of relatively easy calculations. 
For (a),, (b) and (o), see [43; 1.2.5] ; for (d), (e) and (f) see
[23; 7 .1 5 ] ; for (g) see [23; page 57] .
1.3.13 Proposition. (Cossey. El8: 3.1] : Beidleman Tlx 2.41).
Let J) , V and § be Fitting classes. Then
(a) , but we need not have Q *  Tf- #• § ;
(b) if Jb & 5 , then ; and
(c) if pfi £<5 , and if also '¿f is Q-closed, then
We will see later (1.7.6) that if in (1.3.13 0) we have that &
Q-closed, then it can happen that «Sfr'Jf■ $ § * 9- •is not
If
1.5.14 Proposition. Let 3  and Ç be Fitting classes, and let
36 and be formations.
(a) [47; 2 . 6. 6 ]  . If 3  and (J are Fischer classes, then so
also is 3  * § •
(b) If 3 and Cj are S-closed and is also Q-closed, then
is S-closed•
(c) If se and y are S-closed, then so also is
Parts (b) and (c) of the above proposition are well-known, and 
are consequences of straightforward calculations. It is not known 
whether the hypothesis that £ be Q-closed in (h) is necessary; 
indeed, no S-closed Fitting class which is not already Q-closed 
is known.
As a consequence of (1.2.4), we note that if { 3• } „ . isOta A
a family of Fitting classes, then D  3  is also a Fitting class.
e l  *
This motivates the following familiar definition.
1.5.15 Definition. Let 3£ be a class of finite groups. Then the 
Fitting class generated by , denoted by <  , is defined to
be the smallest Fitting class containing 36 ; we have
= H i * «  3  is a olass and 3  ^  X  }
=  (G e £ s G fc (SnM0)ra 3£ s m e-JN ) .
We note that a Fitting class may be regarded as a set of 
isomorphism classes of finite groups; the family of all Fitting classes 
may thus be indexed by a set, justifying the above.
In general, it is an extremely difficult problem to determine the 
Fitting class generated by a given class. For example, the Fitting
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class generated by (the isomorphism class of) the group Sym(3) baa not 
been determined in the sense that there is no general procedure for 
telling whether a given group belongs to <Sym(3)> • It was
proved by Camina, [lH , however, that <'Sym(3)> is a proper
sub-class of J> -& 2 • As Hartley points out on page 204 of [333, 
if p is a prime, then <  . It is well-known that if
G is a finite simple group, then Dq (G) is <  S ^ . N ^  -closed, and so 
D0(G) -  < G > Pitt •
The following definitions appear to have been due to Gaschutz.
We recall the definition of ti-soc(g ) from (l.l.lc) .
1.5.16 Definition (Gaschutz). Let n. be a set of primes, and "3" be 
a Fitting class of soluble groups. Define
(a) in = (G U  : n--aoc(G) € Z(G)) j and
(b) eit('3-) = (G c s the n-G-chief factors of G ^  are G-central) ;
where if n.-/ , we understand that both and eji "3-) coincide
with £  ; they are both contained in Jb for arbitrary rt .
1.5.17 Proposition. Let n. be a set of primes, and ^  be a 
Fitting class of soluble groups.
(a) The class (n is an Enclosed Fitting class which is neither 
SF- nor Q- closed provided that nffj,
(b) The class e^(^-) is a Fischer class.
(o) (Lockett) For each G 6 , we have G^ = Cq ( tc-soc(G)).
Proof, (a) That ln is a Fitting class is proved in [26; 6.9d] ,
That ^and also [47; 2.3.1], noting that ß = D  &n- p is R -closed o
was pointed out by Bryce and Cossey on page 267 of [9] . That is
neither S^ ,- nor Q-closed (if ) cam be proved by examples
similar to those of [47> 2.3«2] and T26; 6.9d] , respectively.
(b) This is proved in [47; 2.2.1] (and a following remark).
(o) This is [47; 2.3.3] .
1.4 Normal Fitting classes.
The concept of a normal Fitting class was introduced (within the 
universe A ) by Blessenohl and Gaschütz [6] ; we outline some of 
their theory.
1.4.1 Definition (Blessenohl and Gaschütz Ü6: l.ll). The Fitting class
3  of finite soluble groups is said to be normal if 3  +  (l) and
if for each G e A  , G^_ is an ‘3- -injector of G (and so the unique 
3--injector of G , by conjugacy of injectors).
An important result of [6] is the following.
1.4.2 Theorem (Blessenohl and Gaschütz. [6: Satz 5.3l).
Let 3  bu a non-trivial (i.e.,,not equal to (l)) Fitting class 
of soluble groups. Then '3 is normal if, and only if, for each G e. A 
we have G^'* G' • •
• t . • ' •
1.4.3 Theorem (Cossey. see T6; Satz 5.11).
If 3  is a normal Fitting class, then 3  2./T
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1.4.4 Theorem (Blessenohl and Gaschutz [6: Satz 5.11).
Let F be a family of normal. Fitting classes. Then C =  O
J 3eFas
is also a normal Fitting class (and, in particular, is non-trivial).
1.4.5 Remarks, (a) The non-triviality of (j in (l.4.4) is a
consequence of (l.4>3); indeed, it follows that there exists a uniaue 
smallest normal Fitting class, customarily denoted by to » o r  (see
(1*5*8d)).. Also , the Fitting class 3- is normal if and only if 3-2 M .
(b) The concept of a normal Fitting pair, due to Blessenohl and Gaschutz 
£63 , and Lausch's contribution to this theory, will be introduced in 
Chapter 4 .
1.4.6 Theorem (Blessenohl and Gaschutz L6; Satz 5.2l).
Let 3- denote the class
3- = (G e J& : G induces (by conjugation) a. group of even 
permutations on the elements, of O^^G)).
Then 3- is a normal Fitting class; indeed |G : G^l = 1 or 2 for 
all G e & .
This result leads to the observation that radicals for Fitting 
classes need not "respect" direct products. Thus, taking G = Sym(3), 
it is clear that Gj.= Alt(3) i Sym(3) . On the other hand,
|GX G : (G x G)gJ i 2 , and so (G x G)^ ^  Gg * G ^  .
1.4.6 Proposition (Cosse.v Cl8: 5.2]). Let 3- and £ be Fitting 
classes of soluble groups. Then 3*-<J is normal if either 3- or
G is normal.
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1.4.8 Corollary (Cossey TlB; 5.6J3. Suppose that G £ A  and that 
G/G-^ 4 W for some Fitting class , where (4 is as in (l.4.5a) .
Then G 4 H  .
1.5 Lockett's "Upper-star" operation.
In his paper {49Q » Lockett investigates the phenomenon concerning 
radicals and direct products mentioned in the previous section. We 
describe some of Lockett's results here. In this section, we shall be 
working within the universe £ . Lockett proves his results within the
universe J> , but most of his proofs are entirely formal and carry over, 
to S . We will indicate the occasions on which solubility is needed.
1.5.1 Definition (Lockett £49; page 1553). Let ^  be a Fitting class.
~  *Define the class 3 by
= (G é & : (G»G)^ is subdirect in G*G),
where "subdirect" is as in (1.1.4) •
1.5.2 Lemma (Lockett, T49: 2.1b3). Let 3" be a Fitting class and let 
G be a finite group. Then
C i  3 *  if and only if (GXG)^ = Gg. * ¿(g.g“1) : g £  G >
if and only if (G X G) = (GxG)^ (lx G) .
1.5.5 Theorem (Lockett. £49; references below!). Let 'J- and Ç be 
Fitting classes, and let G and H be finite groups. Then
(a) 'll * is a Fitting class ;
(b) 3- c  * * -  n*)*  c  "3*A ;
(o) if A is a group of operators on G , then , AJ ^  G ^ ;
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(d) (GxG)^ = G^x G^ <  (g,g-1) S g i G^* >  }
(e) if 3  «. g , then ;
(f) if is a family of Pitting classes, then
( n
<*£ A
f  = 0  v
**A
(g) 3" is normal if and only if It* = A  ;
(h) if '3- is either Q-closed, R -closed or S_-closed, then 3-O Ji
(i) ( G » H y  ■= G^- * I and
(j) if and G, H 6 » then if T is an 'J*-injector of
G x H , we have T = (T n G) * (l fiH) , the direct product of certain
3- -injectors of G and of H ,
References for the proof. Parts (a), (b), (g) and (h) are the content 
of E49? 2.2Q ; in proving that >  * /3-* if 3 = R 3- or '3-* S_,'} inO Jf
part (h), we may make use of the fact that "3- * S 3vA. from part (b) 
to avoid Lockett's assumption of solubility.
Parts (c) and (d) are proved in [49; 2.l] ; parts (e) and (f) are 
the content of [49» 2.33 » while parts (i) and (j) are the content of 
f495 3.13 .
1.5.4 Terminology and remarks, (a) A Pitting class 3- with 3  =• 3  
is known as a Lockett class. Because of (l.5.3i)» we see that radicals 
for a Lockett class "respect" direct products. In fact, this property 
characterizes Lockett classes among Fitting classes t see (1 .5.5) below,
(b) Suppose that 3 is a Fitting class and that it is a set of primes.
By (l.5.3h), the classes • At. * A l * C. and e^( 3) are all
Lockett classes, the final two because of (1.3.17) .
(o) By (1.5.3®)» if 3 & 4  then X .
1.5.5 Proposition (from fell). Let '3- be a Pitting class, and 
suppose that for all G e ¿J-A , we have (GxG)^ = Gg x G^. . Then
>  is a Lockett class. In particular, if “3-C^ and (G* g L  =
Gg.* G^ for all G ^  , then 3- is a Lockett class.
Proof. Let G « 3* . By (l.5«31>). G £ IfA ,and so (GuG) =  G_ x G~ .J J v
Since G i 3  i then (G»G)^ is subdirect in G , and it follows that 
G * G ^  ; the result follows.
1.5.6 Lemma. Let 3- and ^ be Fitting classes and suppose that G
is a soluble group of minimal order subject to belonging to § 3*" •
Then G^ ^  G' .
Proof. By (1.3.9a), G^ *- is the unique maximal normal subgroup of G,
and has prime index since G is soluble. By (l.5«3o), £¡5 * , gJ i  ,
and so G/Gg , being "central-by-cyolic", is abelian; the result follows.
1.5.7 Definition (Lockett. C4-93). If 3  is a Fitting class» define
3^ = O  £ 36 : 36 is a Fitting class and 3£* • 3 * }  .
1.5.8 Proposition (Lockett. C4c>; page 1353). Let 3  311(1 3£ be
Fitting classes. Then
(a) 3  is a Fitting class ;
(b) = ( 3 ^  S 3  «  ;
(o ) %  6 3: s  y *  < = >  z *  =  ? *  *=*>  * *  3 %  ; and
(d) = \\ , the smallest normal Fitting class (because of (l.5»3g).
axe1.5«9 Lemma (Bryce and Co33ey CIO; 5.5]). Suppose that 3  and 
Pitting classes with 3- £  £ . Then 3 ^  £  .
Proof. The following proof, shorter than that of Bryce and Cossey, 
is well-known.
Since , then 3* £  , hy (l.5»3e). Now,
<«►>' = '3-*n  j* = S*
by (l.5.3f) and (1.5.8b).. Thus, 3  £ 3" <"» G and so 3  £  C .it ii1 v'X' T
The following terminology is becoming standard.
1.5.10 Definition. Let 3  be a Pitting class. Define the 
Lockett section of 3  , denoted by LocksecC 3 )  , as follows
Locksec(3) = { ^ : £ is a Fitting class and 3 * }  •
1.5.11 Remarks. (a) Let 3 and ^ be Pitting classes. By (1.5.8),
the following statements are equivalent :
(i) e Locksec(3)
(ii) %  £  $ £  3 *
(iii) Locksec(3) = Locksec(§ ) .
(b) By (a), the Lockett sections form a partition of the family of all 
Fitting classes.
(c) Suppose that 3  is a Fitting class, and that G £ 3 *  . Then,
in Gx G , the subgroup Gx 1 is a projection of, and hence a homomorphic
image of, (GX G) . Thus, 3 *  £ Q 3  • It follows that
&
char(3*) S char(3) . Since 3  £  3 *  * we conclude that
char (3*) - char (3) •
(d) Suppose that n  S.F • By (l.5.3h), Jf = Jf * • On the other
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hand, by (c) above, char(( ) ) = u  , and so Jfn  £  ( X n )¥t .
Thus, ( W ^ ) ,  = ** =  f  *
1.5.12 Definition (Lockett. [47: 5.l1). Suppose that 3- and are
Pitting classes of soluble groups. We say that 3" is strongly
contadned in j , , written 7h<< Q , if for every G ft -S , an
3--injector of G is contained in some -injector of G .
1.3.13 Proposition (Lockett, T49: 5.2]). Let 3- be a Pitting class 
of soluble groups, and let G £ ^  . If T*is an 'j’^ -injector of G , 
then (T*)^ is an 3--injector of G . In particular (by conjugacy of
injectors), we have .
Remarks on the proof. Lockett's proof of this result uses results of 
Mann and Alperin, and of Fischer, appearing as (4.2) , and (4.8) , 
respectively, of [49] . Bryce and Cossey have given a more direct proof 
in fll; 2.lJ .
1.5.14 The Lockett conjecture. On page 135 of [493 » Lockett asks
whether for every Fitting class there exists a normal Fitting
class 3£ such that 3- — 3 * n3E. . Bryce and Cossey have shown [10; 3.83 
that if 3^ = 'J* ft W i then there does exist such a class jt .
For convenience of terminology , we shall say that the Fitting 
class *3- of finite soluble groups eatisfies the Lockett conieoture
ftif 3^ = 3- o f ) .  Thus, the property of satisfying the Lockett
conjecture or not becomes an invariant of each Lockett section.
In £5] , Berger and Cossey oonstruct a Lockett class with
3- c 3- n , thus answering Lockett's question negatively for . w * *
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1.6 Primitive saturated formations»
All classes considered In this section will be assumed to lie 
in . We assume familiarity with the concept of the local definition
of a saturated formation (of finite soluble groups), and with the 
Gaschütz-Luber3eder theorem that every such saturated formation can be 
locally defined (see section VI.7 of [41]).
A Fitting formation will be a class which is both a Fitting class 
and a formation.
1.6.1 Definition (Hawkes. (57; section 4P).
Let Fq denote the family comprising the empty set, 0 , and the
class S  (considered as a formation) . If i > 0 , define |\ 
inductively by L  if either 'J- e F^_^ or J  = 3 -(f) is a
saturated formation with local definition (f(p)} , where f(p) fc F^_^ 
for all p fc JP .
Let F denote the family comprising all formations If such that 
y  - , where each "J . t U F. and ç  . . for all j .j 0 d i V d+J<
Then F is in fact a family of saturated formations (see £37; 
page 585]) . If 5 6 S • we 3a& that S ia a prinlitive saturated 
format.inn. If for some n e IN we have Ç e F x F j , we say that
(j has (finite) defect n .
1.6.2 Remarks. The family ^  contains ^ together with the olasses
X for P  (including X  = (l) ). The family F„ contains, for
Tt t
example, the classes//^ for n ® P .  The family Jn+1 contains the 
class of soluble groups of p-length at moat n, where p * IP , as well as
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the classes ( = jfn *■ • • - * J/^  : r factors). Hawkes, £37] ,
notes that the formation locally defined by {f(p) = : p a P }
lies in F but in no F .■* =n
1.6.3 Proposition (Hawkes. [57: page 5881). If 'J- is a primitive 
saturated formation, then "Ir is a subgoup-closed Fitting formation.
1.6.A Proposition (Hawkea. [35; page 180]). If 'J is a Fitting
2
formation contained in Jf , then ^  is both subgroup-closed and 
saturated.
Bryce and Cossey proved the following important converse to (1.6.3).
1.6.5 Theorem (Bryce and Cossey. 18: Theorem 4 J) . If ^  £  J> is a 
subgroup-closed Fitting formation, then "3- is a primitive saturated 
formation.
As previously remarked, the only known S-closed Fitting classes 
are also Q-closed and, being automatically BQ-closed (by a remark on
page 8), are formations; indeed, Bryce and Cossey have proved, [93 and 
£l2^ , that every S-closed Fitting class contained in is Q-closed.
Bryce and Cossey have also proved that the Lockett conjecture is 
true for primitive saturated formations.
1 .6.6 Theorem (Bryce and Cossey. CIO: 4.171). Let i  l e a  primitive 
saturated formation. Then *3^ - *3" n H  •
We shall have more to say about this result in later chapters
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1.7 Some constructions.
We firstly describe the formalism of the wreath product 
construction, which will be of considerable use to us. Our "standard 
references" on this topic will be section 1 . 1 5  of [41], . also [54] .
1.7.1 The wreath product.
Let G and H be finite groups, and let /I be a finite set with
n elements (usually identified with {l,...,n} ). Suppose that H
possesses a representation o-■ as a group of permutations on ft .
We define the wreath product, denoted by G wr H , of G by H with<r
respect to r  as
G w r H s  i (f,h) : f is a map from into G, h e H } ,a-
with multiplication
is isomorphic to the direct power of n = I Jb| copies of G (see [41; 
1.15.2] ). If we identify .0« with {l,...,n } , then we may identify 
(f,l) fc G* with the element ((l)f,...(i)f, ...,(n)f) & Gn ; we shall 
usually make this identification without comment.
, for i e SU .
*
It is well-known that W = G wr H forms a group under thiso'
multiplication : see [41; 1.15.1] . The set
G* =  {(f,l) : f is a map from SL to G }
4*.forms a normal subgroup of W , known as the base group. In fact, G
We define the incoordinate subgroup, Gt ,
G± =  {(f,l) * (j)f =  1 if i *  i }




Then G => , via the isomorphism
V i '■ G ~ * Gi * Si-*- (g»l) • (i)& = g t (j)g = 1
= (l,••tSt.»»l)
i
3ffIf L S G , we define the subgroup L of G as
L* = { (f,l) s (i)f <£ X for all i < A }
“ { i 1 } ,
Then L* £ Ln , the direct power of n copies of L .
Define
H = {(e,h) s (i)e =  1 for all U A  ; hfc e ] .
Then H i V , 8 ^ H and S is in fact a complement to G* in W .
AWe shall refer to H as the standard complement of W , and will often 
identify H and H .
AThe subgroup H permutes the coordinate subgroups i G ^  W
according to the action of H on Jh (see 41» 1.15.2). Thus, if 
h = (e,h) e H , then
h s G.->-(Gi)n =  G * (l* *»»8» ••»!) •"* (if •*»g, *.»l)
•' i i(h<r)
If L i G , we note that L is H-invariant .
If |Ills lH| and if <r is the regular permutation representation, f> , 
of H , we obtain the regular wreath product. denoted by G wr H . If
t
we simply write G wr H , the regular wreath product will be understood.
1.7.2__Lemma. Let G and H be (finite) groups, with N 4  5 and
L « G .  Then (a) (G wr H)/N* a (G/N) wr H ; and
(b) L wr H < * L  H «  G wr H <r r
The above lemma la well-known, and follows by direct calculation*
1.7.3 Proposition (Cosse.v. [18; lemma 2.2l) Let *3- be a Lockett class
and suppose that G and H are groups with G 4> . Then
(G wr H)^ = (G^)* ,
in the above notation.
Proof. Let W denote G wr H . Since ^  is a Lockett class, then 
(G*)^ =• (Gg.) . Suppose that w & ^  (G ^  . Then w = gh,
where g t G* and h £ H ^ 1 . Now, £G*,<w>}< G*n W = (G „  )*,
U ^ XU
and so G^ (G^) = G^ (G , where G^ is the il coordinate
subgroup.
But (G wr H)/(G^)*£? (G/G^) wr H , and since we have the 
regular wreath product and h ^ 1 , then G^ ( G ^ ) 4 G^ (G^_)* for all i. 
Thus, W^  (G^) , and so =  (G^) , completing the proof.
We mention the "Twisted wreath product" construction: since this 
construction will be used once only (in(3 .4.l)), we refer to [53]* £38]» 
or [41; 1 .1 5 *10] for details .
The second important construction to be described is a well-known 
procedure for constructing finite soluble groups with unique chief 
series: this formalism appears in Lockett [47* 1.2.4] .
1.7.4 Lemma. Suppose that G is a finite soluble group with a unique 
minimal normal subgroup N , where N is a p-group (p «= IP ). If q 
is a prime distinct from p , then G possesses a faithful irreducible 
representation over GP(q) .
Proof. Let U denote the regular GP(q) G -module . If every 
G-composition factor of U were non-faithful, then they would all be
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centralized by N . But then by [20; 5.3.23 , N would centralize TJ , 
which ia impossible since U is the regular G—module.
1.7.5 „Proposition. Let (pn»...*p^) be a sequence of consecutively—
distinct primes. Then there exists a group G e %  #•••*■£
pn P1
with unique chief series
1 = Gn s? °n_i =3 . . . -J Gx ;? Go = G ,
and elementary abelian subgroups En ,..., E^, such that E£ 6 -^p »
EiGi = Gi- 1  * 1 EjJ = K _ i / Gil and E^ is normalized by each Ej for
j ^  i . Further, G is expressible as a repeated semi-direct product 
G = En](En-1]( ...](E1)... )) .
Proof. We proceed by induction on n , If n s 1 , we take G = E^ =
< x  : x = 1 >  . Suppose that n > 1 and that H = En_^ ... E.
pn-l
Then E
has been constructed with the desired properties.
P1
!n_^ £ is the unique minimal normal subgroup of H ,and
n-l
so by (1.7.4), since pn_1 4= Pn » there exists a faithful irreducible
GF(pn) -module for H , say E^ . Let G denote the abstract semi-direct
product E ]H . Since Cn(E ) s 1 , then E_ is the unique minimal n n n n
normal subgroup of En]H , and, since H has by induction a unique chief
series, it follows that G has a unique chief series. The other 
statements are evidently satisfied.
1.7.6 Notation and remarks, (a) If G has been
pn P1
constructed in the manner of (1.7.5), we shall say that G is of type 
M(pn»...,p^) . Such a group G is not necessarily unique.
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If the chief factor G^_j/G^ = has order , we may say that
«tn «¿i
G is of type M(Pn »• • • » P-^  ) ; of course, = 1 by our construction.
(b) If l i  ri- n we have, in the notation of (1.7.5) ,
G r = Gn-r = GX  • where *  = $p * * ** * J  p^  n *n-r
; and
J T = G^ = G*^ , where = ^
<c) K  is a sequence of consecutively-distinct
primes and we are given a group H of type Mip^,...,p^) , we may, in
the manner of the proof of (1.7.5), "extend" H to a group G of type 
M(pn,...,p^) such that G/G^ = H .
*n *1(d) In referring to a group G of type M(pn , ...,p^ ) , we may say
* 1  *nthat G has chief factors of orders p^ , ...,pn ."reading from the top".
(e) We note that a group G of type M(3,2,3) does not lie in
i 2 *
This provides an example promised on page 14.
$>2 *-$j* ^ 2 * However, ¿ 2 4 i 2*i, , while % 9  ^  , clearly.
1.8 Dark's Fitting class.
In the paper [193 , Dark introduced a method of constructing 
Fitting classes which has proved to be a very important source of 
examples; for instance, the Berger-Cossey counterexample to the Lockett 
conjecture was constructed using Dark's method: see [53 •
Here we just quote Dark's theorem: no direct use will be made of 




1.8.1 Theorem (Dark. f!9: theorem 41). Suppose that Y Is a finite 
soluble group and that it is a set of primes such that
(i) Y has a unique minimal normal subgroup, Y is odd and Z(Y) =  
0n (Y) = 1 ; and
(II) rt contains all prime divisors of |y/Y'1 .
Since Z(Y) —  1 , there exists a natural embedding : Y —*■ Inn(Y)
Aut(Y) . Let ei be an element of Aut(Y) of prime order; let P =<at>
and X «» Y P <fO . Assume that the following conditions are satisfied 
(III) P n Y i = > l ,  lPl = p e n  and (p, |Yl) =  1 ;
(IV) CP , Yj/J= Y v  ;
(V) if Y^ ^  Aut(Y) , Y^ si Y and Yp normalizes Y^, then Y^ =  Y»
(Vi) if ^ 6  Aut(Y) and j ^ Is a p-group, then <'*■'> .
If G * , define ' /5(C) =  0P'(G/QjG)) .
Let 3E- = (G e Z  i p (G) e. SnDQ(x)) .
Then is a Pitting class .
1.9 The "Quas i-R^-1 emma"
1.9.1 Lemma. Suppose that A and B are groups and that G0 is 
subdirect in A x B  (see (1.1.4)) • Suppose that there exist subgroups 
X of A and Y of B with G#i X x Y  . Then X = A , Y = B .
Proof. Suppose that there exists a £ A with a # X . Since A x B = 
GqB , then there exists gQ - (x,jr) a Gq and b 6 B with (a,l) =
(x,y)(l,b) . But then (ax_1 ,l) *  (l,yb) £ A x l h l * B = l .  hus 
a - x 6 X , contrary to choice, and so X = A . Similarly, Y = B .
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The following lemma, part (a) of which has come to he known as the 
"Quaai-Ro-Lemma", has assumed some importance in the theory of Pitting 
Classes. Part (b), due to P. Hauck, was quoted by him in a talk at 
Warwick in 1977• We include a proof .
1.9.2 Lemma ("Q.uasi-R^-Lemma"). Let 1  be a Pitting class and G be 
a finite group. Suppose that there exist S , M i  G with N n M *= 1 
and G/NM £ W  .
(a) (Lockett, [47; 2.6.7]). Suppose that G/M & ^  . Then G if
and only if g/n e .
(b) (Hauck, Jj54; l.ll]). Suppose that “3- is a Lockett class and that 
G f J  , Then G/N , G/m  e ^  .
Proof. Let A denote G/N and B denote G/M . Now, A ^  U =
£mN : m e  Mj £ M , and B V = {riM i n f Nj S  H , and Ax B has a 
naturally-embedded copy of G , to wit Gq = {(gN,gM) s g e G ^  . Since
GQ > D x V  and Ax B/(Uv V) i  a/U H B/t  i /  , then Gq sn AX B. Since
(gN,lM) = (gN.gM) (lN,gM)_1 for all g e G , then A x B = GqB and Go 
is subdirect in Ax B .
(a) . Here, B =  G/M e- ^  . If G/N * , then A x B  £ 3- , and so
Go 6 SnNo ^  * ^  • If G e 3 . ,then Ax B = GqB 6 Nq 3- , and so
G/N * A e 3- .
(b) Here, 3" is a Lockett class and Go~ C , and since Gq sn
A x B  then by (l.}.2o), Gq  ^  (AxB)^= A ^  x B ^  . But then by (l.9.l),
A - A and B_ = B , as required.3- 3-
The following lemma is due to Berger, £4]*, Since it is not yet 
published, and will be important for us, mainly in Chapter 4 but also
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for one result in Chapter 3» we will supply the proof. The proof given 
is that of Berger, with several details added; the result may also he 
proved by repeated application of (1 .9.2a). We prove a second part 
of this lemma in (4.1 .16  ); in that proof, we will refer to the internal 
details of the proof here.
1.9.5 Lemma (Berger, 4s 5.2 ). Let *<§• be a Fitting class. Suppose 
that G £ % , and that G contains subgroups V and W such that G,
M £ v//1 h *■§ and G ■= VM (not-necessarily semi-direct) .
Let U denote a group isomorphic with V , and let f> s V -> U be 
an isomorphism. Then j> induces a homomorphism J : G -*■ Aut(u) given 
by
g : g >-> {u i-* ((u f“1)®) f» : u .6 VJ } • for g t, G ,
where the expression in braces represents the automorphism of' 11 whose 
action on an arbitrary element u £ U is as shown.
Form the abstract semi-direct product U J Aut(U) , which has a sub­
group U ] (My ) . Then G *■ "3- if and only if U ] (M <p) ^  •
Proof. It is standard, and not hard to check, that J is a homomorphism 
from G to Aut(u) . Since M 6 Jf , then any subgroup H with 
V i  H i  G is subnormal in G , and it follows that G £ ‘JJ" =  < S n,No'>'^ -
if and only if V <m> e for all m £ M . Since M y  £ \N , it
similarly follows that U 3 (M y ) e ^  if and only if U -<my> e 'J- for 
all m t M •
Choose m £• M and let G denote V <£ m> sn G . Now, mm
induces an inner automorphism, m say, of G^ , and we may form the
abstract semi-direct product G ] < i >  . Since V ^  G , then V ism m
certainly <m> -invariant, and so has a subgroup V ] < m >  .
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Since m la the inner automorphism induced by m on G = V < m > ,m
then m acts faithfully on V and centralizes m • With this in mind, 
we may check that the map s Vj<m> -*u3<my> given by
lj^ : v m* i— >  (vp ) ( m ^  )
is an isomorphism . Thus
Uj^m<j>> if and only if V)<£m> e Q
Again since m induces nt on , then m ni ^ centralizes
A*“l  A  4-1G and also m ' . Thus, G »-¿m m > and V ^ m> • <£m m >  are m m
both normal products; it is easy to check that they both coincide with 
Gm3< m> . Since m centralizes m , then char( < m  nT*>) C;.char(<. m > ) . 
But M & <W o , and so <;m m ~ V  ^  . Thus, G^ e ^  if and
only if V]<i5> €^  , and so by (l), and the remarks in the first 
paragraph, G ^  if and only if Uj(M<p ) i ^  # completing the proof.
l.q.A Famark. In the original statement of the above result, Berger
omits the condition that the nilpotent group M belong to “3- ; however 
some Buch condition is necessary.
"if" : Let = i 3 and take G & Cg , with V =  U the subgroup
of order 3 and M the subgroup of order 2. Then u] (M y ) S’ Cj * ,
but 0 4  ^  •
"only if": If G is soluble and G * Of , then M £ ^harC?) ~ ^
However, take G = V = Alt(5) , and let $  = ^Alt^);? . = D (G) (J? ltt o
(1.5.18)). Let M be a subgroup of G of order 2 . Then G = VM 
f 5  , while u] (M<p) has order 120 and so cannot belong to
CHAPTER 2.
THE OPERATORS fc ( ) AND jj ( ) .
In this chapter, we shall be working entirely within the universe 
of finite, soluble, groups.
Given a Fitting class 3  and a set of primes n , Lockett £481
defines a new class 3 - to consist of those (finite, soluble) groups 
G in which an -injector contains a Hall tl-subgroup of G, and proves
_,Tt «that d is a Fitting class. A reason for introducing the classes 3
is that they assist in determining the injectors for a product of Fitting
classes (see (2.1 .3) below) .
Hawkes has re-denoted 3 *  by ¿Lx^ s')i regarding ^  (  ^33
an "operator" on the family of all Fitting classes (of finite, soluble, 
groups). If we define KTt('3') as the class of all (finite, soluble) 
groups in which the Hall TC-subgroups belong to 3  , then fC ^ ( 3) i3 
again a Fitting class and so ) gives another "operator". The
) operator seems to have been known for some time, especially in 
the context of formation theory.
In this chapter, the operators ( ) and «C^( ) are
investigated, together with various related topics concerned with the 
role of Hall subgroups in Fitting class theory.
After presenting some elementary properties' in the first section, 
and giving a description of the # n ( 3  )radical in the second, we go on
in section three to show that ^ ( 3 * 5  ) ** (3) *  ^((j ) for
all-Fitting classes 3  and (J , and give sufficient conditions for 
this to hold for J  ( ) .TL
In section four, it is shown that £  ( ) and ( ) both
conmute with Lockett's "Upper-star" operation.
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The operator ) is closely related to what we call "Hall-
closure"; that is, the closure of a given class under taking Hall 
subgroups of groups in the class. Our result that ) and the
upper-star operation commute leads to the observation that if ^  is a 
Hall-closed Pitting class, then so also are and 3^ . This
yields as a special case a result of Bryce and Cossey that the smallest 
normal Pitting class, , is Hall-closed .
In section five, we give a new characterization of normal Pitting 
classes in terms of the ¿xS ) operator, while in section six we modify 
an example of Cossey. In the seventh section, . the Fitting class 
generated by the so-called ” n-perfect" groups is determined.
The eighth section is devoted to proving that the classes and
en(^) are closed under taking Hall subgroups containing the Pitting 
subgroup, a concept introduced in section one and related to ) .
In the final section, it is shown that if 3  is a primitive 
saturated formation of finite defect n , then the (soluble) group G 
belongs to if, and only if, all Hall u-subgroups of G for 
Mi. n belong to ^  *
Ve stress that in this chapter, the class of all finite soluble 
groups, , is taken as universe, and all classes and groups
considered will be assumed to lie in J5 without further comment.
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The operator ) i-3 closely related to what we call "Hall-
closure"; that is, the closure of a given class under taking Hall 
subgroups of groups in the class. Our result that fc ( ) and the 
upper-star operation commute leads to the observation that if is a 
Hall-closed Fitting class, then so also are 3  and 3^ . This
yields as a special case a result of Bryce and Cossey that the smallest 
normal Fitting class, ^ , is Hall-closed •
In section five, we give a new characterization of normal Fitting 
classes in terms of the ¿ni. ) operator, while in section six we modify 
an example of Cossey. In the seventh section, the Fitting class 
generated by the so-called ” a-perfect" groups is determined.
The eighth section is devoted to proving that the classes and
en (*) are closed under taking Hall subgroups containing the Fitting 
subgroup, a concept introduced in section one and related to ) .
In the final section, it is shown that if 3  is a primitive 
saturated formation of finite defect n , then the (soluble) group G 
belongs to ^  if, and only if, all Hall n.-subgroups of G for 
n belong to ^  .
Vfe stress that in this chapter, the class of all finite soluble 
groups, , is taken as universe, and all classes and groups
considered will be assumed to lie in %  without further comment.
" ■ • Wi ■¿■tr-'
tsT'/SlBr!
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2.1 Definitions and elementary properties.
2.1.1 Definition.and Conventions. Let ^ be a Pitting class.
(a) (Lockett, C483). Let ^  be a Pitting class, and define
) = (G e : An 'J-injector of G contains a £ -injector
of G) .
(b) Let 3t be a class of groups, and define
fc g(X)i =  (° * &  : The J -Injectors of G belong to 36 ).
M  if g where n e f  , in the above definitions (in which case
a Q -injector is a Hall Tt-subgroup), we write £n O-) and #  (3£) ,
respectively, and omit the braces if n  =. {p} . If u =^, then by
convention, ^ ( 3-) = f^(3£)=-/& , for all relevant 3  and 3? .
If a given "3- -injector of a group G contains a £ -injector of 
G , then every 3 -injector contains a (}-injector, by conjugacy of 
injectors .
The following propositon of Lockett, fas], will be important for 
our work and so the proof of the first three, parts is .sketched., and the 
required examples for the fourth part are provided.
2.1.2 Proposition (Lockett.T48: 5.ll). Let 3  be a Fitting class and
U. be a set of primes. Then
(a) £  ('SO is a Pitting class;H
(c) the following are equivalent:
(i)
(ii)




(d) if ^  is a Fischer class, then so is <4(3-) , while if '3- is 
either Q- or S-closed, it does not follow that need be
respectively Q- or S-closed.
Proof .(a) If G £• «4 , O ' )  , N 4  G and V is an "S--injector of G , then 
V contains some Hall n-subgroup H of G, while V O N  is an 
*3- -injector of N . But then H O  N $ V A N and H r\ N e Halla (N),
whence N £  It follows that <4(3")- sn O  ) •
Now suppose that G =  N^Ng , where N ^  G and N^ £ (S'), i •= 1,2.
Let V be an 3  -injector of G and let K « Hall^V). Now Y n  Nj
is an 3 --injector of N^ , for i = 1 ,2  , and since K n  N^ e.
Hall^(V r\ N^) , then K O N ^  < Hall^N^) since N^ 6 4,( *30 • But now
K contains Hall n>-subgroups of both N., and N_ , and using (1.1.2),
we may check that K e H all^O) , whence G e «£„.('3-) . Thus,
<4,(3) is No-closed and is therefore a Fitting class.
(b) Since ■ , is Q-closed, then by (1.3.13) and the definition, we 
may check that 3-, -&n,' <£ ^  “ - ¿ ^ O )  » 3 * - ^ ,  S
¿ * 0 ) * ^  . . and
Suppose that G & ^  (3-) * -S a , •, If V is an 3" -injector of 
G , then V A O ^  O-) is 3X1 3"~inJeotor ^  and so contains
a Hall it-subgroup of G ^  , and thus contains a Hall U-subgroup
of G i since O/C ^  tv* • Thu3* - / „ . O )  *  -&n> *
Suppose that ^ (  3“) ^  /^(.d n (J )) 
minimal order in JL («£( 3)) X  ^  (3") .R  It It
and let G be a group of 
Then G has a unique maximal
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normal subgroup M =■ Z £  ^  j of prime index, p say, and M must be an
•Cni‘3' )—injector of G . Thus, M contains a Hall Tt—subgroup, H say, 
of G . Since «¿n(3 ) —  .£^(3 ) #• and G • then P R »
contrary to M ^  H .
(c) The implication (i) =5» (ii) follows from (b) .
(ii) =i> (iii). Assume that 3" '=3'*^n , , and let G be a group of
minimal order such that if V is an 3  -injector of G , then |g  : V l 
is not a ri-number. Let M G ; then M n V is an *3- -injector of M  ,
and so |M s M V| is a Tt -number. If V ^  M , then | G : VI =
I M : M f\ V) is a u-number. Thus V < M , and |G : M 1 =. q , where
qelfxTl. Now , V is also an J-injector of M ,, whence by conjugacy
of injectors and the Fra tt ini argument we have G = M N^(v) . Choosing a
q-element x£  n q (v) s  M 30 that G =  M<x~>, we have V<ix-> e ,
since q 4 rt , contrary to the 3F -maximali ty of V .
(iii) =*>(i). By (b), 3 - S ^ O - )  . Suppose that 3 ^  ^(jF-), and let 
G be a group of minimal order in /' (3-) \ ^  . Then G has a unique
maximal normal subgroup M = G ^  , which must be an 3--injector of G . 
Since G £ <£*,(3) , then |G s M 1 4  n. , contrary to (iii) .
(d) We refer to £47; 2.6.Id} for this. But note that Sym(4) belongs 
to «¿Z (\Af), while Sym(3), which appears as both subgroup and factor group
of Sym(4) , does not; thus ( ) need not respect Q- or S-closure.
2 .1 .3  Proposition. Let 3" and ff be Fitting classes. Then
(a) (Lockett) #^(3) =  ; and
(b) (3) is a Fitting class, for all n. elP .
Proof, (a) Suppose firstly that G £ (3) . Let V be a
C  -injector of C , so that V C , while if N sn G then V n  N is
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-maximal in N . But V n N belongs to 3- , and so to 3 n C  •
But then V n N must be ‘S n  £ -maximal in N , and so V is an 
^ -injector of G . Thus G «
Suppose next that G 6 <£^  ( 3  r><j ) . Let V be an 3-n^-
injector of G , so that V contains a £ -injector of G . But now V
must itself be a £j -injector of G since V €■ £j . Since V £ ,
then G Kg (30 .
(b) This follows from (a) and (2.1.2a)..
In general, the classes (3-) and (3-) need not be Fitting
classes: we refer to (2.1.17) below for remarks on this topic.
2.1.4 Omnibus lemma. Let 2E and ^  be classes of groups,
^  and ^ t>e Fitting classes, and let u. and j> be sets of primes.
Then we have the following.
(a) & „ ( * ) =  J n, *-#„(*)* =  y  *„(*)) *  ^n ( 3 £ ^ ^ n ) .
(b) =  .
(c) It is not necessary that 3E 6 "kn (jE)* in contrast to (2.1.2b).
(d) If , then H n(X) 5 K n(y) , while if 3  it is not
necessary that X  ^  (30 £ ) •
(e) If X  is C-closed where C «■ f S,Sn,Sp,Q,No,Ro} , then % n (X) 
is C-closed.
(f) If { X - K  « i3 a family of classes, then (f) X- ) =' ' * V t  A ot «C
fl ic (jE„) # while this can fail for X ) . 
it n
(«) * . ( * , ( * »  - ■ (Er( ^ ( * ) >  •
(h) If ^ i A ’i th«l / . O ’) £ / f O )  •
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(i) ¿ n o fW *  •
(j) Char( 3)) = (it s char ( ^  ) ) =  tt.'u char( 3.) .
Proof. (a) Suppose that G £ >8 and that H i  B < 5 with H  i H ,
Suppose also that {MI and | G : M | are fi'-numbers. Then G £ fC^ Tz.) 
if and only if M/N * 3£) , since a Hall n -subgroup of G is
isomorphic to one of i^ /N . Thus K (2£) - J> t* &  (3E)
- The other assertions follow easily from the definition, of K  ( )•
(b) This follows at once from the definition.
(c) A group G of type m (5,3*2) , as constructed in (l.7»5), lies in
both and (see (l.3.l6))f while a Hall {2,3}-subgroup of G
does not. We will expand upon this example in (2.8.3).
(d) If X  , then certainly 3K) “= A^i’y )  • For the required
example, let G denote Sym(4) . An -¿g-injector G belongs to
Syl2(G) , while an •^ 2 *' - ^ “■injector is the subgroup Alt(4). Thus
G £ ^ 2( ^ 2) ^ X 2( J 2 Jf Jj) , while J 2 S  i 2 * i j
(e) If G £ K^JiX) , then a subgroup/aormal subgroup/quotient group of
G has a Hall Tl-subgroup isomorphic to a subgroup/normal subgroup/quotient 
group, respectively, of a Hall TL-subgroup of G , whence f(( ) preserves 
S- , S - , and Q-closure, respectively.
Now suppose that 3£ is ^-closed. Suppose that the group G is 
such that G = NjN2 where N^ ^  G and N^ e {¿^(3*) , i ■= 1,2. Let
H «Hall (G). The assertion follows from (1.1.2).TL
Next suppose that is Ho~closed. Suppose that the group G 
possesses normal subgroups N^, Ng with Nj (1 Nj s  1 and G/N^ 6 3f),
i =s 1,2 . Let H * Hall^(G). Then H / i N ^ H  ,
(H n N^) n  (H n Ng) - 1 and H/H r\ is isomorphic with a Hall
n. -subgroup of g/N^ , for i = 1, 2. It follows that H & RQ3f = 3£ ,
and so G 6 •
Finally suppose that 3£ is S^-closed. Suppose that L ^  G and
G c ^^(35 ) and that L/core^(li) t . Let K £ Hall^L) and suppose that 
K H  eHalljG). Now K ^  coreG(L) rj H S H and K/(core0(L) A H ) * JC ,
whence K 6 S_ 3S - JE , and 30 L e (i (X .) .Jf It
(f) G c ) 45> Hall^G) ^  n  3£u < (  \  ) = A
&> C fi Dtf (3i ) • but 0 ¿SK* ^ 3) $
(g) G £ (Jf)) 4=J> the Hall p-subgroups of Hall rc-subgroups
of G belong to af
^  G 6 ^ n o f <*> *
(h) If pen. and G , then certainly G e (^-) , since a
Hall n.-subgroup always then contains a Hall f-subgroup.
(i) G e ^ ^ (3-) -c—> an 3- -Injector of G contains a Hall ( Jii/f )-
subgroup of G
* / * ( » )  a  (3-) .
(j) This is clear from the definition.
2.1.5 Definition. Let 3£ be a class of groups and 3  be a Fitting class. 
Define H X. =(G £ : Gi s  isomorphic to a Hall-subgroup of an
3? -group) ; and
H j£ ;{G ( i  ! G i s  isomorphic to a Hall-subgroup H of a
3
group X £ 3£ , such that H > ) .
It is clear that H and Hr,\ coincide, and that H = H ,
5 char (3 -)
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2.1.6 Lemma. The operations H and H^_ are closure operations.
Proof. Since H =  , we prove the result for Hg, .
Certainly SC c S  H ^ ^  , if 3£-&y are classes of groups.
Suppose that G 6- (H^ 36) . Then there exists Y 6 K. and
G £ Hall(Y) with G ^ Y«_ such that G =  G , while there exists O O ■3" o
X «X  and Y, t Hall(x) with Y » X ^  such that Y = Y s we willO O v1 o
identify G with G 6 Y and Y with Y < X . Then G , being a Hall o o o
subgroup of Yq , is one of X . Since Yq  ^  X ^ , then (Yo) 9- X^_ .
But G 9 (Y ) and so G ^  X _ , showing that G i and thus0 0 3 - o 3 0 3 -
that (H 3C) = ; completing the proof.J T *X
If = H 3£ we shall, in view of the lemma, say that X  is 
Hall-closed.
2.1.7 Lemma. Let 3£ be a class of groups and J  be a Pitting class. 






3l = h y.
» - V 6
36 =<ft , Hx > ^
<i=^ 3£ s  fiz(.3£) for all x T P  ;
<i=> J8t, * £  &  for all r -  p  5
= *  ¿ n (*) ft « * ( » )  i
=£> 3E = H X  ; and
D  ft (3£ ) is the largest Hall-closed class contained in 3£
<rsIP
Proof. Part (a) is clear from the definitions.
(b) Suppose that jE « H^3f , and let G t If H frHallT(G),
then H = H Ot»(G)/Ox,(G) « Hallt(G/0T ,(G)). Now, F(G/Ot,(G)) is clearly 
a t —group and so is contained in H Ox* (g )/Ox ,(G) • By definition of
the operation , it follows that H 0%>(g)/0_c, (g ) & 3t , whence
H and G f ^  (5E) , as required.
Now suppose that J!>xs * D£ c  f£^(X) for all r e. IP , and suppose 
that there exists G t 3£ with F(c) =£ H <£ Hall(G) and h £ 3£ , where 
char(H) = p say. Then 0p/ (G) = 1 , whence G e £ ¥Cp(3£) , and
so H € 3 £ , a contradiction«
(c) Suppose that £ ^rt (30 , and let G & .  If T is an 
-injector of G , then T mu3t contain a Hall Tt-subgroup H of G.
Since 3-S and H e  Hallrt(T) , then H * 3-, and G t  {^(^).
Thus ) S K„.('3) . By (1.3.13) and (2.1.4), it follows that
* A O )  S  K> * K W  - M 3 - )  •
(d) If 3£= <Q , a a d i i i ? ,  then af * X z>* by (1.3.13),
while by (b) above, J>z' * 3L fe fc-t (3£) • By (a), we have j£= H 3£ .
(e) Let 'y denote f) (JX) . Since 3£ consists of finite groups,
<rs|P
then £35 . We have
f c ^ ) = K ( f l  M * > )
<rsF
= D  „ (ae) by (2.1.4f,s)— no <r<rs?
r? O  ^ (3S-) — 'M * an intersection over "more" classes. 
^T*IP T
It follows by part (a) that ^  is Hall-closed.
Now suppose that ^ De. and that ^ is Hall-closed. Then
3 g. 0  k j } )  S  n  =  y , by (2.1.4d).
* fftlP (T£jp
The result follows.
We observe that if is C-closed where C £  (s, Sn , S^, Q, Nq,
Ro} , then by (2.1.4e) and (1.2.4), it follows that the largest Hall- 
olosed class contained in 3£ is also C-olosed«
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In section 2.8, examples of classes which are H^.-closed but not 
Hall-closed will be given. The next proposition, which is primarily to 
investigate certain relationships between ) and
* *^ti ^ ) , includes examples of classes which are not H^. -closed.
2.1.8 Proposition, (a) Ji ,* J  (jf) - > for all TtfelF .n- n. n
(b) P  fcn( ^ 2) ’* whenever ^  * Tt % V  •
(o). If p 6 IP then e 0/^) is not H..-closed; in particular,P Ji
there exists n s P  with *  ^ n(ep(</^ 2)) ^  Ki^ep ^ 2^  *
Proof, (a) Since Jf is S-closed, and so Hall—closed, then by (2.1.7c), 
^  . Let G «  , HtfHallre(G) and let
L = 0^, (G) . Then HL/L 6 HalljG/L) n Jf . Ciearly F(G/l ) e \  and 
so F(G/l ) i HL/L . By a well-known theorem of Fischer (see [41; VI. 
7.18] (and [26; 6,18] or [47; 2*1.l/2] for a proof)), the vV"-in,jector3 of 
a group are precisely the W  -maximal subgroups containing the Fitting 
subgroup; in particular, HL/L is contained in an /C-injector of G/L 
and so G/L e and G £ •
(b) Choose p « u  and q ^ R  • Let G be a group of type M(p,q,p) 
(see (1.7.6)). A Hall R-subgroup of G is a Sylow p-subgroup, whence
G « fCn (jf2) • Now, G* , of index p in G , belongs to J^2 , and so
must be an *Y?-injector of G , since G 4 </f2 . Since 0^, (G) =-1 , 
then G |  ^  »^(«/C2).' .. (As in (a), the left-hand side is
certainly contained in the right-hand).
(o) Choose primes q, r and s so that J[p, q, r, s J | = 4 . Let G 
be a group of type M(e* ,r^ .p* ,q' ) , and take n, = {p, q, s] .
Then |H \ - s* pd q , and it ia not hard to check that \H |, a* p* ,
Since l G | = a 1 rP , then G 6 e (-V2) . Let H i  HalljG) . *Ai P
and that H If. However, H G^. and ao ia not
H -closed, while G £ ^  , * Ji (e (/T2)) \ X  (e_CAf2)) r as required. >/y ri Tt- P it p
We recall Lockett's result (2.1 .2c) that J  - X  (3) if and onlyTl
if )  s i  , • Since V("3-) = »weTt "■ rv n  it
might ask whether “i- = A , * ”3 -tf . is sufficient to ensure thatn  rx’
^  % (3 ) . It is not: taking 'i- ■= , , we haver* rt ft ix
= >& +  ^  . To find necessary and sufficient conditions for
3  =fca(3) , we define some new closure operations.
2.1.9 Definition. Let 3£ be a class of groups» and n  be a set of 
primes. Let
S ^ i C s i G  £ -8 : 3  X £ X  with G = H g X and )X : H( a It -number) ; 
and 0Tl3£ = ( G £ ^  i B  I i  G , X £ , with |G : X ) a n  -number) •
It is not hard to check that S^ and 0^  are closure operations.
2.1.10 Proposition. Let 3£ be a claaa of groups and n  be a set of 
primes. Then X  = fcn(J£) if and only if X  = < S nL* , .
Proof. It follows from the definitions that % n (30 is <S , O^i 'y -
closed. On the other hand, if X  = s”- 3£ , then X  £  ft a (-30 , while
if 3C - 0n, 3E , then ) £ 3£ , and the assertion follows.
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We next Investigate conditions under which inclusions of the type 
K. a ( 3  ) £  ^  ^ ) or and so on, may occur.
We recall from (2.1.4d) that if 3  £ $  » then ftre( 3 )  £ ) » tut
it is not necessary that ;(il_(3 ') £ °
2.1.11 Proposition. Let 3- and £ be Fitting classes and let n  be a
set of primes. Then f e _ (3 )  <= ft (Ç ) if and only if 3-n,i çÇr» A *rv n. j
Proof. If S ftJS ) then by (2.1,4b),
If J o  Aa £ S n r^e then by (2.1.4a,d),
- M * )  -- M  3"° A J  ç  ^ ( f ) .
2.1.12 Proposition. Let J  te a Fitting class and let tl and x. be
sets of primes. Then #^(3-) £ (3-) if and only if the following
two conditions both hold.
(a) 0 Xs^  ( 3  n  ^>TTrtx ) «  3- i “ d
(b) 3- n ^  ç K t ( ^ o i w ) .
Proof. Suppose that ftn.(3) £ {£x (3) . bet G e JL with H i  G ,
) G : H| a ( t nti. )-number and H c 3  n J>rtf)X . Then H fe Hall^CG), and
so G t #„(3-) £ ft!x (3) • But G e ^ t  , whence G « 3  , giving (a).
Next let G fr 3  a , and let H £ Hallx(G) . Since G € 3- ) ,
which is contained in ft^(3 ) , then H 6 3  , and since G £ -8-* , then
H t , giving (b) .
Suppose that (a) and (b) hold. Let G * 1^(3-) , and choose 
H *■ Halite) and K * Hallr(G) such that J =  H /> K C Hall r (G) .
Since G £ fc„.(3), then H e  "3 f\ and so Jnnx » J £ , by
(b), whence by (a), K « 3  , giving G 6 ftT (3) •
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2*3»»3-3 Proposition» Let 3  be a Pitting class, and let Tt and t  be 
seta of primes. Then £  .£^(3) if and only if 3 = .
Proof» Suppose that (3-) £ /^(g.) . Certainly 3- c J - x J  ;
thus suppose that this inclusion is strict, and for a contradiction let 
G be a group of minimal order belonging to 3 *-^T viv N  ”3 . Then G
has a unique maximal normal subgroup M = G^_ of prime index, q say,
where q fc ("C'-vt). Further, M must be an 3--injector of G . Since 
|G : M | 4 Tt , then M contains all Hall Tt -subgroups of G , and so 
G €. 3 )  ^ <£-c( 3-) . But then M must contain a Hall T-subgroup
of G , which is impossible since |G : M I = q e r • It follows that 
3- * *  * '»Tvn *
Next suppose that 3- = "3-* \tc * and f°r a contradiction let 
G be a group of minimal order in •C-rr,{ 3~) s eCx (3-) « Then G has
a unique maximal normal subgroup M = G ^  ^  ) , of prime index, q say.
T
Since .£x (3-) = , then q & -c • Let T be an
3  -injector of G . Then T(tM is an 3 -injector of M £ ¿¿*x (3-) ,
and so contains a Hall t  -subgroup of M .  If T ^ T i l M ,  then T must 
contain a Hall t  -subgroup of G , contrary to G 4  ^ ( j )  , Thus
T « M . Since G £ ¿ „ ( 3 )  » then Ig  * T ] = |G : M)|m  s Tl is a 
Tt,'-number, and so q 4 tc . By the Frattini argument, G = M Nq (T) , and 
we may find a q-element x £ Nq (t ) ^  M . But then T <x> «. 3  * >8 ^  = 3  , 
since q fe t \ u  , contradicting the 3--maximality of T . This 
completes the proof.
2.1.14 Corollary. Let *£ be a Pitting cla3s, and let Tl and x be 
seta of primes. Then «¿n (3) =• .¿T (3-) if and only if 3- = 3  * J  ,
where A  is the symmetric difference (ttst; ) o (t s t t ) =  Ttux >■ Ti/VC. 
Proof. We observe that if oc > p <= P  and (j is a Pitting class, then
$ = S *  Ai u (S i f  3114 °my i f  5 = i  *  A  ~ $ * A 5 * This ia
because any group in 4 .  p belongs to A  * A »  * *** * At  * 3p
for a sufficiently large (finite) number of factors. The result now 
follows from (2.1.13) •
The inclusion 3-) c (j ) has not lent itself to a complete
analysis. Recalling Lockett's relation of strong inclusion " < <  ",
(see (1.5.12)) , we have the following.
2.1.15 Proposition. Let 3  and ^ be Pitting classes and let n  be a 
set of primes. Then we have
(a) if 3  ■¿< then <fw (^-) 9. ^ ) , but the converse need not
hold ; and
(b) if / n (y) « /„.( § ) . then 3  * &  5 * A t  * but the converse
need not hold.
Proof. (a) It is clear from the definitions that if 3  << (j then 
(3-) €  *^^(5 ) • For the required example, take Tt= f2 , 3 } ,
*3- = M A  J and * Then ~ S “ A v  8114
/, r ( 3 ) = * „ ( * >  S ^ ( 5 ) = /„.($) by (2.1.3a) and (2.1.4d) .
Now let G be a group of type M(2* ,3^ ,22 ,3 ) , as in (l.7.6)
A (j -injector of G must coincide with the maximal normal subgroup of 
G of order 2* 3^ 22 , while an J -injector must have order 2** 3 ^ 1»
; it follows thatsubgroup of order 2 3 and have order
» J  •
2 V * 1
(b) Suppose that •¿n.(3') - ) » 311,1 let 11 £ 3"n • Then
H ^  <(xJ,'h) £ •£■*(§ ) » 311,1 H £ § a  • For the required example,
take ^  » 311,1 5 = ^ 2  * - " 3  * 80 =  S n ^  2 311,1
^  ) = . However, the group G in (a) above does not belong
to / 2($ ) .
It is desirable to relate injectors and radicals for JL,c('3’) and
f£ (<y) to the corresponding entities for ^  in some way. In the next
section, we will determine the 3  )-radical in this way. In the
meantime, we quote a result of Lockett concerning the )-injectors
for certain classes 'J- . This will have some bearing on (2.1.15).
2.1.16 Proposition (Lockett C48:4.4l ). Let J  be a Fitting class 
and let G be a group. If the 3" -injector V of G permutes with 
the Hall w ’-subgroup H of G , then T = V H is an )-injector
of G .
Lockett, ¿48; page 109 ] > calls a Fitting class permutable
if it has the property that in each group G € , an 3  -injector of
G permutes with some Hall u'-subgroup of G for each n  <=IP. Thus, 
if 3- is a permutable Fitting class, then an «£„.( 3-)-injector of the 
group G is the product of an 3- -injector of G and a suitable Hall 
it'-subgroup of G. Lockett uses a result of Fischer to show [48;4«5J 
that if 3- is a Fischer class then 3- is permutable, and also shows, in 
seotion 5 of ¿48J. how Dark's theorem (l.8.l) can be used to provide an
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example of a non-permutable class. Indeed, Lockett also shows that
(2 .1 .16) can fail for this class.
Because of (2.1.3a), then (2.1.16) can be used to describe the 
)-injectors if 3- r> JLn  is permutable* we note that, by (2.1.2c), 
injectors for / „ ( ^  ) and <0 always have tc-index in G .
Using (2.1.16) and a result of Mann-Alperin quoted as 4*2 in [48] , 
we may show that if ^ are permutable Fitting classes and tt is a
set of primes, then ,£Pt('3') «  »in.(§ ) • We shall not be concerned
with this aspect, and so omit the proof.
2.1.17 Concluding remarks. We defined Jt<~ (3-) and fC^  ("3-) for 
arbitrary Fitting classes § £  A> , in (2.1.l) , but our main interest 
is in the case that ^ , where rt ^ TP •
Lockett, on page 16 of his thesis [47j , observes that Sym(3) X
may be regarded as a normal product of two copies of Sym(3) with their 
Sylow 3-subgroups coincident, and thus that
Sym(3)X C2 £ No( f c ^ i i j ) )  S  ^ ( J j )  *
so that (3" ) and ( ^ ) need not be Fitting classes.
In his dissertation [[343 * P« Hauck investigates conditions under 
which (*3-) is a Fitting class; he finds that if there exists n. o ]P
5
such that and 3- = 3  , then (3*) is a Fitting
class.
We note that if we define
^ (*3-) ® (G & Jb : Each Hall w. -subgroup of G contains an
3- -injector of G ) ,
then, as above, Sym(3) X C? £ Nq(£ j(^O) \ ^ j(^) , and so ^ ( 3 )
need not be a Fitting class.
2.2 The if (”3")-radical._____________ 2 ____________
In this section, we show that the 8^(3- )-radical of a group G
has a very close relationship with the 3— radical of a Hall it -subgroup 
of G . We give two descriptions of the 3-)-radical of G ; one,
(2.2.2a); in terms of the normal closure of the 3 -radical of a Hall 
it-subgroup of G ; the other, (2.2.?) , an iterative construction in 
terms of the cores of certain subgroups of factor groups of G .
2.2.1 Proposition. Let 3  be a Fitting class, ic be a set of primes, 
G be a (soluble) group and H a member of Halln(G) •
Then G ^  ^*3~) ^  ^ —• H ^  .
Proof. Let K ■= G (3-)* By (1.1.2), HftK £ HalljK) & 3- .
Since H n K -S H , it follows that H n K < H .
Let F/K = F(G/K) . Since 8,^(3) = £ „ ( 3 ) * ^ .  by (2.1.4a), 
then F/K must be a rt-group, and so F/K < HK/K <£■ Hall^G/K) , since
F/K s3 G/k  .. Because H n K <s H ^  , it follows by a straightforward 
argument on orders that H ^  ^  Hall^K.H^. ), , whence K.H^ e '3) • 
Since F 3  G , then K.H^r» F £ Sn ftTC(3-) = » while since F/N
is nilpotent then the group K.H^ r> F is subnormal in G , and is thus
contained in K . By above, F ^  HK and so F < HK . Since K.H^. is
also normal in HK , then Hk .H^ , f ] 6 K,H^ O F i K . Thus, H ^  /K
centralizes F(g/k ) , whence by (l.l.lf) it follows that 
H ^  4 H <1 K.H^O F $ H n K , and the result follows.
The above proposition has some interesting consequences. We 
recall some familiar definitions.
Let A be a subgroup of the group G .
If for all g e G we have that A and A® are conjugate in
A , A ® >  , then A is said to be pronormal in G . (See exercises 
4 and 6 on pages 13 and 14 of (28]).
If re is a set of primes, A is said to be n-normally embedded 
in G (written A rt -ne G ) if a Hall ix -subgroup of A is a Hall 
Tv -subgroup of a suitable normal subgroup of G • If tv •=. { p } , we 
omit the braces as usual. Lockett [47; page 55] calls a subgroup which 
is p-normally embedded for all primes p strongly pronormal , and shows 
that such a subgroup is pronormal (see [47; 3*2.ll) .
Finally, we recall from [29; page 205 ] that if A i  B i G , then 
A is said to be strongly closed in B with respect to G if for all
g 6. G we have B A A® ^  A .
We note that a subgroup can be p-normally embedded for all p , 
where tc s  IP , while not being rt -normally embedded. For take 
G - Alt(4) X Sym(3) . Then G has a cyclic subgroup, C , of order 6 , 
which complements G* , such that C = (C A  Alt(4)) x (C A Sym(3)) •
Now C A Alt(4) * Sylj(C) A Sylj(Alt(4)) , and
C A  Sym(3) & Syl2(C) A Syl2(Sym(3)) , 
whence C 2-ne G and C 3-ne G . But C is certainly not 
/2,3} -normally embedded in G .
2.2.2 Proposition. Let 3- be a Fitting class, it te a set of primes , 
G be a group and H a member of Halln(G) • Then
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(a) G = K . where K/<h| >  = C>n, (G/<H° >  ) ;
(b) = H O < H g >  6  Hall (<Hg>) ;
(e) Hg. T-ne G for all x cn and H^. p-ne G for all p s f  ;
(d) Hg. is strongly closed in H with respect to G ; and
(e) G s G itn (y) * '
where denotes (as usual) the normal closure of Hg in G .
Proof« (a) Since G ^  G by (2.2.l), then
G fc . Define K ^ G  by K/<Hg> = 0 ^ , (G/<f Hg >) .
Since fCjrCSr) = fc^O) * , then K ~ G £• (^ ) ; on the other hand,
♦ • p
by (2 .2 .l), < Hall^G^ (3 .)) 1 8 1 1 4 3 0  (5 ) being thus
Qa n?-group, is contained in 0  n, ( c / .
(b ) Since H ^  «  < H ^ >  «  G ^  and H ^ = H n  G fc ^  by (2 .2 .1 ) ,  
then H g = HO C H ^>
p(c) Suppose that Ten and that T « HallT(H^) . Now, T< <Hg> ^  G
p .and | -¿Hg>: H^J is a n'-number by (a). But )Hg : T) is a x'-nuraber
Qand since x gre then T <£ Hallr(<Hg>) , whence H^x-ne G . Suppose
that p « TP . If perr, then H p-ne G by the preceding. If p fn.
then a Sylow p-subgroup of Hg is trivial and so normal in G , 
completing the proof.
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(d) If g € G , then H n H® « H n <Hg> = Hg. , by (b).
(e) This follows by the Frattini argument.
We next give an iterative construction which provides an alternative 
description of G ^  (3-) to that of (2.2.2a) •
2,2.5 Construction« Let 3- be a Pitting class, ic te a set of primes,
G be a group and H be a member of Hall^G) .
Define Jj , G by
=  0n.i(G) ! 30,1
V J! =  CoreG/ ( H 3 J1/J1) •
Note that I j H  H i  (H^Jj) a H =  H 3-(J1 ° H ) = , since
Jx n H = 1 .
Now suppose that , K. ^  G have been defined, and that 
K± A H i Hg. , Define J± + x , Ki +  1 4  G by 
Ji + 1 = 0^, (G/Kj,) ; and
Ki + l ^ Ji + l  =  CoreG/Ji + 1 H^ 3-Ji+ 1  *
Note that (Ki + 1  A H) 4  (H 3.Ji + 1) A H = H (J^ +  1 A H) .
But J. . . /K. € J& , and so 1 +  1 l rt
(Ji + 1 « h )/(k a a h ) *  Ki(Ji + 1  a  h )/^ e n ,
whence s? (K± n H) 6 and (K1 + 1 a H) < H .
Since G is finite, there exists an integer n such that 
JR <* Kq = K , say. We claim that K = G ^  (J-) • Certainly K ^  G ,
and by construction K f t H i H ^  , whence K A H i ^  . But K O H  
belongs to Hall^K), and so Ke fC^ 3) and K ^  G fC^'3-) * Suppose for
a contradiction that K ^  G ^  . Since K = = Jn , then 0^, (G/K)
is trivial. Thus there exists X 4  G with X/K a G—chief n -factor 
and X i G j £  . But then X 6 and, sinoe X A H 6 Hallux) ,
it follows that X A H 3- . But X O  H i  H and so X A  H i  .
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However, X/K i HK/K * HalljG/K) , and so X = X n M  = K(X n H) i  H^K, 
whence 1 £ X/K 6 H^K/K , while Coreg^(H^K/K) = 1  by choice of K .
This is a contradiction, and so the subgroup K as constructed must 
coincide with G ^  (3.) *
2.5 Multiplicative properties of ) and
2.5.1 Theorem. Let 3- and 5 b® Fitting classes, and let n be a set
of primes. Then Q ) = fC^ C^ }-) * 5 ) •
Proof. Suppose that Gel and that H € Hall^G) . By (2.2.l) , 
Hg_= H n G ^  , and so H/H^ = (H G g, (-3.))/° % (3.) » which belongs
to Hall^G/G^ ^ j )  . But then G/G^ (-3.) & ftre(§ ) if and only if
H/H^. i J , and it follows that G 6 ">*-$) if and only if
G fe fC 9-) * 5 ) , completing the proof .
The situation for ) is more complicated; we start with some
examples.
2.5.2 Examples. (a) ¿ nW )  * / „ U )  $  /^CV*) if V + «■ %  IP •
(d) pin( x  * «pi^ r2)) ^  * ¿ ^ p U 2)) ^  fp}f * f  ip •
Proof. (a) Let u be as specified, and suppose that /¿jf) * 
is contained in • Then by (2.5.1)» (2.1.8a) and (2.1.2b) ,
% n M 2) -  K J J n * K J S )  * * n, * ¿ ¿ J O  * =
(W) * /  (j/) £ ^  * /  (X2) , contrary to (2.1 .8b) .n n n. n. n.
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(b) Let q £  and refi^Tt. Let G be a group of type
Miq^.r^q^pp^q) , as in (1.7.5/6) . Then |(G/F(g ) ) ^ 2 | = r* q^ , and
so G/f (g ) £ e (jyf2) . Thus G £  Jf* e (j(2) ^  £  ( W  *- e (JV2)) .P p n- p
Since q •rc and r 4-n t then |g . J = q*r* , while C/G £  {¿C) •
*^11 TX*
Of type M(q^,p*,q) , is a n-group and does not belong to ep(W^) since 
the factor of order p^ is not central. Thus G Jf * .¿^e^C//'2)),
and the assertion is proved.
To prove our positive results on the multiplicative properties of 
*Cn.( ) * we need Lockett's determination of the injectors for a
product of Fitting classes, as follows.
2.5.5 Theorem (Lockett. r48:3.2]).. Let 9- and £  be Fitting classes 
and G be a group. Suppose that char((J ) = X . Let T be an 
3--injector of G j, ^ ^  . By the Frattini argument and the definition
of » T is normalized by some Hall t-subgroup, H say, of G .
Let V/T be a $ -injector of TH/T . Then V is an 3 *$ -injector of 
G , and each 3  * § -injector of G is of this form.
2.5.A Lemma. In the situation of (2.5*3), and letting L denote
c a o  ) ’ we
(a) L n H «  T n H , L n TH = T , and LH/L Si TH/T j and
(b) LV/L is a ^ -injector of G/L .
Proof. Since T is an 3 -injector of L £ ) , then Hall^T) £
Hall (L). Now, T TH , and so H / l T «  Hallt(T) £  Hall^L), while
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since H A L £ then L A H =  T A H . Thus L A TH = T(L A H) = T.
Further, TH/T =  TH/(L A TH) S  LTH/L = LH/L , proving (a).
Now, T i V i TH , and in the above isomorphism, v/T LV/L .
It follows that LV/L is a (j -injector of LH/L . If now W/L is any 
£ -injector of G/L then, since char(ij ) =  r , W/L must be contained in 
some Hall T-subgroup K/L of G/L , and so W/L is a £ -injector of 
K/L . But IjH/L *HallT(G/L), Thus by Sylow's theorem and the conjugacy
of injectors, LV/L is conjugate in G/L to W/L , and is thus a 
5 -injector of G/L , proving (b) .
2.5.5 Proposition« Let 3- and f be Fitting classes with char((^ ) =  x  » 
and let n. be a set of primes. Then
(a) y  » g  ) £  X x ( . * ) *  X n { ( j )  sand
(b) if either (l) J ) is Q-closed , or
(2) X n (J) £  Xv(?) ,
then 3  *■ <J ) c. 3  ) #• «¿w( (j ) .
Proof. Let G 6 *$) and let L = . Let T be an
3-injector of L . By the Frattini argument, G =* L NG(T) and, since
IG : N_(T) | =  |L t L A  NG(T) I , which is a divisor of the x' -number
|L : T| , then Ng (T) must contain some H^feHall^G) .
Let V/T be a (j -injector of TH /T so that by (2.3.3) V is an
3  * 5  -injector of G . Since G £ / It( 3 * £ )  . there exists
Hn  e Hall^iG) with H re £  V ^  T H ,  .
By (2.3.4b), LV/L is a ^-injector of G/L , and since H „ i V  ,
then LV/L »  L H „ / L  « Halla(G/L) . Thus G/L < Xn.($ ) » »«d so
G £ X x O-) * / * ( £  ) . proving (a) .
* - .? f .j. : >' ’-r -u+Tm
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Using (2.3.4a) and the fact that H n < 1 , ve obtain
T = I 0 T ) 1 a  £ Hall^L) , whence L £ , and so
L =  G / x ( > )  * G / rem  *
If now ) is Q-closed , then G £ /re(3-) *-/n (£ ) ,
while if e£„,(3-) £ /.¿O-) > then L =  G^» ) and so again we have
G i. / TX.('S) * /n.(^ ) * completing the proof.
2.5.6 Proposition. Let 3- and § be Pitting classes with char(^ ) = r  , 
and let it be a set of primes. Suppose tV .t <¿7^ (3 ") £  ^ Tr ( 3-) .
Then ^ ( 3 - ) * / r e ( g )  «  ¿ „ . ( 3 * £ ) .
Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that G is a group of minimal order 
in ofn (3-) #• /n.(5 ) N  jCn( 3  #- (j ) . Then G has a unique maximal normal
subgroup M = G ^  (^-a-g) of Prime index, q say, in G . By (2.1.2b),
Q TC •
Suppose that G = G ^  . Let T be an 3--injector of G j
then T contains, and so is normalized by, a group e= Hall^G) , and it
follows by (2.3.3) that in this case T is an 3 *  § -injector of G .
Since G 4  *$) then T cannot oontain a Hall re-subgroup of G,
and so G 4- *Cv.('$) • Since M£  /n(3~*§) , the 3- *-§ -injector T O M
of M contains a Hall re-subgroup of M  . If , then T must
oontain a Hall re -subgroup of G , contrary to the above. Thus T <  M .
But now T is an 3- -injector of M containing a Hall re-subgroup of M, 
whence M £ «£^(*5) . and ao M —  G , since G 4 / n f a )  • But
C i / „  (3-)* / n (^ ) , and so Si G/M £ /^(f ) . Since q £ TC ,
star
then t <j and q £ t  . This contradicts the fact that G £ /x (3- ) , 
since the "3--injector T of G is contained in M . Thus G 4 / x (3 ) .
Since G 4- (“3- ) and M is the unique maximal normal subgroup
of G , then G ^  ^  ^ = M^ ( ^ ) =  L,  3ay. We will construct
*3-*5 -injectors of M and G . Thus, let T be an 3--injector of L
and choose Hx  & Hallr(G) with H x £ N q(t ) , as in (2.3.3)* let
H x = M a  Ht £ N^(T) . Let V/T be a ^ -injector of T HT /T , whence
V°/T = V/T A (T H°)/T is a $ -injector of (T H°)/T . By (2.3.3)»
V is an 3-» J -injector of G and V° is an -injector of M ;
of course, V° =  V A M . Since M £ (3-*- ¡7 ) , then V° contains a
Hall tc.-subgroup of M , and so V°n L contains a Hall n.-subgroup of 
L £ H .  But T £ V° A L i V n l  £ THX a  L = T , by (2.3.4a), and so 
L £ / ^ ( /3) . Since (3-) S ^ ’x ('3) by hypothesis, then G ^  (^.) =
L = G ^  ^  , and since G £ <¿„,(3-) * ) we have C/L £ •
But by (2.3.4b), LV/L is a § -injector of G/L , whence LV must
contain a Hall Tt-subgroup of G • Now |LV j V | = | l : L A V| = |L : Tj 
is a n.’ -number, and so V must contain a Hall n  -subgroup of G , 
contrary to G f #- 5) • This completes the proof.
2.3.7 Proposition. Let 3  and (j be Fitting classes with char(
and let n- be a set of primes. Suppose that / ^ ('3-) S  ^ r ( "3) .
Then =  •
Proof. This follows immediately from (2.3.5b) and (2.3.6) .
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2.5.8 Remarks, .(a) We saw in (2.1.13) that ,£^(3) S ^ ^ . ( 3 )  if 
and only if 3  = 3- * J&x x ^  • From this, or (2.1.4h), it follows that 
if i i n  , then ¿n ('3- ) S  / T(3) . Now let 3£ and y be arbitrary 
Fitting classes, and let J = 3i n =  \f A  , where Tt S  IP.
It is not hard to check that 3  * 5 = O i # ^ )  -^ n. • Since now
char(§ ) n. , (2.3.7) ie applicable, and with (2.1 .3) we obtain
M * * V )  = A ( ( x - * y )  A in) =  / J 3 + 5 )  = ¿ „ ( 3 ) *  /„,(£) =
^ ( 3£) *  fC ) , leading to an alternative proof of (2.3.1) •
(b) The opposite inclusion to that of (2.3.5a) need not hold. For take 
"> = 9 =  ^ 3  . T = i 3} and -0.-12). Then Sym(3) £ ^ ( - ¿ j  * -ij) »
while / t (3) * «^(5 ) = J  * -$2 , =  -3 . a s  required.
Theorem (2.3.l) may be used in a "New from old" construction of 
Hall- and Hy-closed Fitting classes, as follows.
2,5.9 Proposition. Let 3  and Ç Fitting classes.
(a) If 3  and J are Hall-closed and if § is also Q-closed, then 
3 * 5  is Hall-closed.
(b) If 3  and 5 are H^ -closed and if 5 ie 4130 Q-closed, then 
Ç is Hy. -closed.
Proof, (a) Let n  ÇÏP be arbitrary. Since 5 is Q-closed and 3  
and 5 are Hall-closed, then
**$ e  ZfS'i ) » J by (2.1.7a) and (l.3.13o)
c  M J )  * K (9 ) by (2.1.7a) and (l.3«13t>)
= by (2.3.1) ,
as required, in view of (2.1.7a) .
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(b) Let to c Ip be arbitrary. Since Q is -^Q , H^. >  -closed,
Q is also Hall-closed by (2.1.7d). Since is H^.-closed and J is 
Q-closed, then by (2.1.7b) and (1.3.13c), * 3- * $ S  ft (3 ) *■ £ .
Since (J is Hall-closed, )*-(j Q. * &rr(§ ) =  ,
by (2.1.7a), (1.3.136) and (2.3.1), proving the assertion in view of 
(2.1.7a) .
In (3.5.1) it is shown that ft ia not Hy.-closed if |a|^2 ,
even though and ft (the smallest normal Fitting class) are both
Hall-closed, and so some such condition as is Q-closed would seem
to be necessary in the above.
2.4 Lockett's "Upper-star" operation.
We recall from section 1.5 the definitions of Lockett's upper star 
operation and of a Lockett class.
In his dissertation [343 , P. Hauck proves (Satz 6.6) that if "3 
is a Lockett class, (j is a Fitting class and to is a set of primes 
such that Q is a Lockett class, then fC Q ( ”3 * ) ia also a
j TV <j¥
Lockett class, in our notation of (2.1.l). If we take 5 = (*) ^  this
result, it follows that is a Lockett class if is. But
application of (2.1.4a) shows that f?reO =  6*0") » and so it
follows that K w (3’) is a Lockett class if 3- is.
Hauck also observes [34{ 8.3} that it follows from Lockett's result
(2.1 .16) together with a "converse" (similar to (l.5»5)) to (l.5.3j) that
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if 'X is a permutable (see page 5l) Lockett class, then / (30 is also
IX.
a Lockett class.
We start this section by showing that if "3- is an arbitrary Lockett 
class, then ) is again a Lockett class, which implies the
corresponding result for ftn. ( 3 0  * We go on to show that, in fact, 
both (¿n ( ) and ) "commute" with the upper star operation,
results which seem to have been previously unsuspected, and draw several
conclusions. We end the section with another result on the connection
between the upper-star operation and what might be termed the "Hall Tt-
properties" of Fitting classes by showing that if 3- and § are Fitting
'X' 4- Xclasses of co-prime characteristics, then (.'$*§) = }• *■ j .
2.4.1 Proposition. Let 3  be a Lockett class and n  be a set of primes. 
Then
(a) /n (3-) is a Lockett class ; and
(b) is a Lockett class..
Proof, (a) Suppose for a contradiction that «^.(3 ) ^  Tt ( 3 ) ) \  
and let G be a group of minimal order in («¿rtO)) x » ^ ( 3 )  • By 
(1.3.9a), G has a unique maximal normal subgroup M = G^  ('J-) *
has prime index, p say, in G . Since • ^ ( 3 )  - 4 ( 3 - )  * A t/ *
(2.1.2b), and G 4 / rx. &  ) * Lt follows that P 6 •
Since G 6 (/n ( 3 ) f ,  then ( C » G ) ^ ( J ) = (MxM)<(g,g"1) I g£ G >
by (1.5.2) . If (s,g_1) ^ H « M  , then g e M . Since M f  G , it 
follows that MX M ^  (GXO)^ { indeed, since
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l G X G s M X M | = p2 , we have J (GXG) j   ^^  j t M x M J =  p .
Let J be an 3  -injector of G . Suppose that J ^  M , so that
G = MJ . Now M fl J is an 3--injector of M £ and so J O B
contains a Hall rc. -subgroup of M . Thus J contains a Hall tc-sub group 
of G = MJ , contrary to the fact that G i /n (3) . It follows that
J siM .
Since 3- is a Lockett class, then by (l.5.3j)» J xJ is an
3--injector of G * G  . Since J * J £ M* M i (G* G)^, > then J xj
is an 3--injector of M x M  and (G X G b y  (i»3«6b), and because
/
M KM and (Gx G)^ both belong to ofn-(3') • then J x J  contains
a Hall tc.—subgroup of each. But this is impossible since J X J  ^ M x M ,  
which has index p £• t*. in (G * G ) (■J-) * completing the proof of (a) •
(b) By (2.1.3), KJ.y) = /n.( * By U»5.3f), ( 3  ^  )* =
J>n =  3  r\ , Since 3- and are Lockett classes, whence
3  xr is a Lockett class. But now ^(3-) is a Lockett class,
by (a) .
2.A.2 Lemma. Let 3  be a Fitting class, it be a set of primes, and 
G be a group. Suppose that G ^  ^ ) is 3 ) -maximal in G , and
let V be an 3--injector of G . Then V ^  C ^ c(3) *
Proof. By (l.5.3f) V is also an Jr -injector of G^ ( > 3.) V ^  G , 
while T/i G ^  is an 3 -in jector of G ^  (3 ) * 8114 80 contains a
Hall it-subgroup of G^, (g.) • But then v contains a Hall 7t-subgroup
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of Gj ) V , which thus belongs to «£n ('30 . Thus V < G^ ,
by the At (3- )-maximality of G^  , as asserted.
2.4.5 Theorem. Let “5- be a Fitting class and it be a set of primes. 
Then U ^ C 3 - ) ) *  .
Proof. By (1.5.15), 3-<-< '3-*, and so ^/„.(3-*) by (2.1.15).
By (l.5.5e), (/„. (3-))* ^  / n (^ -*) , since A/of*) is a Lockett class
by (2.4.1). It remains to prove the opposite inclusion.
Suppose for a contradiction that AtO"* ) ^  (At (30) • and let G
^ jf.
be a group of minimal order in A  (3" ) N (Ai/'S")) • Then G has a
unique maximal normal subgroup M = G ^  ('S-)f' prims index p , by
(l.5.9a), while by (l.3.10) and (1.5.6), G/C is a cyclic p-group and 
G ^ ( ^ )  ^  G' . (We may assume (l.3.9/10) without reference in future).
Let L denote G ^  . Since G ^  A *  (3-) * At (^ ) *"-^ tt!
and | G : L | is a power of p , it follows that p 6. Tt .
Let V be an ^-injector of G . Since G 6. A n (3*) , then V
contains a Hall n -subgroup of G , and so G = LV since /G s L | is a
te -number.
By (1.5.3j), V X V  is an “^ -injector of GxG , while by (1.5.13), 
(Vx V)^ is an "J-injector of G»G . Since (G*G)’ o G'xG’4  L x l  ,
then (Gx G)^ is XJi3-)-maximal in Gx G , and so by (2.3.3) ,
(VXV)^ ^ ( G * G ) ^ (^) ( 1 )
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Since V €•"?*, then by (1.5.2), we obtain
V* V = (V*V)^(1XV) ••• (2) .
Since L,= G /( g . )  * we obtain
i n  i L « L  ^ (Gx G ) ^ ( ^ )  ••• (3) •
Remembering that G =  LV , we now have
( G x G ) ^  ^  (l X G) =  (Gx G) (lxL)(lxV)
^  (Cx G)^ ^ )  (l< V) by (3)
^  (VxV) (l«v) by (l)
=  V x V by (2) .
Thus (GxG)^, (lx G) contains both L x L and Vx V , and so
coincides with Gx G . But then by (1.5.2), G <  (,fn ('>)) , a 
contradiction. This completes the proof.
Since (3 ) = /* (  3  * V  =  3 * a  A c . ^  follows
from (2.4.3) that / i U O * -) = (K„.(3-)f • However, the proof of (2.4.3)
makes use of Lockett's result (1.5.13). It is possible to give a proof 
of the result for jtn ( ) using only the simpler properties of the star
operation, together with our results about ) , replacing (1.5.13) by 
(2.1.4d). We sketch this proof.
P.4.A Theorem. Let 3- be a Pitting class and n. be a set of primes. 
Then * „ ( » * ) -  *
Proof. Since 3*2*. by (l.5.3b), then ^„.(3) &  ^ ( 3 * )  by (2.1.4d) . 
By (2.4.l), is a Lockett class, and so (#^(3)) £  »
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by (l.5.3e). It remains to prove the opposite inclusion.
Thus, suppose for a contradiction that G is a group of minimal 
order in '3* • Then G has a unique maximal normal
subgroup M = G(fcn (*))’.*■ , of prime index p , and g/g * is a cyclic
p-group. Let L = G M 3 ) > by (1.5.6), L ^  G’ , and p e.n , since
Let H £ Hall (G) , so that H x H  e Hall (GxG) . Since G
then H£.l , whence by (l.5.2), (HXH)^= (h^* H^)<(h,h“A) s h e  H >  .
Since Kn(* ) £  (ffn ( 3 ) f  , then ( G x G ) ^ ( i ) i  H x M  =  ( G x G ) ^
By ( 2 . 2 . l ) ,  (Gx G )^  0 (H x H) =  (Hx H)^ , whence (h ,h -1 ) belongs
to Mx M for all h £ H . But then H ^  M , a contradiction, since 
| G : M |  = p e n .  This completes the proof.
As corollaries to (2.4.4)> we have the following two results.
2.4.5 Proposition. Let 'J be a Fitting class. If *3- is Hall—closed, 
then so also are “3* and 5  . In particular, 3 *  is Hall-closed if
and only if 3 _^ is .
Proof. Suppose that J is Hall-closed, and let it q  JP be arbitrary. 
Then 3  £  #„.(3-) by (2.1.7a), and so by (l.5.3e) and (1 .5.9), we have
both ( * * < » ) *  and 3 ^ £  (*^(3 ))* .
By (2.4.4), (1Cn ( y ) f =  #„(3*) , and so 3*£ V *) , and it
follows by (2.1.7a) that 3 *  is Hall-closed, since n. was arbitrary.




( M 3 ,  )f = Kn ((3*)*) = M * * >  =  ( M ' a o f  ,
and so, by definition of the "lower star", (fCn ('Sr)) S  %n (3-_ ) , whence#• *
#*(3*) » by the first paragraph, and so 3^ is Hall-closed,
since n  € IP was arbitrary.
2.4.6 Proposition. Let be a Fitting class, and vc. be a set of primes.
Suppose that S,^  3  . Then ( =  Jin n 3^.
Proof. By (l.5.8b/9), (An <=. n 3^ » and it remains to prove 
the opposite inclusion. Clearly & = Kn(.*8n ) = ((¿„((A^)^))* by (2.4.4) 
and (l.5.8b), since fey (l»5«3h). Thus by (l.5.3f), we have
3-*= 3 * n ( M U * V ) ) *  = ( » «  M(A,J,.))* .
and so ^  c  3-r> ( A^)^.) by definition of the "lower star". But
then c  A .  n "3- n )# ) = n ft: ((An )# ) = (A*)*. ,
by (2,1.4b), completing the proof.
Talcing 3  •= A  (which is certainly Hall-closed) in (2.4.5/6) , we 
obtain the following results of Bryce and Cossey.
2.4.7 Corollary (Bryce and Cossey. DO; 4.15 & 4.17H).
(a) The smallest normal Fitting class, {■( = A^ , is Hall-closed.
(b) If it ft IP , then (A„ )# = A a  0 A *  .
Part (b) of the above corollary shows that the Lockett conjecture 
(see (1.5.14)) ia true for . Of course, Bryoe and Cossey prove
that the Lockett conjecture is true for any primitive saturated formation.
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In his dissertation 054> 6.53 > Hauck gives another, essentially 
different, proof of (2.4.7a) : he uses the so-called "Wreath product 
property" of Makan, £51} , to show that fif (>8# ) is normal for afelP .
We will see in Chapter 3 that while J) and are Hall-closed,
there exist normal Fitting classes which are not Hall-closed, and so the 
converse to (2.4.5) need not hold.
Since , then is not a Lockett class and so is not
subgroup-closed^ thus there exists a Hall-closed class which is not already 
subgroup-closed. We will see in Chapter 4 that a certain class defined 
by Hawkes in £393 311 example of a Fischer class (and so a Lockett class)
which is Hall-closed but not subgroup-closed.
2.4.8 Observations. Let ”3- be a Fitting class; we recall from (1.5.10) 
the definition of the "Lockett section" of 3- , denoted by Locksec('3) .
Suppose that (j <= Locksec(3-). By (2.4*5) and (2.4.4), we have
U V < S ) > *  =  / „ ( $ * )  =  = ( A v O ) ) * >  and
( M i » *  = * „ ( $ * ) -  £ „ ( * * )  =  ( M S » * -
It follows that
/ * . ( § )  e L o c k s e c i / ^ i S - ) )  ; and 
# r t ( £ ) «  Lockseciif^O)) .
Thus aCn. ( ) and ftn ( ) map Lockseo(3-) into Lockseof/^O)) 
and Lockseo( £„.(3-)) , respectively. Suppose that X. and V  are 
Fitting classes with 3^ . S  X. «£ ^  <S 3*. It follows easily from 
(1.5.15) that , and from (2.1.15a) that /„.(•£) £  «(’„.(V) »
while ftrt(3£) «  £|t(V) By (2.1.4d). Thus, / w ( ) and ) induce
inclusion-preserving maps from a given Lockett section to the appropriate
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image sections. We will see, by consideration of the Lockett section of 
Ji (that is, the family of normal Pitting classes), that there is no 
necessity for these maps to be either one-to-one or onto. Indeed, if 
3  is any normal Fitting class, then Jf S: 3  by (l.4.3), and it follows 
that £ p(3-) =  p where p fc IP .
We will use to denote , as previously mentioned.
Since ft £ fCn (ft) for all nz. IP, by (2.4.7)* then by (2.1.2b) and
(2.1.7c), it follows that ft £  «¿^(H ) £  . I n  fact, the
action of ) on normal Fitting classes is relatively easy to determine
explicitly, as we shall see in the next result.
2.4.9 Proposition. Let 3- be a Fitting class, J  be a normal Fitting 
class, and n  be a set of primes. Then
(a) ¿ „ ( » o ' * *  e  ( ' i U a,)n ;
(b) ¿ J 9 ) = $ ;
(o) if £  is a Fitting class such that  ^Q  JO £  J #• >8^* , then
/ ^ ) = / J 5 )  J and
(d) the normal Fitting class 0  satisfies 0 -  tt^ 0 ) if and only if
&  •
Proof. (a) By (2.1.2b), £  /„( 30 . and so ( 5 * ^ , )  fl'5*
is contained in ) h 3 *  ) it remains to prove the opposite inclusion.
Suppose that G $  » B y  (l»5»3o), Gj^'G1 , and so
G^ _ must be an 3  -injector of G But then G^ contains a Hall
n -subgroup of G , whence G/G £■ and Gd 3# , as required.
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(b) Here, 3  Xr^ 9 ) * the result follows from (a) .
(c) By (1 .3.15c), g * £ jd* J>n, s (g *->«„,)* J n, = g* Jn, ,
since At' is Q-closed. Because 3) 2  g is normal, then by (b) ,
<4.(*8) = £  * ~ $ *«^n , = /n($ ) •
(d) If ft c Jg and ® =  ) > then by (b) and (1.3.13c), we have
«/it (d ) 5 fl i * cCji (& ) • Next suppose that
</n (U ) *= lB t an«1 let G £ $ * . Since G^ g ^  (ft ) ' wh^ch
is an 3n (ft )-injector of G and so has n. -index in G by (2.1.2c) , 
then G/G^ £ J>n n = (i) , and so G d I? , as required.
It will be convenient to quote here a result of Berger, , which 
we shall need from time to time. Berger proves the theorem as a result 
of certain normal Pitting class constructions; these constructions have 
recently been generalised by Laue, Lausoh and Pain, £44} , and have been 
further generalised by Berger, f4l. We shall discuss these classes in 
sections 3.7 and 4.3 , but will use the following result without further 
comment.
2.4.10 Theorem (Berger, [2: Proposition 5l). Suppose that r and t 
are primes with r | t-1 , and let G be a non-abelian group of order
tnr , having a cyclic (normal) Sylow t-subgroup of order tn (see [28; 
5.4.1}). Then G 4 H \  •
2.4.11 Corollary. Let n be a non-empty set of primes.
Then ft £■ ft * A t  •
r e txProof. Let c . By Dirichlet's theorem (£32; Theorem 15}) , 
there exists t £ IP with r ] t-1 . Let G be a non-abelian group of 
order tr : it is well-known that such a group exists, is unique up to 
isomorphism, and possesses a normal subgroup of order t . Since 
by (1.4.3), then G « ft «• S  ft *■ , since r e a . However,
by (2.4.10), G ^  ft . Since ft G  Ct*i>„ by (l.3.13a), then c. .
Since o£x(ft ) = H  * ^ ni , then if n  c  p  ( it follows that
f{ ^  /„(ft ) £ ^„(ft ) , and so neither / n ( ) nor ) can map
any Lockett section onto the Lockett section of , in view of (2.4>9d,).
By (2.4.9c), efn.( ) does not induce a one to one map of Locksec(^ ) 
to Locksec(j>) .
We will see in (2.6.5) that if f + tt IP , then « ^ ( f O ^  ft^ ( H ) , 
and in section 3*7 that if |n| ^  2 , then frR(fl ) ^  •
This section ends with another example of the relationship between 
Lockett's star operation and the "Hall u-properties” of Pitting classes.
In his dissertation £343 , Hauck investigates whether, if ”3- and 
(j are Fitting classes it follows that (3'*5) * of * (j • He gives 
examples to show that this is not the case in general, but also gives 
some sufficient conditions on 3  and (J under which it is true (see, 
for example, (2.5.3) below). Here we give a new sufficient condition for 
( * . g )* = -J**. namely, that 3  and $ be of co-prime characteristics.
2.4.1? Lerrnna. Let 3  and § be Fitting classes, and let G be a group
G <£ 3*#£*if and only if G * ( J )*.in which Gy =• G^-* Then
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Proof. Let L denote G^ = G . In G * G , we have G«j* * G ^  e 3- ,
and so (G X G)^ = L x L . We note that there exists a natural 
isomorphism, x> say, from (G x G)/(L x L) to C/L» G/L . Now ,
G £ 3**
G/L « 5*
(G/LXG/l ) =  (G/l x G/l )j (L/LxG/L) (by (l.5.2) )
<£i> (G x G)/(L xL) =  ((G x G)/(L x l ))j ((L x G)/(L x l )) (because of
the isomorphism V )
<£> (G x G)/(G x G)^ =  ((G*G)/(CxG)j)^ ( (l x G)(G X G)^/(G G)^.)
(since L * L  = (Gx G)^_ )
<£?> (Gx G)/(G*G)^= ((Gx G ^ j /(Gx G)«j ) ((lxG) (GXG)^ /(GXG)^ )
(by (1.5.12c) )
«=*> Gx G = (Gx g )^ (lx G) (because (0*0)^ S (Gx G ) ^ ^  )
4=i> G e ( 3 * g ) *  (by (1.5.2) ) ,
as claimed.
The following lemma seems to be well-known.
2.A.15 Lemma. Let J  and f be Lockett classes. Then 3 *(j is a 
Lockett class •
Proof. Let G be a group} since 3  =3* and. $ = S* » w e  may apply 
(2.+.12) to conclude that G £ 3  * 5 and only G e (^"*9 ) *
as required.
2.4.14 Proposition. Let 3  and f be Fitting classes with char(3 )  *<r 





Proof. We firstly show that (3-*$) G  } » j . Thus, suppose for 
a contradiction that G is a gr up of minimal order in ( 3 * J ) V 3 * 5 .  
Then G has a unique maximal normal subgroup M , of prime index p say, 
and G/G' £ p by (l.3.10). By (l.5.3c), ^ G ' * 8X111 s0
C/S * 5  •
By (1.3.13), 3"* $ - \  * ^ x. • ®y (2*4.12.)» \  * -&X is a
Lockett class, and since G £ (3* § )* » then by (l.5»3e), G £ •
Thus, G has a normal Hall r -subgroup, H say, and G ^  ~ G^*- - H , 
since char("3-) = <r •
If p £ <r , then H £ M , contradicting the uniqueness of M , and 
so p £ x . Since g/g ^ j  i A  ^  , then H * Gg.^j • Since
o- n t  = » i t  now follows that H ^ G ^  G^*- , and so G ^  = G^* 
because of the preceding paragraph. But since G £ ( 3 * 5 )  »it follows 
from (2.4.12) that G £ 3 *• ¡j , contrary to choice. Thus,
(3 * 5 )  &  ^  * i •
jf jt
We next show that 3 * 5  ^  * J ) • Suppose for a
contradiction that G is a group of minimal order in 3- *• J N ( 3 * 5 )
Then G has a unique maximal normal subgroup M , of prime index p say.
Since O * ^ ) *  , by (1.5.3e), then G <£ 3 * * 5 *  N »and it
follows that p ex • By (1.5.6), GJ-»g ^  G * * 311,1 s0 G/G3 ^^ £
by (l.3.10). Bet L denote G „^.g • Then (G x C)/(L< L) Sf g/L x G/L ,
which is a £ -group. Since L x L  £ (G * G)j ^ ^ , it follows that
( G K G ) / ( G i C ) ^ j  i . Now, by (1.3.12c), (C X G),#g / (G X G) is 
equal to ((G*G)/(G* G)^ )^ , which belongs to J>-c , because
char(<j ) = x  . It follows that (G x G)/(G*G)^ £ •

We show that this question leads to a new characterization of normal 
Fitting classes, (2.5.2), and also that (3 ) = ‘3-*-JZn> if and only if
. (2-5.4), so that (2.5.1) need only be answered for
Lockett classes.
2.5.2 Theorem. Let be a Fitting class. Then ,fn (3-) =» * J!n‘
for all n c  IP if, and only if, either "$■ = (l) or 3- is normal.
Proof. If 3-= (l) , then /rt. (3 ) ” Jn> for all Tl Sn. Ip • SuppOSB
that 3- is normal and that n  sIP • . Then jCrS'S ) = ^  , by (2«4*9b)
Now suppose that ^„( 3 ) = 3- * Ai* for all Tt c. iP , and suppose
for a contradiction that 3  is not normal and that 3  4= (l) •
Let G be a group of minimal order in which is not an
3--injector of G . Let V be an 3  -injector of G . Then G ^  ^
V 3^ G ; indeed, by (1.3.8), V is not even subnormal in G , and so 
G/G^ cannot be nilpotent. Let F ^  G be such that F/G^ = F(G/G^) ,
so that F ^  G , and choose M <1* G with F < M .
If V $  U < G , then, since V is an 3  -injector of U by 
(l.3.6b), we conclude by the minimality of G that V ^  U and U ^  Nj,(V)
It follows that V must be contained in precisely one maximal subgroup 
of G , say W , and that W = NQ(v) . Since V char W , then W *  M $ G
and G =* MV , while | V : M n v | = j G : M |  =  p « I P .  Since M O V  is 
an 3  —injector of M , then M n V = M^. <  G ^  jf V , and so G^ = M ilV .
If J is any normal subgroup of G with G^  ^  J <  M , then it
follows by an argument on orders that JV must be a proper subgroup of 




Let <r denote the set of prime divisors of | G : V | . Then V 
contains a Hall <r'-subgroup of G , and so G e £  t(5) = 3- *- J>r , by
our hypothesis on . Thus, g/g  ^  , and so p = |G : M| divides
|G ! V| =  |M s G^| . Since G/C^ ^ Jf , from above, there must exist
q £. TP's fp} such that q | |M s G^.| .
If now F = M , then M/G^ is nilpotent and has order divisible
by at least the two distinct primes p and q ; in particular, there exist 
normal subgroups J and K of G with G ^  ^ J , K M and M =  JK ,
contrary to the fact that J , K i  H n  W J  M from above* Thus,
since G ^  i P |  H and Fsi G , we have F * M n W . But, since
W = Ng (v ) , then [d /i « , Y] i K n W n V - Gj , and so the non-trivial
group V/Gjj. is disjoint from and centralizes F(g/ G ^ ) , which is
impossible in a soluble group. This completes the proof*
2,5.5 Lemma (Hauck. [54; Satz 7.10dT). Let be a Fitting class and 
n be a set of primes. Then - ‘l* «■ .
Proof. We may either appeal to Hauck’s result, which states that if 3£ 
and y  are Fitting classes with * •¿’Q , E ^ >  V  , then (3£*ty) —
-X* t (see [34; 7.10d]), or proceed as follows in this special case.
By (l.3*13c), 3" * Av - **** At » 81,1,1 s0 (^*-At) &  3** -A*.
since the latter is a Lockett class by (2.4*15)«
How for a contradiction, let G be a group of minimal order in • 
3**4. N  (**4t>* • By (1.3.9/10) and (1.5.6), G G *  = 0P(G) ,
where p e p  . Since G 4 3 * -At , then p 4 n. , and G = 6*(G) . As 
, then G <  7  S (^*i!„) , a contradiction. q.e.d.
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Let <r denote the set of prime divisors of | G : V | . Then V
contains a Hall <r' -subgroup of G , and so G e «7'<r»('^) = 3- *■ , by
our hypothesis on "3- . Thus, G/c^e , and so p = |G s M| divides
|G : V| =  |M : G^) . Since G/G^ £ Jf , from above, there must exist
q 6. IfN fp} such that q | |M s G^.| .
If now F = M , then M/G-^ . is nilpotent and has order divisible
by at least the two distinct primes p and q ; in particular, there exi3t 
normal subgroups J and K of G with G ^  ^  J , K M and M = JK ,
contrary to the fact that J , K H ft V £■ M from above. Thus,
since G ^  i P i M and F ^  G , we have F M n W . But, since
W = Njjiv) , then ITm  n W , V] i M n W n V =  G^ , and so the non-trivial
group V/G^ is disjoint from and centralizes F(G/G^) , which is
impossible in a soluble group. This completes the proof.
2.5.5 Lemma (Hauck. P54; Satz 7.10d)). Let 3- be a Fitting class and 
u be a set of primes. Then »
Proof. We may either appeal to Hauck's result, which states that if 3£
Jf.
and y  are Fitting classes with * ¿0. , E ^  > V  , then (3f *1j) =
(see [34; 7»10d]), or proceed as follows in this special case. 
By (1.3.13c), , and so (3*-8n )*& 3 %  J^ .
since the latter is a Lockett class by (2.4.13).
Now for a contradiction, let G be a group of minimal order in • 
V * K  N  (1*3.9/10) and (1.5.6), G^#^ »  G* = 0P(G) ,
where p £ JP . Since G 4 * -&n , then p ^  n  , and G = 0 (g ) . As
G 6 It** J&n , then G £ S (^ * &n )* , a contradiction. q.e.d.
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2.5»4 Proposition. Let ^  be a Pitting class and n  te a set of prjmes. 
Then /n (^) = 3 * J^t if and only if ) - 3** Ax' .
Proof. Suppose that ) = 3- * . By (2.4.3) and (2.5.3),
/ „ U * ) =  U n . ( ^ ) f  = •
Now suppose that ^  (“3 ) = 3* * /S^ i . By (2.1.2b), we always 
have “3 ■* JL* S  X a( 3  ) , and it remains to prove the opposite inclusion.
Suppose for a contradiction that G is a group of minimal order in 
<6t(3 ) x 3-* J>n' • By (1 .3.9/10), G/G' £ for some p e IP , and
G^ o ^  G' . Since G £ 3 * ■£„« , it follows that p e n  , and so
G =  0W ’(G) . But G £ JCn(^) ^  = Xn.(3* ) = 3 * V  Ai.' , by
(2.4.3), and G= 0n'(G) e 3*. But then by (l.5.3c), G ^ ^  G' , and so
G^ is an 3 -injector of G . Since G £ Xn.(‘3) , then G ^  must 
contain a Hall n  -subgroup of G . Since | G : G^ | is a power of p , 
and p&Tt , then G = G^ . £ 3  » A t 1 , a contradiction. This completes 
the proof.
It follows that we need answer (2.5.1 ) only for Lockett classes.
2.5.5 Proposition. Let 3  lie a Lockett class and n be a set of primes. 
Suppose that /„(3 ) = *3 * Ax' * 6111,1 that there exists q £ rt such that
3 = 3 * JL • Then 3 * 3 * Jn> .
Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that the assertion is false, and let 
G be a group of minimal order in 3* At* N ”3- • Then G has a unique
maximal normal subgroup M » G ^  of prime index p , and p t a'.
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Let W denote the regular wreath product W =  G wr . We
shall use the notation of (l.7.l); then W = G* 3 <6> , where G is 
the base group and <G> is the "standard complement", of order q .
Since 3- is a Lockett class, then W^= (G*)^ = (G^)* = M'le , by
(l.7»5). Since |W : G* | = q e rt. , and « G* , then 3  * J n > .
Now, 6> * J * , since M 6 and <<?> fe , and so . .
t y by hypothesis. Since M = G^ <• G , then M must be an
y  -injector of G , and so M* is an 3— injector of G* by (l.5*3j)» 
since 3- is a Lockett class. Suppose that 9> £  WQ < W , where
W 6 3- . Then M# * W fl G* i 5  , contrary to the fact that M* iso o
in 3  -injector of G* . Thus, M*<Z0> is 3 -maximal in W , and 30 
by (l.3.6a), is an 3--injector of W .
Now, | W : | = | G* : M* | = pq , which is a it*-number.
Thus, contains a Hall u-subgroup of W , and it follows that
W £ ^ n( 3-) =* "} * y%n> , contrary to the third paragraph of the proof.
This completes the proof.
If 3  is any Fitting class with 1 , where n  d p  , then
¿^ ( 3 .) =  , and so 3  •= 3  * -&n« is not a necessary condition
for the Lockett class 3- to satisfy « f n O )  = 3" * •
However, we ask the following.
2.5.6 Question. Let 3- be a Lockett class and it be a set of primes. 
Suppose that char(3 ) <"> n + ^  and ^„,(3 ) =  -^n1 •
follow that 3- = 3" # ?
Does it then
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2.6 Modification of an example due to Ciossey.
V/e shall give a construction leading to (2.6.l) below, and shall 
draw several conclusions relevant to our work. The construction may be 
considered as an extension to more general sets of primes of the subgroup 
of GL(2,3)x Sym(4) considered by Coasey in [Ì8; 3-73 .
2.6.1 Proposition. Suppose that p, t and r are primes with p 4= t 
and r |(t-l) . Then there exists a group C = C(p,t,r) € ■# *-
such that
(a) C £ ( ^ p * H A W * J r) \ {4 i where U ~ as usual ; and
(b) F(C) =  0p(C) .
Proof. The proof is effected by a construction wriich falls naturally 
into two parts. Let p, t and r be primes as in the hypothesis.
(l) We firstly construct an extra-special p-group P on which a r.on- 
abelian group H of order tr acts faithfully, centralizing Z(p) .
Let D denote an extra-special group of order p^ , of exponent p 
if p is odd, or the dihedral group of order 8 if p = 2 (see sections
5.4 and 5.5 of f28] , or section III.13 of [4l3)>
Let H denote a non-abelian group of order tr ; it is well-known 
that there exists a unique such H , up to isomorphism. We will write 
H =» c c x f ' ?  , where <‘c > - and ■£f > - 0r . Then <f> ^  H .
Now, H has a faithful, transitive permutation representation, 8  
say, on the coseto of <f> . With respect to this representation, form 
W = D wr H .
e
Then W = D*jH , where D* is the base group and H is identified
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Let P = [h , <■■*■>] ; by (l.l.Ja), P $1 E <T> , while 3ince < ( >
normalizes E and < t >  , it follows that P «3 E H .
We now prove that P is extra-special. Let us suppose that D 
is generated by elements a and b of order p , subject to the
appropriate relations, such that [a , b] = z , Then in D-* , Ih is
generated by a^ rs aTp^ and b^ = b y ^  , while , b^ "] = .
We denote images of and b^ in E = I>*y[Z(D*) .<T^] by oc^  and
a  . . , respectively ; thus c t . = a. [z(l>*) , ¿"c>j . Then E isI 1 X X
generated by , p ^ ,..., ofj. , f t such that , f^] = ? »
where 5 =  zi [z(li*) , is independent of i (because of (i)).
We note that [of. , * j ] =  [fi » fi] = D*i » fj] = 1 if 1 * 3 *
and that < fT> = /.(e ) . Further, for each i ,
Z : a. ai + 1  , b. ^  b.+ 1 , ^  0ii+1 - P ± * *  P  i
2tThe elementary abelian group E/Z(’JS) has order p 9 and Y. 
basis consisting of the images of ± 9 ^  i  * Because of the
action of T on the > we have
as
[e/7.(e ) , <f>] = <eti etT* ! Z(E), pi p j Z(E ). 1=1.
which has order p* •
3incc now £e y must be a non-^ ti-ivxal normal subgroup o-
then Z(e ) [E , < T >] . It follows that | [E , <*>] | = p2t_1 , an 
T = [E ,<t >J Sj <«fi * . f i  P i \ i  • 1 =i,....t-i>
Thex-e are now two case3 to consider.
(i) P £  2 • We check by calculation that
[*i * 1 + 1  ’ Pi P l3 =  ["'i+l » ^ i + l l 0<i » Pii
i ......., Il III» —
1
= K m - P i + l l  K ’ P i i
(by [23; 2.2.2 i] )
=  S 2 .
p
Since p £ 2 , then < ¿f " > = < 5  > , and co the group
^  ^ i  0 1 j * /’j j )  is extra-special of order p^ 5 , having
centre — Z(e ) . It follows that P = £e , is extra-3pecial
of order p2t , having centre Z(p) —  < S~> -  Z(E) .
(ii) p =  2 . In thin cane, t ^  5 » We check by calculation that
“ i t !  '  P i + 1  P  i  + 2 3 = l  * i + i  » P i + J
= S ~ X = 5  (by 2^3; 2,2,2 ^  > *
Titus <X  ^ , f* i-t-1 Z3 i+ 2 ^  as extra-sPec^a^ ° ? order
25 . Since p x p j1 = ( f  t_, ? ¡ V *  —  ( p i  p ? ) " 1 , then 
P  =  [ >  , < x > ]  =  < ^ a o i“1 , p 2 p f  >  . . .  <  ^  ce’1 , P% p -1 >  , 
and so P in extra-special of order 2 ~ , with centre Z(P) = <5’'>*Z(s).
Thun, P is extra-special as claimed.
Since Z(P) = Z(E) = Z(D*)/[z(D*) , < t >] , then Z(P) is 
centralized by < t >  ; we will show that H = <c? <f> centralizes z(p).
By construction of W and the nature of the permutation 
representation of H on the C03ets of < p >  , we may suppose notation 
chosen so that < f  > .stabilizes ^  D ; then p permutes the orher
D. in orbits of length r . But now, by construction of the wreath 
product, P centralizes i)^ , whence fzj , = 1 . But we saw
that $ =  z1 [Z(D*) ,<r>] , and so £z (p) , f] = [z(P) , = 1 ,
\
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We have thus constructed an extra-special group P , of order
p , admitting the non-abelian group H of order tr , such that 
t.Z(P) , H] = I . Since P = Da , <r>3 , and (pft) = 1 , then by
(i.l.Jb ii) , P = ¡> , < * > ]  , and also P/z(?) = [p/z(p) , r>] .
In particular, (PH)* = P < r >  <  P 3 H  ,
(ii) 'fhe second part of the proof consists of using the group P H 
constructed above to construct the group C of the proposition.
Thus let P]H^ and P^H^ denote isomorphic copies of the group
PH , with (J>. : PH - > P JF an isomorphism for i =  1 , 2 , su that
y . s P i-i- P. , H <-> H. , T f*. x i  , p •-* p. .
Let A denote P^H^ and let B denote (P^ /z(P^)) ,  which
is isomorphic to P„H^ /z( )  . Let P0 denote P^ /z(P^) .
We have the following facts.
(i) A' = P. -Zx l~> <uid B' = P2 .
For A' '■} IU = < T  and [P’1 , , while, from
the final paragraph of part (l), £ Pg , <T - Pg Since also
B* =  , the assertion follows.
(i.i) t’(A) “ Pa and F(B) = ?2 .
For certainly P^ ^ ■••'(A; and P2 ^ F(b ) . If, say, P^ 5? P(-*0* 
then P < "C^> ^ F(a ) since is the unique minimal normal
subgroup of . Since [ Pj , <Tj>] = Pj^  t 1 , this is impossible. 
Similarly, F(b ) = P2 •
(iii) A <f £ , while B o  = P2 , where g p in as in (1.3.16).
P V P
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In the cane of A , we must have p-soc(A) i ¿'(a ) = P. . liov, 
Z ^ )  Is the unique minimal normal subgroup of P^ and so 
p-soc(A) = Z(P^) -5 Z(PjH^) by construction of PH in (i). Thus,
In the case of B , certainly B . P2 ; suppose that
bp
B . >  P, * Then B . £ P 0 < T  > . But by Maschke' s Theorem,f =f i r _ 2 2<■ p b p
C20; 3.3.ll , P2 is a completely reducible < T 2> -module. Thus,
I>2 = p-soc(P2 < T 2> ) , and so T 2 centralizes P2 , contrary to the 
fact that [ p 2 , < T 2>1 = ?2 +  1 • This proves the assertion.
We now form the external direct product A X B of A and B ,
p
Then (A*b)' = A'x B' ha3 index r in A x B  , by (i) , and, being 




Let C be the ¡subgroup of A * B  such that
C/(A'XB') =  / ( f * ,  p^1) U ’ x B ' )  : i e lb! }
It is not hard to check that C is indeed a subgroup of A * B  , 
and that |o/(A'x B* ) | = r . (V/e recall that H =< T><f>).
Let L denote F(Ax B) = F(a ) X F(b ) = P^x Pg } we note that,
in addition, L = (A* B)^ . By (i) above, L A'x B1 ^ C
and so L = = F(c) and L = C^j = 0p(c) * proving (2.6.1b).
Now, C/L = (H wr Cg)' , whence C/L e ft and C £ "^p* ^  *
Since A' * B' £ and \c/(A' k B')| = r , then C £ \^ * .
Since £ is Rq—closed (see (1.5.17)), it is a Lockett class,
bj((l.5.5b). Thus, (A * B) . = A .  X B. = A xP2 , by (iii) .G p £ p b p
Thus, C n -  c n  (A xp ) = A' x P„ . But C/(C ) - H , and by
6 p ‘•p
Berger's theorem (2.4.10), H £ ft . Thus C 4- "H 1 (l.d.8).
Taking C(p,t,r) = C , we have completed the proof.
2.6.2 Lemma. Suppose that 3  and J are Fitting classes with 3- £ £ , 
and suppose that in every group G , we have G j / G ^  =  (g/g ^)^ .
Then
In particular, if ot <= p S IP , then ^  * fi i  Jkp * ^  .
Proof. Let G be a group with G 4  5 * ^  • Then G/Gg 4 W • 3ut 
G/G^ = (g/C^.)/(g/g ^ )g =  (g/G^ )/(g/G^.)j . Thus by (1 .4 .8 ), we
have g/0 ^ 4  W » and so G43*ft.. It follows that 3* £l £ § * ft .
If <* £ /* G tT , then Op(G)/oA(G) =  O^G/O^G)) for all 
groups G , and the second assertion follows from the first. I
M M
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2»6.5 Propos i.' '.on. Lot of , p , ^ and yu be sets of primes.
Thon n ç  o f|» jj,l
if and only if either (a) U or "X is empty
or (b) (f £ ci ç. p and (f> f A B  f* .
Proof. We firstly prove the sufficiency of the conditions (a) , (b) . 
If either o< = jii or , then » ft n U »■ (which contains
ft by (1.4.7)) coincides with ft , and so i3 contained in the class
by (2.6.3), while ft * ^ ft « J y i hy (l.5.13c), and the result follows.
cL nor >. is empty.
Suppose for a contradiction that there exists a prime p ê oc \ p  . 
Choose r é A , and let t be any prime such that r | t-1 and t i p ;
Consider the group C = C(p, t, r) of (2.6.l). Then C 6 ft * N f\ .
isomorphic to (H wr C,,)' e H  , we have C i n Nft .
Thus C * ijj * W h ft * A “ by assumption. But P(c) = 0p(C) by (2.6.1) 
and so 0 ,^(c) =* 1 since P ^ • Since C ^ ft , then C $ H , a 
contradiction. T’nus, <X ^  p  .
Next, suppose that there exists a prime r t. " Z 'y U  . Choose 
p t « and t £ IP such that r j t-1 and t f p , again possible
Aa * ft h ft * A** ' as asserted.
Now suppose that <j> i << t p and <p + A £>/*■ • Then * ft Q ^  * ft
We next prove the necessity of the condition ( (a) or (b) ) .
and that neither
such a prime t exists by Dirichlet'n theorem, Theorem 13] •
Further, C^ L , whence C ^  must be either L , A' x B' or C ,
depending on whether t , r lie in a  . In any case, since C/L is
A
by Dirichlet's Theorem. Let C = C(p, t, r). Then by (2.6.l), ir.e 
sufficiency of this result and our hypothesis, we have
C * ^ n ^  - \  * W n ft * \  £ * ft n ft * .
In particular, G £ ft x . However, since C £ ft * yS^  \  and
, thin is impossible. Thus ~k <k , completing the proof.
2.6.4 Corollary. Let oi , [* , ft and yU. be sets of primes.
Then * ft n ft # = A* * ft n Pi * A “ if and only if
either (a) o( or ft is empty, and ^ or yu is empty 
or (b) + ot = p and <f> + ^ = yu
2.6.6 Corollary. Let p be a prime. Then there exist uncountably 
many distinct Pitting clasaea lying between ft and ft * J i > and also
between ft and A  * ft .P
Vroof. Since there are uricountably many distinct sets of primes, the 
assertion follows from (2.6.4), if we consider the various classes 
%  x ft n ft * and -8 #■ ft n fl * A  , respectively.<* p p *
2.6.6 Proposition. Suppose that {£+ n % P  . Then <Cn (. ft ) ^  ft ) •
Proof. We saw in (2.4.9) that ‘^ <r(ft ) — ft ) for all o's fP .
By (2.4.‘jb), r/n (ft ) =• ft *Av’ , while by (2.4.7), (1.5.13) and
(2.1.4a), we have A,' * ft S  A,i * fP^ lft) = .
Suppose that * ft ?= ft * -^ n< • Then taking ft = 3^ = f  in
(2.6.4), we conclude, since r J * /  , that IP? n ‘ and a = , contrary
to supposition. Thus, Kn(ft ) 2 Af * PI ^  ft * A»1 ft ) * the
¡¿i ■
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result follows. V/e note that a similar argument showa that we cannot 
have ft x % > £ Jl , * ft .it- n.
2.6.7 Proposition. The class €, (see (1.3.16)) is not Hall-closed.
Proof. Let p , t and r be distinct primes with r | t-1 .
Consider the group as constructed in the proof
of (2.6.l). We saw (in (ii), page 8 3) that F(PH) = P , which implies 
that d o c(PH) = p-soc(PH) . We also saw (in (i)) that PH e . It
follows that PH £ . Now, H (, Hallp( (PH) , while soc(PH) £  Z(K) ,
since z(h) = 1 . The assertion follows.
2.6.8 Remark. The above example is of no avail in showing that the 
class ^ 2 is not Hall-closed. We will show in (2.8.5) that if
0 4 re. ^  IP then is indeed not Hall-closed.




is a class of groups, we recall from (1 .3 .1 5 ) the
<3L> Fitt We also recall the following familiar
2.7.1 Lef.init.ion. Let rt be a set of primes. Define
Q  « (G fc *5 : G O^G) ) , 
rt
the class of so-called "tr-perfect” soluble groups.
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2 .7 .?  Henrvrlc. Except in  the extrem al oases n -  <jh, IP , the c la ss  
@ n i s  not S ^ -closed  ; f o r  example, i f  q e rt and p <£ IP\ tl
then a group G of type M(q, p) a3 in (l.7.6) lies in <3n , while
0^(G) certainly does not. Thus, Q ^  is not a Fitting class
(although it is N -closed). In this section, we find that < i? "Xo Tt r 1 -* ^
i3 none other than cCn ( f| ) , provided that n. e. IP ; of course,
Qjp = (1) •
2,7.3 Proposition. Let n be a set of primes and suppose that rc- ^
Then the Fitting class < is normal.a Fitt
Proof. It follows easily from (1.4.2) that ft = <(G* : G *■- J i >
thus, it will suffice to show that if C £ i  , then G' t ^ ^n-^Fitt *
Let G e and let p e fPm i  . Let W denote the regular
wreath product W - G wr C . Adhering to our notation of (l.?.l), weP
have W = G * 3 < 6 >  , where G* is the base group and < 6 >  = is the 
standard complement.
We claim that (G*)' $ £g * , . To prove this, we may
either appeal to Jjj4; Theorem 4.1]] , or proceed as follows in this case. 
As in (l.7«l), we may suppose notation chosen so that
G1 * XG and e g . g .p i *i+- l(mod(p)) *
where the G. are the coordinate subgroups.
Mow, (G*)' = x xGp » and ao wiH  suffice to 3how 
that G^ «  [G* , <<9>1 , say.







0and b^ = b2
w here a2 , b 2 G2 . Then b22 = ^ and s o
bl = K 1 ’ < S > ] 6 [ g *  , < e>] s? < G *  ,
in view of (l.l.3a). Thus, remembering that [C^ , 0^J = 1 , we have
[G* ,<0>j 3 [ai , b;1 ] = [ax , b;1 ] [a1 , b j  2 = [ax , ^  ] .
But now £g * , <d»l contains an arbitrary generator of G^ , and 
ao contains G^ . Thus, (G*)' -6 [b* , <©>1 , as claimed.
Let W denote [g * , •4 © > 3 < © >  ; since jji* , <S > 3  =3 W , then 
W = [G* ,< & > ] < £ > >  &  G * < 6 >  =  W .
Wo claim that W = 0 (W ) . For let L = 0 (W ) sh W . Low, o o o
L muat contain all n'-subgroups of V/ and so contains -C 9 >  s  j .o p
But then £g* , < # > J  < L , since L-fl W , and it follows that W $ L 
Thus, Wo = 0rt(Wo) e © IC .
Now, (G'j* = (G*-) • i? [g * , <©>J i? [g * , <(?>]<©> = Wq ,
and since (O' )* is a direct product of p copies of G' , it follows 
that G* 6 Sn(<2rt) ■& ** <2^ » as required. The result follows.
4 Lemma. If n. is a proper subset of TP , then 
<^ ® n/> Fitt = ^ ^ r t ^ F i t t  * A t.'
Pr o o f . Let "3- denote <<2,-^ >  p ^ t  * then 3  <= 3  / . Suppose
for a contradiction that G is a group of minimal ordor belonging to 
3 * V ^  • Then G has a unique maximal normal subgroup W = G^ ,
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and |G : M | - p £ IP ; since G e. then p e re' . But now
G' = 0P(G) = G*^ (see (1.3.10)) and so G = 0P'(G)= O^G) € <Sn  ^  3 , 
a contradiction. This completes the proof.
2.7.9 Theorem. Let it be a set of primes such that it + IP . Then
< ■ « « > « «  = / . < « ) -  *>»-*«.• •
Proof. Let 3- denote <  <3n  X.itt * By (2*7*3), M  — %  • Ey
(2.4.9b), (1.3.13c) and (2.7.4), we have
<* < « >  - H  * A t 1 s  ** * K ' = y  = < o n.>_..+ .ru Pitt 1
Now let G £ ®rc . Since etx&R ) ^ /rv(^ )* At* * 331(1
VaCf* ) , then G/(G/n(f4 )}
is an abelian rc -group. Since
G =  0n(G) , then G =  0 j   ^^   ^ C ^^((4 ) . The result follows.
We remark that Doerk has conjectured that = ^(<2^).
The proof of (2.6.1) shows that if G i I  , then G' <£ S^((3^) .
2.0 The il^,- -clQoUre of and e|t(j\T)___.
In this section, we show that if Tt is a non-empty set of primes, 
then the classes and (see (l.3 .1 6)) are both 11^ .-closed,
while, if Tt+ IP , neither is Hall-closed. It will be recalled from
(1.3.17) that ) is a Fischer class (while & is not), thus
fore-stalling ¿my conjecture that an -closed Fischer class might be 
Hall-closed.
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2.0.1 Proposition. Let p be a prime. Then the class (, is
P
-closed (see (2.1.9)).
Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that G is a group of minimal 
order subject to
(i) G e £ ; and
(ii) there exists a Ilall subgroup li of G with H >  F(C) and
Suppose that char(ll) = TZ ; then H £ Kalla(G) , F(g ) £
Certainly H “p G , and so we may choose M <5* G with F(g ) £; K . 
Then F(m ) = F(g ) $ Sflil € Hall^M) (by (l.l.2a)), whence Hnll
1*4 4(H) . Since F(g )^1 H then [f (g ) , l ] ^ Più) A I. g  H . By
it follows that L Più) . In particular, L ^ K A H .
We may regard L as an irreducible H/L -module (since L e A  ). 
Since (M 0 H)/L ^  H/L , then by Clifford's Theorem ( ¡41; v.17*33 or 
[20; 5»4.l]])> wo have
modules. But this me.'ins that, as a normal subgroup of M A H ,  L can 
written as a direct product of subgroups, each of which is minimal
H *  C P
and 0^,(0) = 1 Since
(l.l.l f), C„(F(g )) «  F(G) and soU F(g ) a  L >  1 . Since L H ,
u ©  • • • ©  u1 n for some n £ N(m  a  h )/’l
where each If. is a direct sum of isomorphic irreducible (K A H)/L -
It follows that T, p-soo(M n H) , cince L i  .normal in M A H .
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Since M ft H £ t , we now have 
P
L ^ Z(M O H ) .  •••(!)
Since L *£l H and L ^ Z(h ), it follows that 
H/(M n H) = acts faithfully and irreducibly on L e . • •• (2 )
It follows that p =j= q .
Let J denote the normal closure,  ^i f  S g  C G of L in G. 
Since L £ F(G) , then J ^ F(g ) $ M ft H . Since L 4? Z(M ft H) by 
(l), then L ^ Z(j) char J ^  G , and so J — Z(j) since J is the 
normal closure of L in G . It follows that J is an abelian 
p-group.
Let Sj C Ilall^ , (G) . By an easy argument on orders, we have 
G =■ H Sj , and M »  S^ , whence, remembering that L ^ H , we have
j = <  Lh3 : h 6 H , s S1 >  = <  LS : s Sj >
By the Frattini argument (using the conjugacy of Hall-subgroups), 
we have G - M 11^ (3 ) , and so there exists a q-element
such that G = M <r (since )G : flj = q) . By Hall'3 Theorem,
[41; VI.1.8] , there exists a £ G such that TT^  £ H . Let x = X^ 
and S = S® ; then x  e HH(s) , G = It S and J = <LS : s 6 S >  .
It follows tliat
L is contained in no proper S-invariant subgroup of J . ••• (3)
Since x  e N^S) > then S < r > ^ G  . Now J is an abelian
0 cfp-group, normal in G . Since p £ it , SC and 1x1 = q =£ P ,
then S<T>£ J , , and so by (1.1.3 b i ) ,P
J = [j , S C r > ]  X Cj(s<x>) . ••• (4)
Since J ¿1 G , there exi3t3 J°*-^ G with J°^ J . But then
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J° ' '  p -soo (c) <; 4 (g) arid no Cj(S<hr>) ^ J° ^  1 , and by (4) we have
D  , S<r>] <  J . By (l.l.3b), [ 3  , SCr>] .13 S<r>-invariant, 
and no S<r> centralizes the group j/[j , S<;r>3 . But then any
subgroup lying between £ j  , S<x>3 and J must be S-invariant. By-
statement (?) above, it follows that [ J , S < r > J  L =  J . But then
1 4= J /tJ  » s < r > ]  = [ j  , s < r > ]  L / [ J  , s<x>3 l/ ( l n [ j  , s < x > ]  ) ,
and since all the relevant subgroups are <T>-invariant, the isomorphism 
is in fact a <r>-isomorphism. But < t > centralizes J / £ j , S<T>'1 f 
and so •¿"C> centralises a non-trivial factor group of L ,
But r £ H ^  M and so H ~  (fl 0 H) <Ct > , Thu3, by statement
(2 ) above, L must be a fai thful, irreducible module for <T >  / <  T°- > , 
contrary to what we saw in the previous paragraph. This completes the 
proof.
2.6.2 Theorem. Let rr be a non-empty set of primes. The the class
■£_ is H., -closed, rx
Proof. It is not difficult to verify that = 0  f> • The
p e n  **
result now follows from (2.0.l) and (l.2.4).
Next comes a similar argument to show that ) is H-closed.TZ. i/f
2
We note that from (2.1.8c), ) i3 n°t Hy-closed.
2.6.3 Proposition. Let p be a prime. Then the class is
-closed .




(i) (ii Op (A ) ; and
(ii) there exi3ta a Hall subgroup II of G with H >  F(g ) and
H i  e U )  P
Suppose that char(H)=r rc ; then
0 ,(o) = 1 . Since we certainly have n
H e Hall^(G) , ?(g ) t \  and
A  , £ e (< N ) , then o e. n. . P P
Let M •*3- G be such that F(g ) ^  M . Then M d e (jf ) ,
H n H e Hall (H) , by (1.1.2a), and it is easy to check that
F(m ) —  F(g ) . Since then F(M) i M O H , then by minimality we have
M n H 6 Cp( J { ) . In particular, H 4  M and G = M H .
Suppose that F(H) rf M . Then G = M F(h ) and H = (M fl H) ?{h ) 
But M 0 H c e (vAT) and F(Hl £ £. , and so H £ Mo(ap(i/<" )) .
Thus H £ eo(j/), contrary to choice, and it follows that F(H) ^  .
Since F(H) £ M , then F(H) i  H O  II i  H and so F(h ) = F(li n ~r.,
Since F(g ) c. and H £ Hallre(G) , then F(G) « 0^(0) ^ K , arid so
F(g ) £ 0^(0) n F(H) . But OjG) n F(H) F(Oa(C-)) « F(g ) , since
0^(g ) H , and it follows that F(G) = 0^(0) O F(h ) .
Let P£ Sylp(F(H)) , and let J ^ ^ P ^ r g t G ^  , the normal
closure of P in G . Since P ^  H ^ G  , then J ^  M .
Suppose that J £ . Then J =£ 0^(0) and P < 0^(0) n  F ( K) ,
whence P ^  F(G) by the previous paragraph. But then P £ Syl (Fes))
and so P=s> G . If we refine G >3- F(g ) &  P 1 to a chief series 
of G , the chief factors below P are G-central, as G £ ) , and
so are 11-central, and in fact H-chief since they have order p . But 
then H £ )  t contrary to choice.
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T h u s ,
J cannot bo a t  -group ••• (l)
Since M t\ H £ ) > the (M <"> H)-p-chief factors below
F(M n H) are (M n H)-contral. An application of Clifford's Tneoren, 
as in the proof of (2.8.l), now shows that the H-p-chief factors 
in3ide F(H) = F(K r> H) , being direct sums of (M n H)-irreducitle3, 
are (M n H)-central. (We saw that F(H) = F(H (1 H) above). Since 
P =? F(H) , it follows by [28; 5.3.23 that
P is centralized by any p'-subgroup of M O H •••(2)
Let C_ be a G-chief series refining G 5  J ^  1 , and 3uppo3e 
that x/Y is a ( n \ {  p])-chief factor appearing in C. with |x | 
maximal subject to this. Let L A H a l l ^ ^  fp})^ ^ »so that L
is a p'-subgroup of J n H ^ H n  H . Thus by (2) , [P , L^ = 1 .
But X/Y i LY/y , by an easy argument on orders, (or (l.l.2a)), and so 
[P , Xl [p , LY] i Y <l G , whence P ^  C&(x/Y) ¿1 G . But then
: g i  G 5  =S C„(X/Y) , and x/Y is J-central. Since |j/Xj
must be a (n* \j {pj) -number, by the maximal choice of |X | , then by
the Schur-Zassenhaus Theorem, [28; 6.2.l3 , we n;ay complement X/Y in 
J/Y by K/Y (say) , and then J/Y = X/Y X K/Y . Thus as X/Y ^  1 ,
then 0P (j) i- K |  J | contrary to the fact that J is generated by 
p-groups. It follows that there can be no such factor X/Y , arid so 
J must be a (n ' u fp})-group. Now 0tc,(J) =  1 » since we saw that
0 ,(g ) = 1 , and so 1 * 0 (j) =  F(j) si P . Since J g G  , thenn_ P
F(J) i F(g ) , and since G £. ep(vY) » it follows that the p-group ?(J)
is centralized by any p'-subgroup of G (again by [28; 5-5*23)• 3ut
then if 0 (j) £  0 ,(j) ( = J r  ) , we would have a non-trivial
p -r P»P '</p,p*
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Hall p’-subgroup of 0 t(J) disjoint from and centralizing F(G) ,P» P
which i3 impossible.
It follows that 0 (j) = 0 .(J) = J » and J £ , contraryP P.P' ’ P ’
to statement (l) above, since p i n  . Thi3 completes the proof,
P.0,4 Theorem, . Let tc be a non-empty set of primes. Then the 
class i3 -closed .
Proof. It is not hard to 3ee that e^M/*) = 0  e ( j f ) , and the
P£ n P
result follows from (2.8.3) and (1.2.4) .
2.8.0 Remarks. (a) Let n be a non-empty, proper, subset of IP .
Choose p e r t  , a e iPsn and r t IP ^  i p , q} . let G be a
group of type M(qP »p* ,r) (see (l.7»6)). Then |f (g ) j = q^ , and 
so F(G) £ . Thus, rt -aoc(o) = 1 , while there are no rc-chief
factors of G in f (g) 1 . Thus, g £ l T i n e n ( J { )  .
Let H e Halljír» p1(0) • Then H =
G/f (g ) is of type f-¡(p* ,r)
F(H) = n -s oo(h ) has order and is not central in H . Thus
H 4- n^. 3X1(1 11 f  ) • It follows that £n and (J\T) are
not Hall-cloaed, under the assumption that <f> + Tt ^  JP .
(b) V/e saw in (2.6.7) that the class ^fp ln no^ Hall-closed.
However, suppose that G £ e^G/C) . By a theorem of Gaschutz
(cee £4 1 ; III.4 .5J), F(c )/<£(G) is a direct sum of minimal normal
subgroups of G/£(G) , and so is G-central. By the same theorem, 
F(g )/$ (G) =* F(G/$(G)) , and by (l.l.lf), G = F(g ) . Since always 
£  0^(3- ) , then o (oV) - J /  » which is certainly Hall-closed.
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2.9 Hall-dol. ormi ned classes »
2,9.1 Definition. Lot n be a natural number. The class 3£ o f  
(finite, soluble) groups is said to be n-Hal1-determineA if 3 £ has
all Hall ti -subgroups of G for n  \P }  in  I S n , belong to ^  .
Ird n
Proof. Let U  denote Q  . Then the condition J E
is clear! / equivalent to the condition that if G e , then all
Hall tl -subgroups of G for |n-l^  n belong to 3£ , while the
condition 7J £ JE ia equivalent to the condition that G whenever
all Hall Tt -subgroups of G for |rr| <• n belong to ' X  ; the 
assertion follows.
2.9.5 Lemma. Suppose that the clas3 ia n-Hall-deterniined for 30~e 
n & W  . Then ia Hall-closed and is, further, m-Hall-determined 
for all m >• n .
Proof. Let G £ X  and let H 6 Hall^G) for some n c  Jp.
the property that the ;"roup G t i  belongs to X  if and only if
2.9.2 Lemma. Let 3?- be a class of groups and n be a natural 
number. Then j? ia n-llall-determined if and only if
3£ = 0  ^ (3£)itcjp rt
n .S TP 
l«-l < n
For brevity, we shall use to denote n  % n  o s ) .
IT — JP
in.| ^  n
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If in|i n , then H 6 3£ by definition. If ml > n , then for 
all cr c P  with cr| ^  n , we tiave Hall (H) £  Hall (G) £ j£ , ana soC o'
H £ 36 oince 36 is n-Ha.ll-determined. Letting in n , we now have 
J£ £  ^ (3&) , and equality holds since 3£ = jn(3£) , a "lesser"
intersection, completing the proof.
2.9.4 Lemma. (a) If £3; JoC 6 A
classes, for n £ fN , then 0  3£
«e A “
(b) If is any Hall-closed class, 
n-Hall-determined class containing IB
is a family of n-Hall-determirei 
is n-Hall-determined.
then j  n ( 3 £ ) is the smallest 
, where n e (hj •
Proof. (a) A group G belongs to fi if and only if fo
«e A
all to £(P wi th |n.\ é n , we have Hall (g ) £  O  31 , and the
A
result fo11 own,
(b) Hince 3C is Hall-closed, then 3£ £  j ^(3C ) . Now,
PC,. ( ) )  (by (2. 1 . 4?)/
iC  ( X )  (by (2.1.4s))
c t a t x
n  ^ ( j n(3i)) = n  n
IP Ci  fp Tt £ fp
Ieri 6 n ivi i  n ini $ n
= fi fi
o- = iF n-s-ip 
l<r| i  n irti i  n
* <?n(3£) *
Thus, is an n-Hall-determined class containing jE ; on
the other hand, if 36. “\J and l j is n-Hall-determined, then by
(2.1.4d), k r i ( X ) ^ U n ( y )  forali rx £  ff » and so 3  n O i )  ** J n ( y  )
^  , completing the proof .
«  ”  ! 
flttf'V-
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As an example of the "n-Hall-de termination" concept, we prove
a result of possible independent interest, namely, that if '3- is a 
primitive saturated formation of finite defect n (see (l.6.l)), then 
is n-Hall-determined. A special case of this result, for the 
class of (finite, soluble) groups of p-length at most n-1 (which is 
a primitive saturated formation of defect n ), can be obtained by an 
easy inductive argument from [42; Satz 2.6J .
V/o recall from (l.3.1l) that " a " denotes the formation product, 
and (see (l.3.12g)) that this coincides with the Fitting class product,
" ■#- " if the classes concerned are both Fitting classes and formations 
(as are primitive saturated formations).
2.9.9 Lemma. Suppose that 3- is a subgroup-closed formation which 
is n-IIall-determined, where n i3 a natural number, and let q be a 
prime. Then A Q 0 ^ is (n +■ l)-Hall-determined.
Proof . By (1.3.14c) • V 3 is S-i
Thus ■& 0 1  c  9 , ( J  . 3 ) (whereq an + ] q
to (2 .9.3)) f 3.ince • V ^  «
Let <j denote 0q ) « >
that G is a group of minimal order in (j S  ( y j o ^  ) . Since
Jh o 'S- is a formation, then by (2.1.4n), =° 15 1
all n i  TP, and thus (j is a formation. By (l.3*9), G must now have
a unique minimal normal subgroup, N say. Further, N is an r-group 
for some r £ IP , and g/n £ ^ ® 1j- . Since G 4 q * ”3- , then we
muo t have r £  q .
Let II Hall^,(G) where r  e p t  fP and I f>l =  n -»-1 ,
■-
Since G £ (j = n f M V 3> iTt^Tp and |tr|^n + l} , then H f i ^ ,
V/e ciaim that in fact H £ if . If q £ p , then certainly 
H f 5  as H £ o 3- . Suppose that q <£ p . Now, it is not
have
since the unique minimal normal subgroup of G is an r-g-roup, and
H £ i}- , as claimed.
Since 3  is n-Hall-determined, it is Hall-closed by (2.9.3).
Thus, all Hall subgroups of H lie in 3 . However, if K £ Hall^fG) 
with I<r I =S ri , then K must be a Hall subgroup of some Hail p-subgroup 
of G with | f | = n+ 1 and r & p . But then by the above, K £ 3- . 
It follows that G £ A  i 1 ^ ( 3 )  ■ &'6. IP and |o~ 1 i n } , and so G £ if 
since 3- is n-Hall-determined. But N £ -8 ^ is the unique minimal
normal subgroup of G, whence 0^ (G) - 1 , and G £ 8 ^ ° 1  , as required.
2.9.6 Proposition. Suppose that 1  is a saturated and subgroup-closed 
formation, and that 3- can be locally defined by the formations 
£f(q)Jq ^ jp , where, for each q e Jp , f(q) is a subgroup-closed
formation. Suppose that for some n £ /K! , each f(q) ia n-Hall-
determined. Then 3- is (n + l)-Hall-dotermined.
Proof. Let ^ denote = sttc-Pand |n[<n + lj .
Since 3- is S-closed, it i3 Hall-closed, and so if — ^  . Our aim 
is to show that if = Q * it thus remains to prove that 5 " ^  *
Suppose for a contradiction that G is a group of minimal order
r £ p ^  {q] . But now O^ (li) = 1 , and since H £ o f  , then
belonging to j ^ 'J . Since J  is a subgroup-closed formation,
then so also are #^(3 ) , for all u  £• IP , and § » by (2.1.4e) .
It follows that all proper subgroups and factor groups of G belong to 
3" , anl that G ha3 a unique minimal normal subgroup N ; further,
3-
N = G = for some r e TP (see (l.3.9)) • Let F denote F(0) ;
then by the uniqueness of N , it follows that N ^  V £■ and that
N Z(i‘) , since 1 +  Z(f ) 4  G .
By [l6; 'theorem 3*151 (which appears as VI.7.13 of Jjti] ), there
exists T $ G such that G = H ] T (see (l.l.l i)). By Dedekind's
identity, we have F = F O  NT =  N(F A T). Now (F A T) ^  T , while
[ll , F n T] = 1 since H < Z(f ) ; it follows that F n T s  NT = G , and
since T n N = 1 , then F n 1 -  1 by the uniqueness of N . But now
F = N = 0 (G) . rv
Suppose that t £ IP x £r} . Then N = 0 (G) =5 0 , (G) andr v f u
0t, t(G) /0r(G) = °tlft(G/Or(G)) . Since C/» = G/Or(G) 6 }  and
the f(p) locally define 3- , it follows t-Viat G/o^, ^(g ) 6 f(t) .
Because G 3“ , we are forced to conclude that G/O , (G) £ f(r) .r f r
But N - 0 , (G) since N £ is the unique minimal normal subgroupr ,r r
of G . Thus, g /n q f(r) .
Since G e (J ^  3' , then G mu3t be divisible by at least n-*-2 
distinct primes, by definition of GJ . Suppose that c r i f f  with 
l<rl£ n + 1  , and lot 11 £. Hall^G) . Since H G then H £ ,
since all proper subgroups of G lie in "3* » and so H/0^, r(H) £ f(r).
We claim that II £ » f(r) . Suppose firstly that r t tr .r
Then N <= H and [0r, (H) , n] £ i r, O i r = (l) , whence 0r,(H) = 1 ,
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by (1.1.1 f), and so 0^, ^(h ) = 0^ (11) and H/0r(H) « f(r) , giving 
H e J!> r o f(r) in thin cane. Next suppose that r 4 • Choose
J 6 Hall_(H) where x £. |P with ITI^ n . Since |KJ | is divisible
by at most n+ 1 distinct primes, then NJ |r G and so IJJ é- Tf- ; thus 
NJ/0r, r(NJ) <- f(r) . Mow, [Or,(NJ) , u] e J> x , n = (l) , and
so 0 ,(NJ) = 1 , since N = F(g ) . It follows that NJ/O^KJ) 6: f(r) , 
and so NJ e » f(r) . But J r and f(r) are subgroup-closed 
formations, and so o f(r) is subgroup-closed, by (1.5.14 c). It
follows that J e £  ® f(r) . Now J ¿ H € J5r, (as r %.<r ), so 
that 0 (J) = 1 and J & f(r) . But J wa3 an arbitrary Hall T-
subgroup of H for | r U  n , and so Hé. f(r) , aince f(r) i3 n-Hall- 
determined. Since 4° then in fact H £ ° f(r) , as claimec.
V/e have proved that if H e  Hal 1^( G ) with 1®"I £ n t- 1 , then 
H £ £  o f(r) . But by (2 .9 .5 ), -?r o f(r) is (n+l)-Hall-
determined ; it follows that G £ £ ^  » f(r) . But then G ^   ^é  “
and G/n €. f(r) , contrary to the conclusion of the fourth paragraph of 
the proof. This completes the proof.
2.9.7 Theorem. Bet S be a primitive saturated formation of finite 
defect n £ /N • Then 3  is n-Hall-determined.
Proof. If n =  1 , then 3  can be locally defined by formations
ff(<l) : a £ TP 4 » where for each q t  TP , f(q) = j/ or ^  . Thus,
3  = £> for ir (q s f(q)=v&] . If G e£> , then clearly G
belongs to j>n  if and only if all Sylow subgroups of G are
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to -groups, and no is certainly 1-Hall-determined.
The general result now follows by induction, using (2.9.6), 
remembering from (l.6.l) that 3" can be locally defined by 
£f(q) : q e. IP] , where, for each q , f(q) is a primitive saturated 
formation (and 30 a subgroup-closed formation) of defect at most n-1 ; 
we make use of the second assertion of (2.9*3) if any of the f(q) is 
of defect lc f  n-1 , in which case that f(q) is k-Hall-determined by 
the induction, and (n-l)-Hall-dstermined by (2 .9 .3 )*
2.9.0 Remarks, (a) We thus obtain, for example, the result of Kramer
[42} mentioned above that 0 £ J> has p-length at most n if and 
only if all Hall n -subgroups of G for |rc 1 -i n + 1  have p-length at 
mos t n .
(b) In section 3.6 , it will be shown that the smallest normal Fitting 




Products and formal Fitting Classes.
In this chapter, we shall be chiefly concerned with products of 
the form J » H , where “3- c. Ji is a Pitting class and f-l is the 
smallest normal Fitting class ; it will be recalled from (1 .4 .6) that 
such a product is again normal. The study of such products seems to 
have been initiated by Goosey, {18] . As in Chapter Two, we shall 
be dealing exclusively with classes of soluble groups.
Our two main theme3 will be to investigate when products 'S- * ff 
are Hall-closed and when products fl and are equal.
The first two sections are introductory; in section 3*1» we use 
our knowledge of f^( ) to exhibit certain Hall-closed classes 3 *  fl •
Section 3.3 contains one of the main theorems of the chapter ; 
namely, that if 21 is a Fitting class of characteristic n. , where 
n f  IP , then "3-* fi is Hall-closed if and only if = JH>n . The 
situation when -J" has characteristic IP is more complicated, and 
not fully resolved ; various aspects of this question are discussed in 
sections 3*3, 3*4 end 3.0 •
In Section 3.5 , it i3 shown that the class ■M' if- P, is not 
II..-closed if \ n \ ^ rA , as promised after (2.3.9)*b\r
Section 3.6 contains a diversion from products; we use a lemma 
from 3*2 to show that fl is not n-Hall-determined for any n & IU .
In Section 3*7, we discuss a recent important result, (3.7*l) , 
stemming from work of Laue, Lausch and Pain, [44^ , and Bryant and 
Kovacs, m  ; none of the material in this section is therefore 
original. The result in question will be used several times in later 
sections.
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In section } .8, we use the result (3.7«l) in a construction 
which will have two applications, one in Section 3.9» in 3*9 , 
we use the construction to show that if 3" is a Locket.t class (of 
characteristic IP ) such that 3-x is Hall-closed, then '3- 
must itself be Hall-closed. The fact that we 3eem to need (3«7-l) 
to prove even this result when is of "full characteristic" 
contrasts with the result of section 3*3 when 3  is of less-than- 
fuil characteristic.
Section 3.9 is devoted to a conjecture of Cosaey, [l8l , on the 
equality of products of the form 3 *• . With some help from (3.7.l) ,
plu3 certain of Cossey's results, the result of section 3>3 on Hall- 
closed classes 3 * H  is u3ed to show that 3  * 'ft = J> * if and 
only if 3* = A  . It is also shown, using Berger's lemma (l.9«3) 
that if 3  nnd (j are Pitting classes each of odd characteristic 
such that 3 x f) = Ç x fi , then ' Ÿ '  -  . As a corollary, it
is shown that if ¿j is a Pitting class of odd characteristic for 
which the Lockett conjecture is true, then 3*P-( =  Q  if and
only if “3 * =  (J* .
5.1 Products which are hall-closed
5.1.1 Proposition. Suppose that Q is a Hall-closed normal Hitling- 
el ass. Then <j # 3 is Ha l-closed for all Fitting classes 3 . In 
particular, ft * ^  is always Hall-closed.
Proof. Let 3  be a Fitting class, and let G e 5 * ^  > so that 
by (1.4.2). Let it e  p , and let H e Hall^G). Then H h G 
Hall^CGj ) , and so II n Gg £ (j since (j is Hall-closed. B 
II n Gg ;3 II , and so H n Gg S Hg . But Il/(H fl Gg ) =  E G  
which is an abelian (n o char( “S-))-group, since G/Gg £ 3  n A  . 
Il/(H h G r )e 3-0/1 , and so ll/llr £ 3 since H n G. £ H r .3 3 5 3







The above proposition leads us to ask the following. Suppose 
that ^ i!! a Fitting class such that for all Fitting classes "3- we
have that 5 * jJ- is Hall-closed. Must then be normal ?
We will see in (5.4*5) that any such class C must at least have 
characteristic IP .
V/e sketch the proof of the following lemma of Cos3ey.
5.1.2 Lemma (Goaoey, Pi.B; 4.2]). Let 3- be a Fitting class such
that 3  n ftl <- 3 . Then 3 * ft = T * fl .
Proof. Let G £ A . Then G~ i G3* . Since G' € and
G^* G , then G' ri G^* € fi , and g ' n S *  '' Vnft S -  15
Thus. G*. =
d- s
(G* 0 G«*) = G^G* n G3* , by Dedekind ' s identity.
\Lot denote images in G/G^
By the above, 1 * G* O (G ) .
Now, g / g7" £ */L S ^ c ^ f V .
Applying the quasi-R -Lemma, (1.9.2 a),
in G , we find that G e H  if and
only if G/ (G ^  ) £ ft .
But G/ (G ) = g/(G^ .*-) , and 30 G c 3 * ft if and only if
K
G £ 3  * ft , completing the proof.
Had the Lockett conjecture, (1.5.14), been true, then the
ft-
hypothesis 3  h ft — 3  in (3-1.2) would have automatically been 
satisfied by all Fitting classes. To the best of our knowledge, the 
question as to whether the conclusion of (5.1.2) remains true for 
arbitrary 3 is still open ; we have had no success in trying to 
incorporate the Berger—Cossey counter-example to the Lockett conjecture 
into an example denying (3.1.2). More will be said on tliis in section 
5-9 -
5.1.5 Proposition. Let rt be a set of primes, and suppose that eS is 
a Fitting class witli oil* = . Then cS # Pi is Hall-closed.
Proof. Since ^  satisfies the Lockett conjecture by (2.4.7 b), then 
¿ ^ 0  U  *=■ <8 and so *  ft = j| + W by (3.1.2) ; thus it will
suffice to show that K * «  is Hall-closed.
Let "celf5 arbitrary. By (2.4.7 a), f t S  ^(f-O and so by 
(2.6.2) and (1.3.13 b), vrc have A  * K  £ , * f t  —  $  * f t  ( f t ) .
Ttl/X IT o r 1 H-
Ill
It is not hard to check that ) = ,& , and co with (2.3.1)
we obtain H  £  ^T( -S„,) * fcT( H ) = ^ E( >^ n- * f O  • Since r i p
was arbitrary, the result follows.
3.1.4 Proposition. Suppose that the Fitting class Lj and set of 
primes cr satisfy the following condition.
(£) Char( l j ) £ tr , and whenever <r £ o- is such that c~ = $■ u fpi
(disjoint union) for some p & r  , then £• V .cr
Then if (j is any Hall-closed Fitting class, it follows that fl( ( ^  )* ’j 
is also Hall-closed .
Proof. Let t s  P  be arbitrary; we show that /¡£_(y )#-§ <= f( ( ).
Now, by (2.5.l) ana (2.1.4 g), vie have
}) *• > = K J 5  > * ) • --*a)
Suppose firstly that tr i t  . Then ) = > a-'1^  so,
since ^ Hall-closed, we have using (l),
e  * r x (s ) =  ffr o r ( y ) « M S )  = -
a3 required.
Next suppose that. r l T  . Then for some p 6 cr we have Tntrc y , 
where <r = cr 0 {o] . But then by hypo thesis, - \ . n ^  £  .¿a £ ”y  and so
J> = ft ^  T ( t ) £  f t a - n x - t y ) > by (2*i*4<l). But now we have
*.t(m )*$ s J - i »  M i )  = ^,0T(y) * m s > -  *
by (l), concluding the proof .
3.1.5 Remarks. Suppose that y  and <r satisfy (£) in (3.1.4).
(a) If /cr/ ^  1 , it follows that char(y) = <r . However, if o- = [p} , 
we may take = (l) in (3.1.4)» whence R p((l))-*<J ( = £ )
«
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is Hall-closed whenever  ^ in. In particular, if p , a and r are
primes, then such classes as Jk , * $4 , . * ?4 andp' r' q' -"p'
* tl , are Hall-closed, the latter by (3.1.3).
(b) By (2.1.4 j), char(W<r(l( )) = cr‘ o char(l/ ) , and so either
char(lj ) = cr and char( (bj)) = IP , or else "bj = (l) , cr=£?j
for some p e TP , end char(f((r(y )) = {p]
(c) .Suppose that there exist A , B 6 %> N ^(ij ) with ( |A[ , (b|) = 1
Choose H. £ Hall (a) and H £ Hall (B) . Since (|aI, |b |) = 1 ,A 0 o ’
there must exist distinct primes p and q with H^ £ n.{p} aR-
Hb £ J>a.s jQ  ^ • But then HjV , HR £ 1/ , by ( £ ) , contrary to the
fact that A , B {  ("y ) . It follows that if A , B £ ¿ ' ' f t  ( y )  ,
then (/Aj, |B|) > 1 .
(e) If ( \ f 1 > <r1) (lj., , <rn) all satisfy (f) , then by (5.1.1
applied inductively, R  ( y n) * ••• * R^ . ( (/p) * J is Hall-
°n 1
closed whenever ^ is .
( f) Examples of pairs (tj . , cr.) satisfying (£) include for exax
^1 ’ ° r  and v 2 = ^  * -Sfctrj* -V.P1 *
with (r ^ = {p»q>r1 Ci TP . Jn the latter case, "LJ ^  contains no
group of type K(r,p,q) , as in (1.7.6), and so V 2 ^  ^  Ay  ’
and ^ ^  •
2
3.1.6 Definition. The class 3C of finite soluble group3 is said to 
be reoleto if whenever A , B £ , then (/a |,/b |) ^  1 ; we
regard - i  a3 an "honorary" replete class.
oExamples of replete classes, apart from the classes ^„-(y )
(5.1.4/5), include all classes 3 i such that 3£ 3 for 3ome p e
since then if A € , wo have p M a ! ; the classes ¿ and> P
e^Cy-) fall into this category (see (l.5.16/17)).
5.2 Preliminary results .
5,2.1 Lemma. Suppose that 1) is a group admitting- the cyclic grou 
p = < > as a group of operators, where \^|=n = p0^  (p 6 TP , oc * fTsI 
Suppose that in the semi-direct product U (J P we have U =■ (UP)’ .
Let D = Vj x . .. x Vn (n e Ihl as above) be a group which is the
(internal) direct product of groups Vh such that for each i ,
u . : U -> V. ' x i is an isomorphism.
Mow I) admits < /> as a group of operators via
Then 1) ] < í¡¡> £ ft .
vi 6
Proof. It is straightforward to check that < ff> does indeed act as 
group of operators on 0 .
Let X denote the regular wreath product X =  (liP) wr C^ oc >
then X = (UP)*J<4>>, where (UP)* is the ba3e group and < & >  is t 
"standard complement", as in (l.7.l) * bet U.P. denote the
itl* coordinate subgroup
U P » {(l,...,y.... 1) £ (upf : y 6  UP } ,i 1 j.
so that U.P^ is naturally isomorphic with UP, via the isomorphism
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Vj • y ( i  , • • • » y 9 • • *i) i y £ •
i
Wc may suppose notation chosen so that 6  : U.P. h> U. ,P.1 l i  l * 1 i + 1
(indices (rnort(n)), lying in range l,...,n ); specifically, we may 
assume that & : y ju i •-> y x>i+  ^ for y e UP .
Let denote ^  -  (l,..,^,..,l) P. . Then
¿ 1 * 2  ^n = ( ^ 2 ^ )2 '*• ( ^n-l^n1)n_T * = T  say-
But 4> ^  ^  0 1 ) 1 £ X ’ , and so if £ X ’ . By hypothesis,
1) = (UP)’ and so U,x ... xU = (U-,P., X - - X 1 I P ) '  4  X 1 .1 n ' 1 1 n n
It follows that (UT X ... XUn) < Y >  é  X’ . But X =■ (UP)*-d<?>,
and so X/(TJ * xll ) £ i  , dims (U,x ••• XU )< '■ #> an X' ,1 n p 1 n T ’
and so (U x •.. x U )<W> e , since X' e ft by (1.4.2).1 n
But we may check, that the nap
'X : (u1 ... u^ )'/''1 (—> (u1/U 1 un/An)^ 6 ^  , u± <£ Uj. ,
is an isomorphism from (U^X '* *U ) < V >  to (V^ X** XV^) , and
the result follows.
The next lemma is basically a result quoted by P. Hauck during a 
talk, at Warwick in 1977* recast in a form suitable for our needs.
^ . ¿ , 2  Lemma ('brack).
that Ç is a Pitting
a prime t £ char( 3  )
(<p) Whenever II e
then H<t> c  ' i
Then, it follows
(a) Suppose that 3  ia a Lockett class and 
clasa with 5 - ”3  . Suppose that there exists
such that the following conditon is satisfied, 
and T is an automorphism of N of order t ,
that ^ - ”3' •
—
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(b) Suppose that 'S- and £ are Lockett classes and that there exiota 
a prime t such that (j * J> ^  Q ”3 . Let ¿3 be a Kitting clas3
such that 9^  ^ . Then, it follows that ad * X  ^  *3- .
Proof. (a) Suppose for a contradiction that Cj *  ^ » and
let G be a group of minimal order in ^ # xS s>* 3- . Then G has
a unique maximal normal subgroup M , and H = G„ . Since (J — 3"
and G f- 5 * % ’ '^lon Jc : G„ \ = t .
Let W - G wr , no that W = C*3 <~c> , where G* is the base
group and io the standard complement. Now, G =  G^x ... x G, ,
where the coordinate subgroups G^ are permuted by <c> in an orbit of
length t . Hut then t induces an automorphism of order t on 
(G , )* ~ (Gc ) x... x(Gc ), . (he note that G<- is non-trtvial,
since G 4- G ^  ). Thus by (|) , (G^ ) <r> 6 3- . Since
G/Gj. £ , then W/(Gg )* 6 t and so (G g ) <ir> sn W . But
then by (1.3.2c), (Gg ) i? Wg . But Wg i V/^ since § "=• "3 ,
and so <ix> < . But cl- is a Lockett class, and so by (i.7.3) we
have W^ _ < (G^) ti G , whence <r> ^  W^ . contradicting what we
j ast saw. This completes the proof of part (a) .
(b) If oD X JL ^ , then 5 * % ~ ~ («$*■•& ^.) 5  =
by (2.5.3) and (l.5.3e), contrary to hypothesis, completing the proof.
3.2.5 Lemma. Let p and q be distinct primes, and let G be a 
group of minimal order .in J! x (4 • Then G — P3Q > where
G' = P * Sylp(G) , Q is a cyclic q-group and 0^(g ) -- 1 .
Proof. By (1.3.9/10), G/G' is a cyclic r-group for some r £ J? ,
G- = G ^ . Since G e A  * J> then G^" S 0 (G) . If r = p ,p q P
follows that G e i  s P H , contrary to hypothesis. Tims r = q ,
then = Op(G) = P £ 3ylp(G) , while G / G = Q e Syl^G) .
Both P and 0 (G) are noraal in G , and intersect trivially.q
Further, c/(P 0^(g)) £ «/V . Suppose that G/0^(G) £ PH .
Then, since G/p = Q £ J> &  fl , we conclude from the quasi-Ito-le.Tna,
(l.9.2 a), that G <= , a contradiction. Thus G/C (G) £ jt> *  A  ^  ?4Q. P Q.
and so 0^ (t;) = 1  , by the minimality of jo | , as required.
3.3 Hall-closure of qO * where o9* is not replete.
In this section we shall prove the following result, Theorem 3.3.1 
b y a (sequence of lemmas and constructions* Numbering of* statements 
and equations in the text will run consecutively through the section.
3.3.1 Theorem. Let. J D  he a Fitting class of characteristic n . s  
and let ^  = CD* . Suppose that one of the following conditions is 
satisfied.
( 1 ) It 4= fP and 3- ipf >^TC .
(2) rc = TP and there exists a pair of groups of 0 0-prime orders
neither of which belongs to '3- . (That is, 'S- is not replete).
Then, it follows that £ )  ¥ fa is not Hall-closed.
In view of (3.1.3), we immediately obtain the following.
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5.5.-? Theorem. Lot cZ) be a Pitting class with char («8 ) = ix ^  fP 
Then ¿0*- H  iR Hall-cloned if, and only if, .
We now fix for the remainder of this section a Lockett class H- 
of characteristic tc satisfying either condition (l) or condition (2) of
(5.5.l), and a Pitting class with o9*= 3- . Conditions (l) and (2) 
being mutually exclusive, we shall say that 3- is of Type 1 or 
Type 2 according a3 it satisfies condition (l) or (2) , respectively, 
of (y.y.l). V/e now cone to the first step in the proof of (5.3«l).
3.5.5 Lemma. There exist groups R and N of co-prime orders, 
possessing automorphisms x and , respectively, each of order
t e TPxchar( J R |) , such that the following hold.
(a) If ' i  is of Type 1 , then
(i) R is an elementary abelian r-group, where r £ IP ^ char(r), 
with R = [R , <T t>l and (K] < r j >  = (R ] « ^ ) ^  = 1 ; and
(ii) = (1Q*T2'>)'D  =  N .
(b) If 3 is of Type 2 , so that char(3) = IP , then
(i) R 3  = R^ = (R] +  R »
K /* = ’ ,<'T i> 1 is elementary abelian ; and
(ii) (n ] < t 2>)^= (N] 4 X 2>) = 1 1 .
Proof. (a)
3- %  ^  «•
irreducible
Since in ttiio case 3  %  -&TC , there mu3t exist t e n  
. Choose r e IP \ tc , mid lot R be a faithful
GF(r)-module for the cyclic group 7 t j >  of order t
with
How form the semi-direct product r ] < T  >  ; since R is the unique
■ U M M H M M H M
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minimal normal subgroup of It <T > and r 4 chari'-J-) , then 
(R}<T;l>)^ = (itj < T ) g  = 1 , as required.
By (5 .2 . 2  b), o8  * ■$ “3" i and so by (3 .2 . 2  a) there exists
N cd9 possessing an automorphism of order t such that
N] < x 2> 4  3- . But then (n] < T 2>)^ = (n ]< t 2>)^ = N . Since
r 4  tc then ( |r J , [ll|t) = 1 , completing the proof of (a) .
(b) Here 3- is of Type 2 , with char(3)=(p . Let X and Y be 
groups of co-prime orders belonging to . Let oc - char(x)
and p  — char(Y) , so that cx r\ p  =  pi . Let X and Y be subnormal 
subgroups of X and Y , respectively, each of minimal order subject to 
not belonging to 3~ . Then X^_ and T~j are the unique maximal
normal subgroups of X and Y , respectively, of prime indices u tor 
and v t /?• , respectively. Since <£> * — "3- , then, as in (1 .5 .6 ),
we have is- X' and Yg ^  Y' , and it follows that X e. c S *
and Y £ fS i i  . in fact, since X X  , then X <=. (cSn J> ) *J} N. 3-t CC u
and so (of) r> ) 4  3  while o D n X ^  <=. 'S- . But now by (5 .2.2 a),
there exists A * o0 n X ^  possessing an automorphism V of order u 
such that A3 < i>> 4 ”3" • Thus (a3<x >>) = (AJ <*>>)_ = A .
■J cv
Let W — (a wr Ct , where t = | Y : Y.^ _| a3 above ; then
V/ = It 1 2 r , where R = (A2 t>>) is the base group of W and < t ..>
is the standard complement, of order t . Since IJJ1 = u £ X  and 
A t X u  , then Rq 6 .
Since “jr is a Lockett class and (A<^>)^ - A , then by (1.7.3)»
\<y  - (ll0 < ‘C 1’>)3_ » (H0)^ “ ((A<v>)3 )# - A*" . •••(1)
Now a e ofl , whence A* c <8 . Since cd *= 3- , tnen (i) implie..
W- = <e <*o < X 1>:><£) =
ii ( ( A ^ > ) ^  = A* • * * *(2 )
We note that R0/(«0)g.- (a <»>)*/!* = <n>* iS
io elemen tar.y tabelian of order u . (Notation a3 in (l..7.1)).
Let It '= («o>^ K  ’ « . > 1 . By (1.1.3 a), R * H 0< V  5
we taay also chect. that it ¿T > 4 H <t > . From these 1 o 1 observations,
together with equations (l) and (2 ) , we obtain
- (« = A*" . •(3)
and
RX> <».>» - “W i s  ’
• •• •(4)
Now, R/R^ - R^ j [R0 , -c t ^J/R^. = C V H  * - whare
T 1
is re#orded ac being also an operator on Rq/R^ . Since
n f-O \  and t & P witti °in[Z =ff , then by (1.1.3 b)
, we have
[h/h ■j • < * ! > > , < t 1>3 , < T 1>] ,
and so
l li/H■i ■ " F 1  = r/r 3 . •
• ••(b)
Mow, ll/Rg. “  t ( A 2 V >r/A * ' , >] , v/hich has
. t- 1order u
since (A-Oh- f /A *  io < r —iooniorphic to the regular Gj(u) T^T -
modulo, by the structure of the wreath product (nee (1 .7 . 2  a)). I’huo,
It i It , and combining equations (3), (4) and (5), we obtain the 
assertions of (b)(i) •
Now, Y 6 0 8 * ^ ^  and in fact Y <= (efi n J>p ) * ,
since Y * , by choice of Y above. Thus by (3.2.2 a), there exists
l) £(8 n ^  possessing tin automorphism T 2 or order t ouch that
m] <T > 4 ^  • But since H«i0 , then (h]<X2>)^ = (K]-it2>|£) a!)*
* ' s
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Because N c ^  and t e f  , then (lit | , |ll|t) = 1 ; we note that 
t C- char('J) = p . This disposes of (b)(ii) , and completes the 
proof.
3.5.4 Construction.
We take groups ]; and N with automorphisms x ^ and x^ ,
respectively, each of order t tit with ( |R| , Jujt) = 1  , as in
the conclusion of (3.5.5) . The class "3- can be of Type 1 or Type 2 .
(a) Choose q £ IP such that q*J" Jr| and t I q-1 ; such a choice is
possible by Wirichlet’s theorem, [ 3 2 ;  Theorem 15] .
Let Q T denote a non-abelian group of order qt , with IQ 1 = q ,
I’f I = t and Q Q T ; it is well-known that such a group exists.
Let V denote a faithful irreducible GP( t)-module for Q. T , so that 
V is elementary abelian of order t* , o( ^  1 . Then v] Q T has a 
unique chief series and (VQT)* = VQ . We note that T normalises 
both V and Q . By (2.4.10), QT £ ft , tend by (1.4.8), VQT £ H , 
since V = }•'( VQT) .
(b) Let Q T t , a f. (o ,00 \ , bo two isomorphic copies of QT , with
fixed isomorphisms i : QT T , where i : CJ *-> 0 , T i-> T .a a a a “a ’ a
(c) I.et B denote either H or N , as in (3.3»5), and let x denote 
or X2 according as B denotes R or N , respectively.
By (3.3.3), wo have
(B]<x>)^ = .
c(
Let (B*ix>) denote tlie external direct product of « copies 
of B<r> , where or ^  1 is as in (a) above.
.(6)
.srf . • . .*• . ■ \  *
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With 'ico'Foo as in (b), define W = W(B) as
W = W(B) ((B^'O)**) wr Q,, T„<, • (Regular wreath product).
We will identify T, with the "standard complement" in W ,
and will denote the base group by (B <r> J , which we will identify 
with the external direct product of otqt copies of B«rir> . If 
S ^ B , then we define S* = £(s^,.. .,s ^  £ s} i (3 -^ t >) •
We note that ( B o o )  is a semi-dii’ect product .




an B.^  *
•tt-, -«-•li /B-l is abelian. (7)
(d) Mow let Eq denote an elementary abelian group of order t ,
where d is us in (a) (then Eq - V as groups). By £41; 1.15*91 ,
there exists an Injection
j : 7QT Eq wr (QqTo) , =  Y say ,
such that (by a reading of the proof) (QT)j covers (bo wr bO'^/S* , 
and j : V c_> e * f where E* is the base group of Y , and VQT in 
as in (a). We identify Q To with the standard complement in Y .
Since K S  <-c> , there is an epimorphism k with kernel 3
k : W = (Bor> f  wr — v*- Eq vrr QoTq ,
such that k s (B-ct>) v »  E *  , *-» Qq and T—  ►—»  T q
In W •= W( B) , now take the complete pre-image
0 =  G(B) =  (VQT)j k_1 &  B*.




Now, k induces an isomorphism V /ir  ->  E wr Cl T ; since j  i so o o
an in je c t io n , i t  follow s that j  k  ^ induces an isomorphism, h say, 
from '/Q’J' to t;/B# ; in particu lar, g/ b* = VQT .
Let. r denote Vj k- '1 , so that I“1 4  G and P /b*  ^ V .
Since ;j : V c—> E by above, then
P <3 . •••(8)
Since 3" i s  a Lockett c la ss , then by ( 6) we obtain
= r  = P n  B* =  B *  . . . . ( 9)
Since P G , then , P i  ^ , and so
, P /B w]  = 1 . But r /B *  = E(G/B*) since V = F(VQT) and 
h : V^T G/B* i s  an isomorphism. By (1 .1 .1  f ) ,  G^3 ^ f1 f and so
with ( 6) and (9) we obtain
8-J. = = B* e cd  . •••(1 0)
Now, W = (B < x->)4‘ ]  =  ii* J  (< T > *  C^T^ ) . Then
G =  (! fl V/ =  C n B*(<T>* Q ^ T ^ ) = B*](G A <  zr >*» T „  ) , by Dedekind'c
id en tity , and so there is  a canonical isomorphism 
f  : G/b"  - »  G n < r> #  Q .
Since j  k 1 induces the isomorphism h : VQf —> O/B** , we obtain
G n Q^T^, , Let V , Q and T
• , -1 J
an i soinorphism h f  s VilT 
denote V h f  , Q h f  and T h f  , re sp ective ly . By d e fin ition
, and noo f  P  and (a ) , we have V j  k ^ = P  ^ <.x>
V = V h f  <r> .
We now have G =  g( b) = 3* 3 VQ,T ;
• (H)
ctyr
Q , and Q normalises B and V .
4$:
T normalizes B V ajul
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(o) Taking B successively equal to H , N , a3 in (3 .3 .3 ), in the 
above, we obtain groups
G(K) = R* VQT , ;ind
G(K) = N*VQT ,
respectively, where the subgroups VQT in eaoh case are identified, 
so that Vt)T is considered as a group of operators on each of G(R) 
and G(n ). By (lO) above and (3.3.3 aii, bii), we have
(G(H))3. = (l/vQT) = . •••(12)
3.3.b Le'Hiiia. In the group G(R) a3 constructed above, we have
Cv(aV(H 3 f  ) = 1 .
Proof. In the group W =  W(h ) constructed in (3.3.4 c), (R«rx>) io 
a direct power of <Y. qt. copies of II ¿r> . Now, (/R|, I c | ) = 1  
and J>/«3 , = R/lt^ * 1 , by (3.3.3). Thus C^ri/R^. ) 1 ,
by (1.1.3 bi), and so ^v (R V R ^  ) = 1 . Since V - by (lO),
the result follows.
3.3.6 Construction.
Let <&'>= T H ViiT as constructed in (3«3«4)> then ¿8> acts 
as a group of operators on R VQ R VyT , normalizing R , V 
and Q , by (3.3.4 d), and lias order t .
Let $ denote the (external) direct power (h** YQ.)^  of t 
copies of It V(i . Then acts as a group of operators on $> via
0 : (g1,...,et) (gf»..*»e^) : R#  vQ .
If S ^  tt VC^ and 1 < i < t f define the coordinate subgroup 
5 * X t b | •
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Then (H4tVQ)i = R* . (Rp^ ( R * ^  » a™* <0> normalizes
^ ^ -fy- _
each of Ri * ^± and Q^ ; further, all the groups R^
are isomorphic to R VQT . We also take N VQT as in (3«3.4 e).
Let K = R* x R* V2Ci2 * • • • * R* V ^  , so that K *3 §  2 G> ,
and S  V^Q^®* S VQT , where VQT is as in (3.3.4 e).
We may define an action of $ <0>/K on N by requiring that
N*3 ( 5 < 0 > / k ) - N* VQT , with N** VQT as in (3.3*4 e) ; this action
may be inflated to an action of 3?«£0> on N with kernel K .
Let SL denote the semidirect product N*3 <£<0> thus obtained ; 
we note that N and x • • • x R^ are both normal in «!L ,
fir:. 4. The group Sh .
3.3.7 Proposition. The group SL , as constructed in (3.3.6), belongs 
to cP*Q and to *3- * £| , while the group lib /(R*X «• « X R *  ) , which
is isomorphic to a Hall subgroup of SL , belongs to neither.
Proof. We retain the notation of (3.3.6); let A  denote the subgroup 
... x R *  of if li , A  denote X ••• XV^ . and 51 denote





V v " j' *•1
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Since the opposite .inclusion in clear, we have
!• n Z<<9> = c r<(9> (A ) >(15)




V o > (vi} = 1 ' and so v  . . x ^ v  - v  = 1 >
[v. , Q. 1 = 1 if i + j • Thus C (A ) = 1 » and so r J J z.
(A ) =  1 , since any non-trivial normal subgroup of J<c<9> must
intersect 31 non-trivially. Cut now by (14) and (15), we have
i/L.^  i U * A A  ^ •CL , and oo XL  ^  = (N# A A  ) = . Since
by (13), N ttx A j  € o9 , then /L ^  e. ¿d c. %  , and so
= ,0.3. = N* x  . •••(l6)
V/e now have XL/Xb-j = N* /(ii*xAj)
= A A I ^ / A ^  — (17)
But there is a natural isomorphism
A A ^ / A j  = ( X  ( /1\ ^ ) viCii))J<’5’> •••(13)
where, for each i , (R* /ii* ) VA ^  admits in the natural way,
so that (R** /¡i )V.Q . "  li VQl'/R- as in (3.3.4).i 1 .3 1 1 J
Let Ki* denote K^/H^ as in (3.3.3/4); by equation (7 ) of
(3.3.4), Rw in abelian. By (3.3.3) and (3.3*4a), (tq , |fi|) = 1  , 
and so (|a*|, jVCi^O>|) = 1 . By (l.l.3b), we have
Hw = CftH(vq«J>) x [u* , VQ<5»3 ; and •••(19)
[u4f , n ^ &> 1 = [[it* , V£K®>3 , Vy<0>3 . ...(2 0 )
By (3.3.4a) and the fact that Y,l<C3> =" VOT , we have 
VQ ~ (Vti-i®^' . With (20) , it follows that
Jlif* , VQ<bS»3 VQ = ( [R-tr , VQ<<9> ] VQ<(?•>)' •♦•(2l)
. • j
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Since the opposite inclusion is clear, we have 
B O X < 0 >  - C (A )
B,y construction of Vti'i' in C3.3.4)» — 1 . Thus, for
•(15)
each i , i.«9> (V =1 > 80 cv  ..« ^ v  V = 1
since {_V. , Q, ] = 1 if i + j . Thus C (A ) = 1 , arid so
C o y  (A) = 1 , since any non-trivial normal subgroup of X C Q > must
intersect X  non-trivially. But now by (14) and (1 5 ), we have
i I L y i  K * A A  =? iC l, , and so ifh ^  = (N# A A  ) = N*x . Since
by (l3)> H w / A y  *  c 9  , then fh  ^  e. <$> t  3- , and so
ALg, = ,ftj * A^_
V/o now have S \ >/S h ^ =■ N* 6 B~> j (]/**< A^)
= a  a x  <<?>/ A^.
But there is a natural isomorphism




•e, for each i , (H^ /R*^ admits <i5> in the natural way,
330 that (R* /k* )V.Q. <•«> - R VQT/R^ as in (3-3.4).1 1 J 11
Let K# denote as in (3*5.3/4)? by equation (7) of
(3.3.4)» R4t in abelian. By (3.3.3) and (3.3*4a), (tq , |R|) = 1  , 
and no (|a*|, J VQ.^ «»>1) -  1 . By (l.l.3b), we have
Rw =. C**(VO,<<S>) X , VQ</9>2 ; and
[u4r , = [[iT , V£K®>} , V.l<:i9>]
By (3.3.4a) and the fact that S' VO.T , we have
VQ ~ (Vti ^ ¿?>) ' . With (20) , it follows that




rx-y,« j ■'"’ mas* a
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nut now by (3.2.l) and the definition of the action of < (9 >  
from (3.3.b) and. at (18) above, it follows that
(><• ( [R f  , Vi Qi <ff>3 Vi Qi  ) )< 0 >  £ n  . •••(22)
Let C. = C ^ ( V iQ.<t(9> ) , where R* It* /it* ^
By (17), (18) and (1 9), \ic have 
t t A
n ,/ S ) j „ . = ( X  C ) x ( X ( [RT » V O Y.ft ) < G > )  •••(2 3)
4 i ~ 1 1 i=i 1 1  1 1
A
However, since R is abelian, then X is abelian, and so
belongs to ft by (1 .4 .3). By (2 2 ) and (2 3), ¿ 1  / S I  ^ £ f| , and
since •“'-h. = ifujj) by (l6 ), we have
J l  & , and flu £ o9 *- ft . ...(2 4)
We now show that a certain Hall-subgroup of «fl. belongs to 
neither "3 * f-| nor * fl •
By (y.3.3) and (3.3.4a), (lltl, tq|Ki) = 1 , and so 
(I At , |R*| I A 1  < ©> I ) 1 . Since II* sj K * A A  I  < 9 > = X h  , then
jc a subgroup of, and thus a Ilall-sub^roup of, S L ; we
denote by II , and remark that H a1 i l / A  .
I.et (j denote either cS) or j- . We will show that H/ll^ . 4 H .
Since 1i *  €  cD ^  '3- and II , then . Row, by the
definition of the action of on N in (3.3.6)» we have 
N^ XV2 X ■”  XVt 4  H “ ((^VqO.j) x v2Q? X ••• x VtQt)<<9> . * * *(25)
Since the are t-^roups where t <t ti = char( § ) , by
(3 .3 .4a) , it follows that
N** Vg x • • • x ^ Hj . ...(2 6)
Let Z denote [il^  , . Since Hg and.
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art normal subgroups of H , and Z 5  Kg I * > by (1.1.3)* then 
Z 3 ( N ^ V j d A  . But ( l ^ 1Q1)s * ( r f v ^ i ^ g  =• N* , by (12) . 
Thus, Hr < c h (h"v ;iQ1/j:#  ) , = J say . •••(27)
How, we certainly have 0 > If** X * "  x '^t ’ 30
J =  J n h = (k*x v2cj2 x ••• xvtQt)(.T n ¿ e > )
Let x £ .J 8 V Q < 6 > and let g 6 . Since ^  ,
then [x , g ]  £ N %  V^i = 1 . Thus J n V1Q1<(9> /£ Cy <  (P> ( V ^ )  ,
and so J n V|(i^ -^ S> = 1 , by construction of VQ<(9> - VQT in (3.3.4a). 
It follows that J = H*X V"2Q^ x • •• xV^Qt . Since IU $ J by (2V),
then we have
H g  =  H g  = (K# x V 2 X ••• X V t )(Ci2 x ••• Xtit )
= (li^ X V? X •••X Vt)(Hr ri (tig *•••*.Q^)) • •••(23)
Comparing (20/ with the expression for II given in (23), we see 
that H/Hr- isomorphic to a factor of (V^ Q.^  X (L , x • • • xQ t)<<9>
by a normal .subgroup, M say , contained in Q2* ••• XQt . But
then ( ( V ^  x C*2 x ... xi£t)<<5>> / v i) = (V., x Q2 < ••• * Qt)/M , and so
(H/Hg )/(H/Hg )x  - Q1<<9> =  QT 4  R  , by (3.3.4a). By (l.4.8), it
follows that H/Hr 4 R  , and since §" denoted either tS or “3- , we
finally obtain H 4 * H  and II 4 ^  H  .
Since H ( —  47/ / A )  is a Hall subgroup of iili , and uCh belongs
to ¿9* R  and 3 * U  by (?4) above, the proof of (3.3.7) is 
complete, find, with it, the proofs of (3.3*l) and (3*3.2).
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3.4 Hall-closure of 3 * ft for certain replete classes .
In this ncction, we consider the Hall-closure properties of 3-* ft 
for certain particular classes 3- (of characteristic IP ) not covered 
by (5.3.l). Since the results of this section are of a perhaps loss 
general nature than those of other sections, the proofs given here 
will be somewhat abbreviated and more in the nature of outlines.
The first case considered is 3-= £ for ji* n.cJP ; then char(3- ) = IPn.
(see (1.3.16)). Suppose that p and q are distinct primes in Tt .
Choose additional primes r and s so that |{p,q,r,s}| = 4 « Then
the groups C wr C and C wr C are of co-prime orders, and do not p r  q s
belong to .
jr- H  is not 
applied to
Thus if ¿d Locksec( ) where l re/ 2 , then 
Hall-closed by (3.3«l). However, (3.3.1) cannot be 
, which is replete, and we deal with this case now.
3.4.1 Proposition. Let p be a prime, and let ¿0 e Locksec( £ ) .
Then c$ * ft ia not Ila'll-closed.
Proof. Let q , r and s be additional primes with |£p,q,r,s\J = 4 >
p J r-1 and q | s-1 ; such exist by Dirichlet's Theorem. Now form 
non-abelian groups and 4 * .> 3 < p > of orders aq and rp
respectively, with [01 = 0 , \ f l - q  , Irfl^r and l/3|=p.
Let W = >gp> wr Cg . In the notation of (l.Y.l), lot < < r>
■ft 0* it e*denote the standard complement, H =-*’<> and P ■=<?(*> } then P
in normalized by <<r> ; further, R*s3 W by the lemma on page 14 of
£5 6} . Thus R 4  [  HP , < * > 3  =3 W = HP <<>■>. Let P = [? , <<r>] ;
then HP = £]IP » <<r>l - D tp t < a r> l  • Thusi IiP admits •¿<r> .
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Now fix a specific isomorphism X. : —■* <<r> ; with respect
to t , RP admits < 0> , Let X be the twisted wreath product
X = RP wr < ® > < m >  .
<B>
(We refer to £41; 1.15«10] , £53] or [38] for details of the twisted 
wreath product).
We denote the base group of X by (RP) , and identify < OX f >  
with the standard complement ; then (HP)*” has coordinate subgroups 
RjP^ , . . . , **qPq » 311,1 (RP) = x • • • x R^P^ . The R^P^ are
permuted transitively by , and since dO> ^  < 8><(p> then <3>
normalizes each , and each P^ ; further, £r^P^ , <S>] =  R^P^
(by the action of <<r> on RP), and so [(RP)* , <0>1 - (RP)* .
Let V be a faithful irreducible GP(p)-module for <f> , and 
inflate V to a module for X with kernel (RP)*<40> . Let
Y = V] X = V] (RP)*<<»-< J» . We may check that if 1 *  N si (RP)* ,
then r [ |Nl ; it follows that p-soc(Y) “  V . By Lockett's result 
(1.3.17c), Y ^  = Cy(V) »  Vx(RP)*«» . Now, Y ^  A jj is a
central factor of Y by (l.5.3c), and so is centralized by < f> .
Since is non-abelian, it follows that Y g  >■ <6> , and, since
f(RP)* ,¿<*>3 =  (RP)*, we have Y^ >  (RP)*«<9> .- Since T i V l S v / T ,
then V X (RP) “  Y . « oC . and so Y - = Y _ . Since
C p 6 P
yA o *  <f >  s  C , then Y « oi* H  . oD q
Let H » V V*<9Xf> < Y ; then H <£ Hallr ,(Y) . Now P*«d H ,
since £P* , v3 =* 1 * Since P* is elementary abelian and of order 
co-prime to <OXf» , it.follows by Masohke*a Theorem, [28; 3.3.1] » 
that P* < p-soo(H) . Thus, p-soo(H) » V * P *  .
:aifts#S3SSSKi■ ■ H
•' - . _ ____-  .ja*
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Since P*= [P* ,<0>] , it follows that CH(VxP*) = V x p '  ,
and so by (1.3.17c), H . = V * P * .  Since V x p* « ¿9 , then
CP
Hg - VXP* . But now H/Hp S <SXf> $ ft , by (2.4.10). Thus,
H 4 c8 * ft t completing the proof.
We next consider classes 3 #  ft where 3- is an alternating 
product of the classes and , for p e IP . I t  follows
from (3.1.3) and (3.1.4) that if “S- is any of the classes ,
, or , then 3 *  ft iB Hall-closed. These three
classes turn out to be the only such alternating products 3- for which 
3 * ft is Hall-closed.
3.4.2 Proposition. Let p be a prime and 3- be any of the Fitting 
classes
(1 ) # ••• *-$ * i .P’ P P P’ > (2) Sv* **** J P* V  ;
(3) JL r i  # • • • * - £p« p p’ P 9 (4) Jp * •** * ^ p . *  »
where in each case there are n ^ 0 factors J&^ in the product.
Suppose also that 3 is neither of the classes Ji ^ , or JL , * JL^  .
Then 3 * ft is not Hall-closed.
Proof. Since n ^  0 , then .
Let q and r be distinct odd primes, neither equal to p .
Let K be a group of type M(p ,q ,2) as in (l.7.6), where k :> 1 5 
then K/Op(K) 3  D,,^  , the dihedral group of order 2q .
If me IN and ,£ * -$0 , l] , construct groups A a A£in
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and B = B* , where m
c c a c a q
(i) A* is of type M(q m+1, p m, q p , q , pk, q, 2) , and
(ii) B* is of type M(r m+1, p r “,..., p 1, r ^ ,  pk, q, 2) ,
where, if £ = 0 , we understand that A , B are of types
a b
M(p m,...) , M(p m,...) , respectively. We further stipulate that
jri Ji
A/A = B/B = K . There exist involutions u * A and v * B such
that A = A' ] <u> and B = B ‘ 3 < v > .
Suppose that is of type (l) or (2) in the hypotheses. Take
A =* A* and B = B £ , where £ = 1 or 0 according as 3  is of n n
type (l) or (2), respectively. Form the external direct product Ax 3 ,• 
and let w = (u,v) 4 A * B  , Let G = (A'x B') <w> . By our
construction,
G/G.J = (A'/A X B'/B )1 <v> 2. (K wr C2)' t ft
Thus, G « 3 *  ft .
Let H * Hallr, (G) be such that w « H . Then A ’ £ H , while 
B' ft H * J§p * , and B* n H # . Also, A'« ftj« A^ ,
and A^ _ = t? =■ (A') by construction. Thus H/H^ = K . But
K/Op(K) = D2q t ft , by (2.4.10), and by (1.4.8), H/H^ * ft ; the 
result follows in these cases.
Suppose next that 3- is of type (3) or (4) of the hypotheses ; 
in this case, the hypotheses imply that J> p * J! pt * ,Jp £  *3- .
We take A - AC , and B =  B * , with c - 1 or 0 according as >n—1 n—±
is of type (3) or (4), respectively. We define the group G as above. 
G/G = ((D2q) wr C2)' - ft and G • 3-*ft .In this case,
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9-type (l) or (2). ^  type (3) or (4).
: 'ï \» 1
jq q\1 B*
r k ki G 1P p } 3
o-. f dj
q 1 \ r





Let H * Hall ,(G) be such that w « H . Since 3- contains r
2> * , then again B* 0 H i J  , while AL has index qP P' P 3- H
in A*. Thus (since 3- is a Lockett class), H/H^ - 4 A  ,
whence H 3-# tt • This completes the proof.
3.4.3 Remark. Let |j be a Fitting class such that 1» 3 is Hall- 
closed for all Fitting classes 3- . Then char( ) = IP .
Proof. For suppose that there exists p e iPs char(^). Then
£ * , p’ and Ç ^  -8p , » i pl . But then
$* ( J> p.* A p*-*p. * ^  ) a ^p. *-*p * ft
is Hall-closed, contrary to (3*4.2)
The classes 3* of (3.4.2) are primitive saturated formations, and 
so by (1.6.6) and (3.1.2), if o0 * LooksecO), then * H » 3-* H and 
so 3* «4 is not Hall-closed, except if "3- « *ip » -£p, » or pt *
We next consider classes of the form eR((J ) * M , where ixs.p
and ^ is a Fitting class. We recall that char(eR(£ )) = IP , and 
e / 5  ) « *  . b y  convention; then e j g  ) = e( n  char(£ ))(£ ) .
Since ft = >& is Hall-closed, we assume that there exists p re .
(a) Suppose that there exists q e IP'' char(§ ) wl-h q 4  p .
Choose further primes r , s with |£p,q,r, sjj- 4 and r [ s-1 . Let
G be a group of type M(qp »p* ,3 ,r) such that G/O (g ) is non-q.p
abelian of order sr . Now Gg = 1 , since q 4 char( J ), and so
G «  eR(5 ) S 6^(5 )* W . Let H £ Hall^,(G) ; we may check that
H/He  ^j j has order sr and so H 4 ) *■ ft . Thus eR(<j ) *  ft
is not Hall-closed in this case.
(b) Next suppose that char( J ) = IP , and that Ini 9 2 . Choose
q C n.\£pj , and let t £ IPv £p,q^ . Then Cp wr C^ and C^ wr C^
are of co-prime orders and do not belong to e^(J ) ; by (3.3.l), 
en(£ ) * ft is not Hall-closed.
(c) The remaining case, with char(£ )  = IP and |hj =  1 ,  has not
been fully resolved ; we note, however, that e^( >8) = * JZp .
By (3.1.5a), ^ p « *  -8p * ft 13 Hall-closed.
We shall have more to say about Hall-closure of classes T- *• ft in 
section 3.8. The following questions remain unresolved (although they 
are of course answered by (3.3.1/2) for classes of characteristic j= IP ).
3.4.A Questions, (a) For which Fitting classes cB with chaxieiJ^iP 
is (fi * fi Hall-closed ?
(b) If J) is a Fitting class with char(o0) - If* , do we have
(e0* ft is Hall-closed) «>£ ( <&* » ft is Hall-closed) ?
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3.5 The H^  -closure properties of Jfn * U
3.5.1 Proposition. Let n  be a set of primes with li*-l >s 2 . Then 
J(n * H is not Hy -closed.
Proof. Let q and a be distinct primes belonging to n  . Without 
loss of generality, assume that q > 2 . Let p be a prime with 
p J q-1 (so that possibly p = s ), and choose r £ IP N £p,q,s } .
Let A and B be groups with A of type M(q^, r*, q\p) and
B of type Mis*, rof, q1,?) , as in (l.7.5/6), with the further
stipulation that there exist isomorphisms (see (l.7.6c))
6 s A/0 (A) -* B/0 (B) , andq s
<f ; B/0g r(B) —> dP , the non-abelian group of order pq .
We may express A and B as semi-direct products A =  A ,] < u >  
and B = B'J <v> , where |u| = |v| = p , and (u 0 (a )) 0 —  v 0 (3) .q s
Let D denote the external direct product A x (B)^-^ , and let
w denote the element (u,v,...,v) of D ; then fw| = p . Now,
D' = A' * (B')P“1 »and D' 0 <Tw> * 1 . Let G = D'3<w> < D .
Due to the action of u on 0q(A) , it follows (since p + q ) that
G^. £ D* , and thus that G^ = (D‘ V  = Ajf x ^P~- * Further, we have






Gjf = G^ . . Because of the existence of Q , we have
G/G^ a! -4v> ,
where the action of v on the direct power (B'/Bj-)P is the natural
"component-wise" action induced by the action of v on B’/B^ . as a
section of B . Now, «((B'/B^.) <iv>)' , and so by (3.2.1) we
have (B'/BJ).)P ] C f4 , and so G £ W  .
Let H * Hallr,(G) . Certainly H ^  G^ . , and we may check that
= Q *  (B,)®-1 for some suitable Q £ Syl (A') . But then Jf Jin Jf q
H/H^ £ * with the natural "component-wise" action of C
on the direct power (recall that p Jq-1 ). Now, by (3.2.1),
the abstract semi-direct product (C^)P 1 , with component-wise
action, belongs to H  , while by Berger's theorem (2.4.10), C^l Cp 4 fl
Applying the "Quasi-f^-Lemma", (l.9«2a) in (C^)p J , with normal
subgroups x (l)®”"*- and (l) X (C^)^^ , it follows that
(C )P“1 J C 4 W  . Thus, H 4 * ft , and since H » G^ . , itq p A
follows that «ft is not -closed, as claimed.
T.6 Hall-determination and H
In this section, we digress from the main theme of the chapter, and 
and use (3.2.1) to prove the following.
^.6.1 Proposition. Let n * N  ; then f\ is not n-Hall-determined 
(see section 2.9 )•
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Vn . = G^ f * Because of the existence of Q , we have 
G/G^ « ( B ' / B ^ P J  ¿v >
where the action of v on the direct power (B'/Bjy. )P is the natural
"component-wise" action induced hy the action of v on B'/Sy as a
section of B . Now, B'/By = ((B’/B^.) <iv>)' , and so by (3.2.1) we
have (B'/Bj^)5 ] < »  «ft , and so G £ wV^* H  .
Let H * Hallr,(G) . Certainly H ^  G^ . , and we may check that
H„ = H,r = Q * (Bt. )P~1 for some suitable Q «. Syl (A') . But then Ji i/i q
h/H^ £ (C^)P~^ J 0^ , with the natural "component-wise" action of C
TV
on the direct power (recall that p ) q-1 ). Now, by (3.2.1),
the abstract semi-direct product (Cq)p 1 Cp , with component-wise
action, belongs to H  , while by Berger's theorem (2.4.10), Cql 4 fl .
Applying the "Quasi-Ho-Lemma", (l.9«2a) in (Cq)P J , with normal
subgroups 0^  L x (l)P-1 and (1) X (Cq)p_1 , it follows that
(C )P~1 1 C 4 ft . Thus, H 4 'X„ * ft , and since H J G ^ .  , it q p wi
follows that ^  * ft is not H^ , -closed, as claimed.
3.6 Hall-determination and H
In this section, we digress from the main theme of the chapter, and 
and use (?.2.l) to prove the following.
3.6 .1 Proposition. Let n * IN  ; then fl is not n-Hall-determined 
(see section 2.9 )•
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Proof. We note that 11s 2(mod 3) and 11 a 4 (mod 7). By Dirichlet's 
Theorem, [32; Theorem 15] , the set £ll +• 21m : m « W  j contains 
infinitely many distinct primes; all congruent to 2 (mod 3) and to 
4(mod 7). Let p be such a prime. Since p a 4(mod 7) , then
p3 s l(mod 7) , while p , p^ l(mod 7) .
Let K denote the finite field GF(p3). We may write the
"Extended affine group" , A , of K (see [l9; page 147]) in the form
A = (K*)]((Kx)]<r>) , where K* and K* denote the additive and
multiplicative groups of K , respectively, and r is a field
automorphism of order 3 of K (so that A is regarded as a subgroup
of the group of all permutations of K ). We note that K+ is elementary
5 x 3abelian of order p , while K is cyclic of order p -1 . Since
7 | p -1 , then K has a subgroup K^ of order 7 , which is acted on
non-trivially by <-c> since (lt!J n l) £ (GF(p3) n  GF(p)) . Thus, A
has a subgroup K* (K^ <r> ) , where <r> ia non-abelian of order
21 . Since p has order 3 (mod 7), then acts faithfully and
irreducibly on K+. Since p has order 2 (mod 3)» and since -r acts 
non-trivially on K*" , then K*|<-c> must decompose as a direct sum of
a non-trivial irreducible two-dimensional submodule, K^ " say (see £41; 
II.2.10]), and a one-dimensional trivial submodule, K^- .
By the structure of i t > , we have
=  (K1"^ <.*> )' * ft . •••(!)
By [2; Proposition 3] (see [17; page 230j), k£< t > * f/
K +^f> = K ^ t> x K^- « ft 
The group K^Ki <r> is of type M(p3,7,3) ; we write it
, and so 
— (2)
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form C(p)]<T> , „here G(p) = .
Let d be the smallest multiple of 3 with d n , and choose 
primes p^ Pd+^ with Pd = 2(mod 3) and P^ - 4(mod 7).
Construct groups G(p^) as above; each may be considered to admit a
(fixed) cyclic group <r >  of order 3 in the obvious way. Let 
and Qg be cyclic groups of order 7 , and define D by
D = (G(Pl) * ••• xc(pd+i) x x Q2 )]<r> , ,
with "component-wise" action of <x> (non-trivial on the ).
7 'X • • . X 7 X 7
•i pL
We show that D + ft , while all Hall p-complements of D belong 
to ft . Firstly, D/y(D) S  Cj £ ft (by similar reasoning
to that in (3.5.1 ),, using (3.2.1 ) and (1 .9.2a) inductively, and the fact
that 3 J d ). Thus, by (1 .4.8), D 4 ft •
Since K * e  M  by (l), the Hall 3-complement of D belongs to f/
Since k V c> « fi by (2), then inductive application of (1 .9.2a) 
shows that a Hell 7-complement of D lies in fi .
We are left to consider the p^-complements ; without loss, we
consider a p. . -complement. Let P t Syl (d ). Then P ^  D , and
pd+l
D/P *  (G(px) x ••• xG(pd) «C7 « CjX C7)]<-r> . Since 3 I d , then by
inductive application of (3.2.1) and (1 .9.2a), we find that o/P « .
But now fi is not d+2 -Hall-determined, and so not n-Hall-determined 
by (2.9.3), completing the proof.
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3 .7 The Laue-Lausch-Pain/ Bryant-Kovacs/ Cossev Theorem.
If p and q are primes with q 1 p-1 , we know that i  j  ¿(|
i P q
by Berger's result (2.4.10) (and , in certain special cases, by results 
of Blessenohl and Gaschütz [ö]).
The case in which qfp-1 is dealt with by the following recent 
result.
5.7.1 Theorem (Laue-Lausch-Pain f443. Bryant-Kovacs C7l. Cossev).
Let p and q be distinct primes with qj- p-1 . Then
The genecis of this result lies in the paper £447» where some new 
normal Fitting classes are constructed by use of the group-theoretical 
transfer. Bryant and Kovacs state in £73 that the main theorem of jj] 
was provoked by a comment of Lausch and Cossey that such a result, 
together with the results of [44], would lead to (3>7.l).
Since both [7] and [44] allude to (3.7.1), while neither proves it, 
we sketch the derivation of (3.7.1) (after a talk at Warwick on the 
subject in 1977 by H. Laue).
We will consider some transfer-type normal Fitting classes, similar 
to those of £44], in some detail in Chapter 4 . For present purposes, 
the results of [443 can be put as follows.
3.7.2 Theorem (Laue-Lausch-Pain [44: Satz]). Suppose that X is a
group for which the group Kq — (Aut(X)) * Aut(X) • [ X $  X ^
is a proper subgroup of Aut(X) . Then there exists a normal Fitting 
class 3 such that X ] < r >  4  ^  if V * Aut(x) \  KQ .
The main theorem of £7] ia the following, proved using Lie- 
theoretical techniques (as in Chapter 5 of [50] , for example).
3.7.5 Theorem (Bryant and Kovacs T73). Let p be a prime. If H 
is a linear group of finite dimension d ^  2 over the field GF(p), there 
exists a finite p-group P such that the restriction of Aut(p) to 
P/ $  (P) is isomorphic, as linear group, to H .
Let now p and q be distinct primes with q ■}" p-1 , and let
d N  be minimal such that q | pd-l } then d ^  2 . Let H be a 
subgroup of GL(d,p) of order q . Take P as ensured by (3*7.3).
Now, by a theorem of Burnside, £28; 5.1.43 , C s CA u t ( p ) W £ ( P »  13
a p-group. By choice, Aut(P)/c = H (as linear group). Identify 
H with a Sylow q-subgroup of Aut(p) ; let H = <£’ h >  . Now,
Kq = (Aut(P))' Ctfe Aut(P) s I> P >  * C ^  Aut(P) , since, by
choice of d , P/$ (p) is a faithful irreducible module for H and so 
£p , ¿h>] = P . But now by (3.7.2), there exists a normal Pitting class
^  with P 3 <h> 4 3- , and (3.7.1) follows.
5.8 A group construction and Hall-closed classes .
We use (3.7.1) and (2.4.10) in a group construction which will be 
applied in (5.8.2) and (3*9.12).
5.8.1 Construction.
(a) The ingredients for the construction comprise a Fitting class 3E. • 
a Lockett class y  with jE y  , a group G of minimal order in 
J  \  1J , a prime 9 ^  t = |g : G^| , and a set of primes a~ with
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£s,t} £ (r . Let D denote Gy ; then |G : D | =  t .
(b) Depending on the relationship between 3 and t , we appeal to
(2.4.10) or (3.7.1) to conclude that A . * 2> «£ H  .t 3
Let t J S be a group of minimal order in ''fi , wherew 3
f  «  i .  and 3 * i .  . By (3.2.3), 0 ( I S )  = 1 .X 3 3
We denote £ Z(T) s 1 ^  by /l^ZiT)) (see ¡28; p. 17})«
Then 10<1(z (t )) is certainly a non-trivial elementary abelian
—characteristic subgroup of TS , of order t , r >  1 , say.
Let T ] S  denote a group isomorphic with TS/jfV^(z(T)) , where
T 6 and S fe Jt , , and let n = J TS J J then TS * H by minimality,t s
(c) Let P denote the external direct power Gr o-f r copies of G , 
where r is as in (b), and let A denote {(d^ ,...d^ ) : d^  6 D } ^ P .
Since y  is a Lockett class then A  - Hy and P  / A  is elementary
abelian of order tr , so that p / A  ^  *G>i(Z(T)) .
Now form W s P  wr (TS) . We identify TS with the standard 
complement of W , and adhere to the notation of (l.7.l), so that P* 
denotes the base group. Since TJ is a Lockett class, then by (1.7.3),
(d) Suppose that L 6 Hall^G), with L n D » K 6 Hall^D). Define
A  =  { ( ¿ 1 ..........i r ) 5 ¿  i  6  L  }  <  P  » M d
)i. ®'f(^c]>,.. .»^r) s ^  k } « .
As usual. A 1- and %* denote the corresponding subgroups of P *  ; 
,..., a n) * fi A ]  , where n is as in (b).
ft ItSince |G 1 D j/w t * or , then G » DL , P  = A A  and P  * A  A
thus
Further, « Hall (r* ) and “X* = A*n A* a Hall (A*) ; we note 
that * * - 3  A *  .
By virtue of the wreath product construction, A *  , A* and "X* 
are all TS-invariant (see (l.7.l)), so that, in particular, ^ TS . 
Since 7C* = A  n A  and W =  TS is semi—direct, we have
%* =* &  n /'T t s . ...(1 )
It follows that
A*TS/a* = A* TS/( A ^ n  A* TS)
£* A*TS A*/ A*
- W/A* (since W =» ArA*TS )
—  ( P / A )  wr TS (by (1.7.2a))
Specifically, let k : TS/'X* (T / A  ) wr TS be the isomorphism
obtained by following through this sequence of isomorphisms. We note 
that
k : A V tC* >-*»(P/A)* , the base group of ( P / A )  wr TS . •••(2)
We also note that k can be naturally inflated to a homomorphism
k : /'f TS -> ( F / a ) wr TS , with ker(&) = y.* . •••(3)
Since TS = TS/Jl^ZiT)) and P /A —  Z(T)) by part (c),
then by [41; 1.15.91 , there exists an injection
j s TS <—*■ ( P / A )  wr TS ***(4)
such that (by a reading of the proof of [41; I,15-9j) we have
j : J 1 X(Z(T)) ^  ( P / A f  . — (5)
(e) Let ©  and X  denote the complete pre-images in TS as
follows :
©  = (T) j 1c"1 4 A* TS , and
r  = (s) j ft"1 i A* TS ,
where j and £ are as in (4) and (3) respectively.
# A—1Then X  *• ©  A Z , and, since j k induces the monomorphism
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j k 1 s TS -*• A* TS/X* (and induces isomorphisms T -> © /'X* ana 
S -> Z /  X* ), we have
® / X * = T ,  X / X *  = S , @ n Z  = X*  and © ? / * * *  TS. ...(6) 
Since Hall^A*) and © Z / - X * e \  .then
& Z  e Hall^C A * ® r  ) . ...(7)
(f) Lemma A * © Z  e 3£ *■ H  .
Proof. Let $  e Hall ,(A ) , so that by consideration.C
of orders; Thus A * n  © Z  =  'X'f* n © Z  = © Z )  = X* , since
© Z  s -S . It follows thator
A * © Z / a * a  ® I / ( @ Z n A * )  = © Z / ' X ' s t s  , ...(3)
the final isomorphism by (6) .
Now, rVfiT ia an (elementary) abelian t-group, and so 
( P * n  A * © Z ) / A *  *  r7A* , whence r * n A * ® Z  *a P* . Since P* 
is a direct power of G e £  , it follows that
r*n A*<S>I « (A#© Z  )£
We also note (recalling the third statement in (6)) that 
(P*n 6*QTL )/A# = n £ ® Z ) / / ?
* A*(/? n A*©Z )/ A*
s  (A*n A * © Z  )/(A* 0 ( A %  A * © Z  ))
= (A* n A * © Z  )/ X *  •
Since j k**^  induces an isomorphism from T to ® / X *  
SL^ZiG/X9)) - U l ^ Z(T))) j k_1 * (T/A)* k_1 = A* /X* 
recalling (5) and (2),
Now < A * ® Z / % *  . and since © / * *  e? T ^  1 ,
then







Combining (9), (10) and (12), we find that A* g  (A*©Z )
3E.
But by (8), A*©Z/A* S K  , and so A*©Z /( A* ©  Z. ) , being
now isomorphic to a proper factor of TS , belongs to U  by minimality 
of TS « Thus, A  €) Z e , as claimed*
(g) Lemma* Suppose that (j is any Lockett class with 
Then (&Z ). = X*.
3
Proof. Certainly S and so
Let 2  * (0 Z  n ©  . Suppose that 2  Tt!* .
1 =► £ / X *  ^  ®/X*  , and so, recalling (ll) above,
1 *  S / X *  n ^  A*/2 * .
Then
•(13)
the normality because A* / X* is an elementary abelian t-group.
Let denote the complete preimage in ©  of iiL^(z(©/%*)) .
Then by (l3).we have X* £ ( ® Z ) ^  n 3? ^  A* • Since
4 ® Z / % *  , then 1 * © Z , ,  and so ( ® Z ) j n f  e §  .
It follows that X* jf A*g = X*  • a contradiction.
Thus ( ® Z  )^  /%* A ®lx* = 1 , and so from (6) and (b) we have
^  s ^  (®  ^  )g /X* * Os(©Z/X-#) —  Og(TS) =  1 , and the assertion
follows. This completes our construction.
3.9.2 Proposition. Let 3- be a Lockett class such that 3  * is
Hall-closed. Then 3- is itself Hall-closed.
Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that 3  is not Hall-closed. Then 
there exists t  é  IP such that 3 ^  £T (3 ) « Let G denote a
group of minimal order in 3  ^ i^ T (3) • Then ¡G : G^ (3.)! ~ * A IP»
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in fact since ^("3 ) =. * then t • -c. • Let s be a priae
with (s , |G|) = 1 , and define «•-TO £3} .
By (2.4.1b), ffx O )  is a Lockett class.
We apply construction (3.8.1 ) with 3  for X  , for ^ ,
and take G , s , t and «• as just defined. We choose, as in (3.8.1b),
a group t } S of minimal order in JL . * ■& n fl , defineX s
D - G ^  j , choose L 6 Hall^/G) and set L f\ D = K . We obtain 
the group A  ®TL e X #  \\ .
Since (s , |G|) = 1 and <r * r u {sj , then L ^  Hall (G), and 
so L 4 3- , while K 6 Hall (d ) c % . Since K ^  L and 
|L : K j = t , then K = L . Because 3- is a Lockett class, we have 
~)C* - . But then by (3.8.1g), ( © 2  )^ = . However, by (6)
of (3*8.1), we have ©"Z- /%* S  TS i W  . Thus © X  4 .
But ®>X * Hall (/T©X) and £?© X  « U  , contradicting the
Hall-closure of 3-* H This completes the proof.
By (3.3.l), § =  uV * is not Hall-closed, while (c.f.. 
(l.5.3b)) is Hall-olosed; the hypothesis that be a Lockett class in
(3.8.2) is thus not redundant.
3.9 On a conjecture of Cossev.
In his paper £18] , Cossey proves the following.
3.9.1 Theorem (Coasev. 0.8: 4.l3). Let 3  and $ be Lockett
classes with 3 * ft = (j » . Then 3- = § .
>  c
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in fact since (^(3 ) =  • then t « u  .. Let 3 be a prime
with (s , |G|) = 1 , and define <r - x o £3} .
By (2.4.1b), ffx (3) I3 a Lockett class.
We apply construction (3.8.1 ) with 3  for 3C , for ^ ,
and take G , s , t and <r as just defined. We choose, as in (5.8.1b), 
a group S of minimal order in ^ * JL s , defineX s
D » G ^  ^  j , choose L 6 Hall^G) and set L n D = K . We obtain 
the group A  ©  2  « H  .
Since (s , |G|) = 1 and <r - T y £3] , then L ^  Hall^G), and
so L 4 3- , while K £ HalljD) S. 3- . Since K ;3 L and 
JL : K | = t , then K = L^_ . Because 3- is a Lockett class, we have 
~JC,* = . But then by (3.8.1g), ( © 2  )^ = X* . However, by (6)
of (3.8.1), we have © 2  /X* ®  K  4 H  . Thus © 2  4 3- *- W .
But (3>2 * H a l l ^ / r © ^ )  and £ ? © 2  6 3-*" U  , contradicting the 
Hall-closure of ) - * W  . This completes the proof.
By (3.3.l), ^ M  * 45 is not Hall-closed, while H  - A  (c.f.
(l.5.3b)) is Hall-closed; the hypothesis that 3  be a Lockett class in
(3.8.2) is thus not redundant.
5.9 On a conjecture of Cossey.
In his paper £l8] , Cossey proves the following.
5.9.1 Theorem (Cossey. Ll8; 4.l3). Let 3 and $ be Lockett 
classes with 3 * ft = Q #• fi • Then 3" ~ 5 *
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Cosaey observes that his proof of (3-9.1) relies heavily on the 
hypothesis that 3 and § are Lockett classes, and remarxs that it 
is "tempting" to make the following conjecture.
3«9«2 Conjecture (Cossey. [183), If 3 and (j are Fitting classes, 
then 3 *  W  ^  if and only if '3-*’ =
3.9.3 Remarks. (a) In D.0] , Cossey goes on to note that, had the 
Lockett conjecture been true, then (3.1.2) and (3.9.1 ) would imply the 
truth of (3.9.2) (see the remarks following (3.1.2)).
(b) Since the Lockett conjecture is not in general true (see (1 .5 .14)),
then, even if 3- is a class for which it is true, it might be possible 
to find a Fitting class ^ , where Q $  ij*A ^  * with «■ ^
and .
(c) As with the case of (3.1.2), we have had no success in trying to 
incorporate the Berger-Cossey counterexample to the Lockett conjecture 
into an example denying (3.9*2) (in either direction).
(d) Theorem (3.9*l) may be regarded as a "cancellation-type" result ;
in this section, we prove further cancellation-type results, which lend 
positive evidence for the "only if" part of (3.9*2). We also prove
for certain specific classes that 3  ■* W  = ij * if and only if
•3-*=S* •
We first quote another of Cossey’s results.
Theorem (Cossey. Tl8; 4.3J). Let 3- and £ be Fitting classes.
Then
(a) if §*-i> > then if and only if 3*=J?> ; and
(b) 3» fi = U ( - (1) * ^  ) if and only if ^  = (l) .
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The next lernma is crucial; part (a) depends on (2.4.10), wnile 
part (b) need3 (3.7.l) as well.
3.9.5 Lemma. Let 3 and £ be Fitting classes with 3-* «  5* U
Then (a) char( 3) O {2}' S. char(£ ) ; and
(b) char( ) £• char( J ) .
Proof. (a) For suppose that pfc (char(3-) 0{2}’) ^  cnar(£) ,
and let D denote the dihedral group of order 2p . Then 0 (d ) — D —P
and since t J/1 s M  , then D £ ^ * U  • Since p 4 char( J )»
then D<j = 1 . Since D 4 f/ by (2.4.10), it follows that D 4 £ * P) , 
a contradiction.
(b) Suppose that 2 £ char^ ) char(^ ) , and let q 6 IT'- £2]
By (3.7.1), ¿ 2 *Jl Let Tl Q (T «• , ft i i q ) be a
group of minimal order in ^ • By (3.2.3), 0 (l ft) *  1 ,2 q q
and, as above, T ft £ ^ * W . This is a contradiction, and
the assertion follows from (a) .
x.o.fi Remark. Suppose in the situation of (3-9.5) that there exists 
p £ char(S ) v char( Q ) , and that there further exists a prime 
t fe IP ^  (char(3" ) U £2 3 ) . Then in the group C =  C(p,t,2) of 
(2.6.1), we have =  F(C) and C < 3 * W  , while Cg =  1 and
C 4 (j*U . Consequently, (3.7.1) is needed only to eliminate the 
possibility that char(3)~!P while char( £ ) = J2J• , and (2.4.10) 
suffices in all other cases.
3.9.7 Theorem. Let 'S' be a Fitting class with S  * W  H,
where n «  IP . Then ?"*=
\
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Proof. By (3.9.5), char( 3  ) - re. IP . By (3.1.3), i * H  - ftn>
is Hall-closed, and so 'S-* - by (3.3.1), as claimed.
3.9.8 Theorem. Let 'J- be a Pitting class and n  be a set of primes. 
Then ?-» ft s ft » {4 if and only if 3* = J&
Proof. If or it » TP , this is Cossey's result (3*9.4).
Suppose that f Ar n ^  IP . , xf S  # =» H  then 3-* * J> by
(3.9.7). If 3 = , then 3- 3 3>n n?| by (2.4.7h), and so by
(3.1.2), 3 * W  = &  . This completes the proof.
3.9.9 Theorem. Let ^  and § be Fitting classes such that if 
2 fi Chari'S-) then * '■ ^ 2 • Suppose that .
H _ jf*Then 3  6  J  .
Proof. By (1 .5.3«), it will suffice to prove that "3 « • Thus for
a contradiction, let G be a group of minimal order in 3  ' (j . 3y 
(1.3.9AO) and (1 .3.6), G has a unique maximal normal subgroup 
M = G<-* , of prime index p say; g/G’ is a cyclic p-group, and
G, ^  G’ . Certainly p c char(S), and by hypothesis on S' and Q ,
S
vs must have p f 2 .
Let L denote G. ; then G* 4  ^ L ^  M and G/L is a cyclic
p-group. Let r be a p-element of G such that G = L < T >  (where
possibly LO*i‘c> ^ i  ).
Let x  denote the automorphism of L induced by conjugation by 
X  . If r = 1 , then £l  , <T>] =  1 , and s o  < x >  <3 G =  L < T >  , 
whence G = <t> by the uniqueness of M -<d* G and the fact that L 4 M.
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But then G € -Sp . By (3.9.5a), p « char( (j ) and so G a 5 » a
contradiction. Thus ^ +  1 .
Since L < x >  « ^  and <-c>e , then by (1 .9.3),
it follows that L]<i> a 3- .
On the other hand, suppose that L ] < * ¡J*" . Since <r> is
a non-trivial p-group, then p t char(^ *■ ) , and so <.~c> £ .
But then by (l.9«3), we have G =  L < t ? « J*-, contrary to choice.
Thus,
L]<€> * . -• -Cl)
Now form W = (L < x > ) wr . Let ■<«■> denote the standard
complement in W ; then w = (1^  < ? !>  * L2 <x2> )3 , where
is the i * coordinate subgroup, as in (l.7.l). Further,
o- : L jb2 , r 1 - * - * T 2 * because o£ the notation of (l.7.l) .
Of course, 1^ x L2 4  W , and «• normalizes
Let J =  (i^ x L2) ^ 2^ >  . Then J is a semi-direct
product (I^x L2)] < x i  21> • Further, J S* Lj<C •x L2<t 2>  £ “3- ,
ar.d !T is nomalized by <er> since (T^ t j  ) =* ( t j  t j  ) .
Define U ®  J<o"> ( = J3-<*'> ) <  W . Since <«r> « H and J i *} , then
D t y *  ti . ***(2)
We next show that J ^ • We note that L ^ ^ J  , L2 ^ J  ,
1^ n L2 = 1 , and J/LjL2 -  < f 1 T “1 >  £ Jf . Now,
J/L, = (L, x L2)<f!1 f;1> /L, ^  Li /Ih n (L, < i ;1>). ••*(3)
Suppose that ^  f ™ T 2m £ 2 ® ^ ^ 2  ^  T 1 T  2 ^iÉ ^i*
Then fj" = * ?  *2 & h  n L2 * * 2 *  = 1
Since I ^ r t C X ^  =  1 , then i“ * ¿i » 1 , and it follows that
1 ^ 0 ( 1 ^  < t  x r j1 > ) = 1 •
It follows from (3) that J/l^ 2! L^ . But now by Hauck's lemma,
(l.9«2b), if J « J* then j/L2 - t J* , contrary to (l), and so
J 4 S • •••(4)
Since <r inverts < >  » then or also inverts
* Lg) =  ((1^ x l2)] <  i > V O ^  x l2) .
Since Lj x L, * 5 ^  9* then L^ * L2 S i Jg* ^ J , by (4)- 
and it follows that v / j r = i\«r> /3r 3 D o oi. , the dihedral group ofS a d p
order 2 p* , for some A  > 1 .
Since U/J ® C2 , then either Ug = Jg or U = J Ug . But
lJ , Uj3 < Jg , and so Ug centralizes J/Js • Since U/Jg is
non-abelian, it follows that Ui *  Jj * Thus U/Ug = U/J5 ^ 2 / -
and so Il/Ug 4 ft by (2.4.10). Since U € "3 *■ ft £= (J * ft * t>y (2) , 
this is a contradiction. The proof is complete.
^.q.10 Theorem. Let 3- and § be Fitting classes.
(a) If 3- and g are each of odd characteristic and "3-* Pi = g * ft *
then 3* » 5 * *
(b) If g has odd characteristic and g satisfies the Lockett
conjecture, then 3  * ft = § • ft if and only if "3- «■ g * •
Proof. (a) This follows at once from (3.9.9).
(b) -If 3-*= g* , then by (3.1.2), 3-» ft =* 3*» ft =* g#* ft = g *■ ft , since 
the Lockett conjecture holds for ^ . If 3-*- Ct = g» ft , then by 
(5.9*5)* ohar(3-) - char(g ) S  {2}' , and the result follows by (a).
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The following consequence of (3-9-9) neither implies, nor is 
implied by, (3.9.7).
5.9.11 Proposition. Let re be a set of primes, and suppose that "S’
and (j are Fitting classes with Ç*= and Ç *■ M  .
Then 3* £ ia .
Proof. Suppose that 2 £ char(3 ) . By (3.9.51))» it follows that 
2 * char( Ç ) » it . Thus (j*= Jkn * J,n * J 2 =9** ^ 2  ’ 311(1 trle
assertion'follows from (3.9*9).
The hypothesis that either has odd characteristic or else 
Ç* =* 5* * <8 2 seems crucial to our proof of (3.9*9) s the important
point is that any dihedral group of order 2 p® for et ^  1 lies 
outside fJ » by Berger's theorem (2.4.10)-
The next result utilises construction (3.8.l).
5.9.12 Proposition. Let n  be a set of primes with |rt| >  2 .
Suppose that ^  is a Fitting class and that Ç is a Lockett class 
such that 3- * («£„ ), S  J * (*^ n.)# * Then 3  £  Ç •
Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that G is a group of minimal 
order in 3 ^ 9  • Then |G : Cg | — t £ TP . Since G £ 3 *  ~
Ç * >8^ » then t £ « . Choose s £ n  >v ft} , define <r * IP » and
apply construction (3.8.l) with 'ï for X. , Ç for y  and G , s ,
t and <r as just defined. We choose, as in (3.8.1), a group T j S  
of minimal order in Â  ^  Ç4 » and obtain £f<S>2! £ 3  # ft •
Since we took o’ »  TP , then G £ Hall^G) , and so in (3.8.1d) we have
L = G and K =» L n D = D , where D m  Gg • T*“ 3 X** A* tand so
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if (S)Z = © Z  6 "3- *• & (and A *  ( © Z  )^ by (3 .8.If)).
Since AT « ( ® Z ) ^  and © Z  /a* s TS e. , by (4) of
(3.8.1 ) and the fact that A* - '%* , then in fact
© s i «  ^ * ( f i o \ ) =  3 *  U J * .  . — (1 )
by (2.4.7b).
However, G c * D and so C* = A*
3 5
then /'f » P * and "X » A  , whence A g  — X
Since L =  G and K =  D , 
* Thus by (3.8.1*),
( ® * ) g  = % *  =■ A* , and © Z / ( ® Z ) S ST TS 4 «  s .
Consequently, ©5! 4  9 *  (-^ rt)*. • a contradiction since from (l) we
have ®  Z  € 3- w ( ) This completes the proof.
The above result is false if |u.| = 1 . For suppose that n.= £tj 
and choose s € IF^t") • Then (.4^)^ » ,2^ and _Af -tj * ^ t  ”
^ s * ^ t  ' while ^ f s . t j ^ s  *
We note that, taking n  «■ fP and 3- as a Lockett class, we obtain 
Cossey's result (3»9*l) from (3.9.12), at the expense of (3.7.1),which 
of course Cossey does not use.
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CHAPTER FOUR.
A new approach to Berger’s Theorem.
In their paper [63 , Blessenohl and Gaschiitz Introduce the notion 
of a "normal Pitting pair". A normal Pitting pair (C,d) consists of 
an abelian group C and a rule d assigning to each G £ a
homomorphism d^ . : G -*■ C which "respects" restriction to normal
subgroups, such that C is covered (set-wise) by the images Gdg as
G runs over (see (4.1.6)). Blessenohl and GaschUtz showed that
if (C,d) is a normal Fitting pair, then the class (G * : Gd^ = 1 )
is a normal Fitting class. Lausch, [453 , showed that every normal 
Fitting class can be viewed in this way ; his method involves talcing 
the restricted direct product of (one representative of each isomorphism 
clans of) all finite soluble groups, A  say, and factoring A  by a 
suitable subgroup containing A' to obtain the abelian group A •
While of great theoretical interest, Lausch's method does not seem able 
to give a finite procedure for determining (say) whether or not a given 
soluble group G belongs to the smallest normal Fitting class ^  •
A number of "concrete” examples of Fitting pairs have been announced
in the papers [63 , [133 • [23 and [443 > example. The maps 
associated with these pairs can be calculated explicitly , and the 
existence of these pairs has led to much information concerning ;
for example the results (2.4.10) and (3.7.l) follow because of the pairs 
constructed in [2l and [443 , respectively.
In their paper [443 • Laue, Lausch and Fain show how, given a group 
U , the "transfer"may be used to construct a normal Fitting pair
( LU, ¿°), where 1? is a certain abelian factor group of Aut(u) . ■
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In hia important recent preprint P4] , Berger has shown that if for a
<1 ,vgiven C e -o , we intersect the kernels of the maps over all
the distinct isomorphism types V of subnormal subgroups of G , we 
arrive precisely at the -radical of G (in fact, we only need to 
take certain specified types of V ). This means that there is a 
theoretically finite procedure by which the -radical of any soluble
group G may be determined, depending on knowledge of the automorphism 
groups of certain subnormal subgroups of G . Of course, in concrete 
examples, this procedure may be rather lengthy.
In their paper [10} , Bryce and Cossey observed that the Blessenohl- 
Gaschutz-Lausch theory of normal Fitting pairs can be "localised” to 
« ^  -Fitting pairs", which describe the Fitting classes lying in the 
Lockett section between 3* and 3- , for an arbitrary Fitting class 3  ;
in this terminology, a normal Fitting pair becomes an —Fitting pair.
It is natural to ask, as does Berger [4l, whether "transfer-type"
3  -Fitting pairs can be used to determine the 3» -radical of a group 
G t 3  where 9- is an arbitrary Fitting class. Berger defines some 
transfer-type Fitting pairs more general than those of [44j , and shows 
that these "Berger pairs" can in fact be used to determine the 3^ . — 
radical for certain (not-necessarily-soluble) Fitting classes 3- as well 
as for A  ; indeed, Berger proves (but does not seem to explicitly state) 
that hie pairs can be so used if 3  is an arbitrary Fischer class.
Berger's proof, once his Fitting pairs have been constructed, 
proceeds by 3 complex and abstract induction argument. In this chapter, 
we give what we think to be a more conceptual, and probably simpler, 
proof of Berger's theorem. Our proof starts with the construction of 
some transfer-type 3- -Fitting pairs, for certain classes 3- • which
may be regarded as intermediate in generality between the pairs of Laue,
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Lausch and Pain, and of Berger. To show that these pairs "determine" 
the 3* —radical, we too proceed by induction; however, we arrange our 
induction in the context of the so-called "Lausch group" (see (4.1.5)).
We believe that this procedure affords a certain amount of insight into 
both Berger's theorem and the structure of Pitting classes in general; 
indeed, ve are able to use the same general inductive argument to prove 
a result about the generation of Pitting classes. Our 3  -Pitting 
pairs are defined whenever 3- is a Fischer class, as well as in certain 
other cases, and it is for such classes 3- that our version of Berger's 
theorem is thus proved. The induotive part of the proof is arranged to 
function for general Fitting classes, with the Pitting pairs being 
brought in at the end, emphasising the dependence of Berger's theorem on 
the existence of such pairs.
In giving a new proof of a known theorem, it is hard to specify 
exactly what is original; of course, Berger's theorem was first proved by 
Berger, and what we claim as new is our approach to its proof in terms of 
the Lausch group, including our emphasis on the so-called " 3"-relevant
groups". Material appearing after the proof of Berger's theorem is also 
claimed as original subject to any provisos we may make.
Section one consists of background material on the Lausch group, 
and also contains a lemma of Berger. In section two, the concept of an
» 3  -relevant group" is introduced. In section three, we introduce
our transfer-type 3  -Pitting pairs, and in section four, Berger’s 
theorem is proved. In section five we discuss the existence of suitable 
3  -Pitting pairs for arbitrary Pitting classes 3  , and in section six 
we prove a result on the generation of Fitting classes. The remaining 
sections are devoted to examples of the uses of Berger's theorem.
The finite groups in this chapter need not be soluble.
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4.1 The Lausch group.
Lauach'a method,f45l* for associating a normal Fitting pair to each 
normal Fitting class can be extended to the Lockett section of an 
arbitrary Fitting class ‘3-C £ . It will be convenient to set up some
of the formalism, and to quote certain of the results, here. The subject 
will be fully covered in the forthcoming Doerk-Hawkes book, [2l] , and we 
base our approach in this section partly on a preliminary manuscript for 
[21] .
4.1.1 Definition (Laue. C45; 5.41). Let 3E and y be Fitting classes. 
Then 36 is said to be central under 1/ if X  S y  and for all 
G e y  we have fG , Aut(G)] <  G . (Bryce and Cossey, [10] ,
call strongly normal in y  in this ca3e).
4-1.2 Lemma (Bryce and Cossey. [lO: 3.4]). Let X  and V  Fitting 
classes. Then X  la central under y  if and only if i/ and
x * ~ y *  •
Proof. Suppose that X  is central under y  , and let G é TJ . Then 
G2 = G * G  « K  and [g 2 , Aut(G2)] ^ (G2)^ . Let <r denote the
automorphism ox G2 permuting the componentst • (g^jgg) 1— ^ 9 ^*
Then if g 6. G , we have (g \ g )  = (g*l) 1(g»l) ^ t^2, Aut(G2)J ^
(G2)^ . But then G*X*, and so X  S t ) £  Z * .  Thus X*~ lj* .
On the other hand, if X  £ y « and if G e y  , we have
[G , Aut(G)l^ ^ Gy ^ G3e * by (l*5*3o).
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4.1.5 Definitions and Notation« (a) Let be a Fitting class.
An underlying set for 3- is a set of groups containing exactly one 
representative of each isomorphism class of groups belonging to .
We will often denote a given underlying set for i  by F  .
(b) If G and H are groups, a normal embedding of G into H is a 
monomorphism « : G — * H with Got H , while a subnormal emhedrii
is a monomorphism : G -w H with G|* sn H .
The set of all normal embeddings (subnormal embeddings) of G into 
H will be denoted by Nemb(G.H) ( Subnemb(G.H) ), respectively.
(c) Let j be a set of groups, where I is an index set.
The restricted direct product fT G . is defined as the set A  _ oJ
i ‘ i ' “ •
maps f s I — ► U  G, of finite support, such that for each i ft I 
1 * 1  1
we have (i)f A G . .  A group operation is defined on ^ by^ as
"pointwise multiplication” :
(i) fg -  ((i)f) ((i)g) * Gi .
If J 4 I  , the natural embedding of A j  into A  j is the
For each i * I we will denote the natural embedding of G^ into
4.1.4 Hypo theses. We make the blanket assumption for the rest of this
to the element f * A j  ,
where if 14 J
if i * I " j .as =
Im
by £ ^  , or simply by £ ^  if there is no ambiguity.
section that ^  is a Fitting class and that /F = ^ c^ i i i  Is a
fixed underlying set.
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4.1.5 Definitions, notation and remarks.
The restricted direct product A = TT G. = T"T g
± i*I 1 G t F
will be denoted by A  » and denotes the natural embedding of
G *=■ F into A . We define the subgroup
A. =  < { ( g £ G)"1 ( e * K H : gfiG ; G , H « F  ; eC * Nemb(G,H)^ >  
of A  .
We note that if x c G  , G ‘ F  , then conjugation by x induces a
normal embedding of G into G ,and so (g~ g ) £ A  for all g « G  .
Thus G' $  A  for all G « F  , and so A* A  .
Define A =  i(F) to be the abelian quotient group A / A  > 
known as the Lausch group of (with respect to IF ).
4.1.6 Definition (Blessenohl and Gaschutz. C63. Lausch, C45l).
(a) The pair (Cfd) is called an 3- -Fitting pair if C is an 
abelian group and d : F  -*■ {Hom(G,C) : G « F ]  is a map such that to 
each 0 ‘ F  , dj is a homomorphism from G to C satisfying
(1) dg = -
(2) C = {g d j  : g e G , G * F  }
(b) Suppose that (C,d) is an “^ -Fitting nair. If G0 6 and
<r : G -> G is an isomorphism, where G € F  , we may define a o
homomorphism d : Gq-> C by «„ dg = «o9 *G C * for go 6 Go * O o
If r  : G ->G ia a further isomorphism, then the map o
djj if G , H e ir and ol * Nemb^G,H; ; and
\ g g <r~\ s g 6 G } belongs to 
(l) of part (a) that the definition of
Nemb(G,G) , and it follows by
dg is independent of the choice 
o
to G * 5F We may thus considerof isomorphism <r from G < '3-o
the "Pitting pair maps" as being defined for all G £ if we do
not wish to be restricted to a given underlying set. If G , H fc “3* 
and c*e Kemb(G,H) , we may check that g d^ = go. d^ for all g £ G .
Conversely, in checking that a given " d " is a Pitting pair map, it 
will not be necessary to actually take groups G , H from F  .
A.1.7 Theorem (Blessenohl and Gaschtltz. E6: Satz 5.13). Let (C,d) 
be an 3--Pitting pair. Then the class 3L » (G 6 : (C)d^ = 1 )
is a Fitting class central under 3- . Further, if G * "3- , then
ker(d^) = Gx  . (This is proved only for 3  = in [6];. see [21]).
Proof. That 3L is a Pitting class is straightforward and follows as 
in K1 • Let K =  kerid^).. Since K ^  G , then Kd^ —  Kd^ =  1 , and so
K * 3E and K < Gjg . On the other hand, 1 = G^ d^ , = G^ d^ , since 
G^g — G , and so G ^  6 K .
Let H £ be arbitrary. Then the natural embeddings 
cL j H - » H x l i  H x H  and (3 : H ->1»H 4  H * H  belong to Nemb(H, H * H),
and so if h ^ H  then (h-1,h) d g , H = (h-1) ^  (hjdg = 1 . But then
(h-1,h) *  ker(dH x H ) » (H * H)^ and (Hx H)^ is subdirect in H a H . 
Thus H e X *  and so is central under 3- .
Launch, [45} 2.5] , shows that there is a lattice isomorphism 
between the lattice of Pitting classes central under 3  and the subgroup 
lattice of A - A / A  ; the importance of the Lausch group stems from 
this fact (in fact, lausch only proves this for the olass , and 
Bryce and Cossey, [lO;3.3] • observe that the proof holds in general).
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We need only the following version of Lausch's theorem.
4.1.9 Theorem (Lausch. C45] . Bryce and Cossey. D.03).
If C i F then G £ c n A  =  (G^. )
Proof. Hie proof is basically that of [45; 2.43» If G ft F , define 
dg s C A  / A  by g = g /\ e if g ft G . Then
( A / A  , d) is an 3- -Fitting pair : condition (l) of (4.1.6a) is 
easily checked, while condition (2) holds by definition of A  » By 
(4.1.7), we have \  s 2E = ( G t J  s G d^, =  1 ) . But now if G 6 F ,
then 1 = (G^ )dp = (G^ , and so by definition of dQ , we
* \  *
have (G^ ) 6 ,^ $ A  0 G . On the other hand, the argument at
the foot of page 69 and the head of page 70 in [45] shows that if g 6 G 
with gEj, ft G £ c n A  1 , then g £  G ^  , and the assertion follows.
4.1.10 Lemma. Let (C,d) be an 3— Fitting pair.. If f «• A  , define
f 4 « C by f d »  TT ((i)f)dL ft C .
i* I i
Then the map d : f *-*■ f d is a (well-defined) epimorphism from A  
to C such that ker(d) ? A  • Further, if G * IF and g * G , then 
g dQ =  (g£c) d « C and (kerid^,)) = ker(d) n  G £c <  A  .
Proof. Since f < A  is of finite support and C is abelian, then 
f d is a well-defined element of C . If f , h ft A  , then 
(fh)d = FT (if)(ih)dL. = (f d)(h d) , and so d is a homomorphism.
Since C = { g ^  1 gt ft Gj^  , Gi 8 F  } , by (4.1.6a(2)), it follows
that d is an epimorphism.
Let ^  8114 let 06 * Nemb(Gi,Gj) . Then, if g ft Gj^  ,
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we have (g eQ ) ^ g «  £ c ) d =  (g dj, )-1 (g oc. dQ ) = 1 , since
i ^  ^ 1  Gd
(C,d) is an 5 -Fitting pair. But now an arbitrary generator of A 
belongs to ker(d) , and so A « ker(2).
Let G £ F  and g * G . Then g 6^ £ A  , and by definition of
4.1.11 Definition. If G e H - , then a ouasi-natural embedding of G
isomorphism cr : G -> Go , where Gq « IF , with eQ = <r .
o
The set of all quasi-natural embeddings of G into A  will be 
denoted by Qnat(G. A ) .
4.1.12 Notational conventions. (a) In performing calculations in 
the Lausch group, it will be convenient to work in A  and to take 
congruences "modulo A " . Thus if a and b are elements of A  ,
we shall use a a  b (mod A  ) "to signify that a b-1 £ A .
(b) If G is a group, automorphisms of G will often be denoted by 
an expression of the form f g •-> g e e ) , where oL is some suitable
" operator" on the elements of G .
A.1.H Lemma. Let G €  ^  , and suppose that eQ and ^  belong to 
Qnat(G, A ). Then if g £ G , we have « ®G 5 g (mod A ).
Proof. There exist isomorphisms cr , r : G-»G0 , where G0£ I F , such
S , we have (g £Q) d = g dG ; it follows that 
(keridj,)) £ g =  ker(d) 0 G 6 G .




belongs to Nemb(Go,Go) ( = Aut(GQ) ) . Since got £ Go , then
((e*) eG )_1 ((era ) ct *p> ) £_ £ A  t and the result follows,
o “o
4.1.14 Lemma. Let G and H be groups in , and let
<*- * Subnemb(G.H). Let eQ 6 Qnat(G, A  ) and ejj t Qnat(H, A ) .
Then g eG =  (gct)eH (mod A )  for all g e G .
Proof. There exist G , H £ fF and isomorphisms c s G —*■ G and— —  o o o
■c : H —* H such that e_ = <r £_ and e„ =  T £„ .O vi n nO O
Suppose firstly that <x £• Nemb(G,H). Then the map 
£gQ t— » go ff-~1<xT : gQ £ Gq ] belongs to Nemb(Go,Ho). If g t G ,
then g c £ G and so (g<r £. )_1 ((g cr) <r-1a  r ) e R , and
o o
the result follows in this case. The general case now follows by an 
induction on the length of a suitable subnormal chain in H .
4.1.15 Corollary. Suppose that A  i  T  i  A  and that G and H 
are groups in with « £  Subnemb(G,H). Let eG € Qnat(,G, A )  and
e Qnat(H, A ) .  If X <  G , then
X eQ i n  <-> (Xct) eH r
Proof. If x £ X then (x eG)-1 (x<x) ep £ A  by (4.1.14) , and 
since A  ^  r  , the result follows.
The next lemma is due to Berger [4] but with its setting altered to 
the context of the Launch group. It forms a second part of (l«9*3)> and 
we will refer to the internal details of the proof of (1.9.3) here.
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4.1.16 Lemma (Berger. T4: 3.2l). Let G be a group in 3- such that 
G = V M where V i  G and M
Let U be a group isomorphic with V and let f : V U be an 
isomorphism. Then f induces a homomorphism f : G —>Aut(u) given by
f * g *-> { u i-» ((u f“1)8) p : u i  U } £ Aut(u) , for g £ G .
Now UjAut(u) has a subgroup U,](My) . Let eG fi Qnat(G, A )  
and ®u (h ^) 6 Qnat(tJ(My), A )  . Then
m eQ e  (my) e^M j (mod A )  for all m £ M .
Proof. If 3 ' 3  , then o^ will denote a fixed (but arbitrary)
member of Qnat(B, A  ) •
Let IQ €. M and let G = V<rm>IQ sn G <, Then G £ 3- and m
ra eG = m eQ (mod A  ) m
•
Let AID denote the inner automorphism of Gm induced by m , let
AG = G 1 <m> mJ and let X = -¿m m-^> • We saw in the proof of (1.9.3)
that G
m
and AX are normal in G = G Xm and that X £ v/T 3 , so that
G * "3- . We thus have
m eG = m eg (mod A  ) ; and •••(2)
m
(m m ^) 3 (m m ) e£ (mod A )  • •••(3)
1 1
4 a f >
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It follows from (l.5.11c) that JTn y  ^  , and so by (4.1.9)
we have (m m-*) e^ e A  . Thus by (3) we have
m eg =  S' eg (mod A )  . •••(4)
Now we saw in the proof of (l.9«3) that V < m >  ^  G and that
s v m^ t-> (v p)(m^y ) is an isomorphism from V <m> to UJ<£’m y >  .
Of course, £ Nemb(V <m> , U ^ m ^ » )  , and since U <m<p> sn Ul(Mp) , 
and u ] ( M y )  £ ^  by (l.9.3), we have
■ eG S -  (m f ) e u ^ m y > 2  (my ) e u(Mf ) (m0d A ) * ***(5)
The result follows by (l) , (2) , (4) and (5) .
A.1.17 Corollary. Let G = V M  « 3  and V be as in (4.1.16).
Suppose that U ] ( M y )  sn K « UJ Aut(u) , where K £ 3- , and let 
e£ £ Qnat(K, A  ) and eG fe Qnat(G, A  ) . Then we have
m eQ s  (my) eg (mod A )  , for all m fc M .
Proof. This follows from (4.1.16) and (4.1.14) •
A.2 2L -ft<'levant groups.
A .2,1 Definiticn. Let 3- be a Fitting class and p be a prime. *12
We say that the group G £ 3- is (3 . p)-relevant if G +  1 and
there exists U = 0p(u) £ 3- such that, if P £ Sylp(Aut(u)) and
P * =  P n  (U^P)^ H  U 3 Aut(u) ) , we have
(1) there exists an isomorphism 0“ s U}p —» G ; and
(2) U = CU , P*] .
(where TJ] P*^ Aut(U) , the abstract semi-direct product).
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By Sylow' a theorem in Aut(u) , this definition is independent of 
the particular Sylow p-subgroup, P , of Aut(u) chosen.
The above definition does not appear in £4]» and can be considered 
to mark the start of our proof of Berger's theorem.
4.2.2 Lemma. Suppose that ^  is a Pitting class, that p is a prime 
and that G is (3- ,p)-relevant. Then, in the notation of (4.2.l), we
have U P* = (U P)^ , P ^  1 , U = (U P*) = 0P(U P*) and
TJ o- = = 0P(G) £  G . Further, p £ char(3) .
Proof. Since U « 3- , then U ^ (UP)^. , and so by Dedekind’s law
we have U P * =  UP n (UP)^ = (UP),^ • Since U =  0p(u) and P*e
then (U P*) =£ U . By definition, G ^  1 . Since Aut(l) = 1 , then
U J 1 . Since U = £u , P*] , then P* ^  1 , and also, from above,
(U P*y*= U . Since U P ' i  1  , then p £ char(3-) . The other
statements follow because 0" is an isomorphism.
 ^ 1   ^ y^nmn. Suppose that G is (3 ,p)-relevant and (3 ,q)-relevant
for primes p and q fc char( 3 )  . Then P — Q •
Proof. By (4.2.2), we have 0P(G) »  0q(G) £  G , and so p =  q .
/)_?■? Notation. The group G is said to be 13-relevant if it is 
O  »p)-relevant for some p £ char(3-) .
The class of ( 3 ,p)-relevant ( 3 -relevant) groups will be
denoted by «.P ( «  ), respectively. Of course, «  = U  .
3  J P
4.5 Transfer-type Fitting pairs
In this section, we introduce some "transfer-type" Fitting pairs 
which may he regarded as being intermediate in generality between those of 
Laue, Lausch and Pain £44] and of Berger £4]s the proofs are similar.
4.5.1 Notation. If A is a group and Bc 4 B i  A , where B/B^ is
abelian, we shall denote the transfer of A into b/Bq by ^ - * 3/3
(see £28; 7.3.2] or £41; IV. 1.4]). If Bq = B' , we shall simply denote
this transfer by j . If CQ =3 C i  B and C/Cq is abelian, we
will follow the common practice of writing c as the composition
V _ Vt, s this is justified by £41; IV.1.6] , although,A -> iJ ¿3
strictly speaking, V3 j^c is a homomorphism of B with kernel 
containing B' , while the image of V^ B is the group b/b * .
4.5.2 Lemma. Let A be a group and suppose that D =$> C < B « A ,  
where C/D is abelian.
(a) Let b € B and x e A . Then (b VB .*C/D)X =  V ^  x .
(b) Let be B and y < J .  Then ( H b+c//  = b V ^ ^  ^
(c) Suppose that E e  B ■ If e e E , then there exists f i Efl C
such that e 3^ ^ 0/3 —  f D 4 C/D .
Proof. Let be a (right) transversal to C in B . If
a fc B and i4{l,...,k3 , define i(a) by Gu±a =  C u ^ a) . Let
the various elements b , x , y and e be as in the hypotheses
¡V':
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(a) Lot Bl = Ulb «¡(b) . Then b = 17 S± » • N°w ,
{u£.... u£ } is a transversal to C* in B*, and •
i-l -* ______ ^
1(b) ^while u^bX (uX^b))-'1’ = g* . Thus we obtain
= n  «• D* =  0> VS^C/D)X * “  required-
(b) Since VB^ C/D 
y 6 1 , w« have b V
is a homomorphism with abelian image, then, since
= by 7B ^ c W  “ <b VB-*C/D)y • by (a)*B - * c W
(c) By a familiar technique Tor calculating the transfer (see the proof 
of f28; 7.3.3J for example), we may renumber the u^ so that for some
m ri -1.. « Uj, D . Sinceintegers , we have e Vb -»c/D *  u:
—1E 4 A , then f = 17 u. e u. £ E n C  ,as required, 
i
4.5.5 Hypotheses, notation and conventions.
(a) We will assume for the rest of this section that 3- is a fixed,
non-trivial, fitting class and that R = is a fixed ( ,p)-
relevant group for some prime p * ohar( 3-), where U = 0P(R) , and
where P is a given, fixed, member of Sylp(Aut(u)) and P*”= P n (Uj?)^ .
We further assume that 7- and R satisfy the following condition.
((p) Whenever G £ “S- and there exists X sn G with X si U = 0P(R)} 
then XS * 3- , where S 6. Sylp(Aut(u)).
(b) If A is a group and B i i ,  then £ 3 { A | will denote the 
subgroup <  {b”1 ba * b & B and a 6 A with ba £ B } >  of B .
We note that B» «  {B } a } , and that [B ; a } » [ b , A] if B i A  .
■M M H  M M
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(c) The subgroup {p* ; Aut(u) } <<* £ P* : [u ,<«>3 ^  U >  of P*
will be denoted by P* . Of course, P* ^  (P*)‘ , by (b).
(d) If G £ 3- , then t> (U,G) will denote the set of subnormal 
subgroups X sn G with X — U .
(e) If A is a group and B ■£ A with a £ N^(B) » then a will denote 
the automorphism induced on B by conjugation by a .
4.5.4 Remark. If "3- ^  is a ilscher class and is (3-^ , p^)-
relevant for p.^  £ char( 3^) , then 3 and automatically satisfy
condition (£>) of (4.5*3a) .
4.5.5 Construction.
Suppose that G £ 3- and that X £ C (U,G) ; that is, X sn G with 
X - U . Let f = p ^  : X -> U be an isomorphism . Then, as in
(1.9.3), f induces a homomorphism $  = <f>^ : NQ(x) -» Aut(U) given by
n $ = [u i-* ((u p“1)11) f ! u t J j =  (u 1-» u c"1 n f} , n £ NC(X) .
We note that ker( fS ) =■ CG(x) .
Suppose that S £ Sylp(NG(x)) . By Sylow's theorem there exists 
<1 £ Sylp(Aut(u)) with S ^  0 , and there exists 'XfcAut(u) with
(Si2)* ^  P , where P is our fixed member of Sylp(Aut(u)).
By (4.3.3a)(<P), XS £ 3- » and so by (1.9.3)» lO(S$?) £ 3- , since 
p £ char('J) and S e jW\3. Since 3 £ Aut(u) , it follows that
U (s/)* £ J  . But U ( S p f  an U P , and so (Sj¿f £ P*» i n  (UP)^ .
The homomorphism ni+(n/) : NG( x ) A u t ( U )  will be denoted
by f
m m a m  M M  M B |M |
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Lot P denote the natural homomorphism P* -*■ P*/P* , and let
$ =  ¿V S - ^ pV p * • Let SQ = {S ; NG(x)5 . Since ff is a 
homomorphism, we may check that Sq <j> £ {p* ; Aut(U)] £ P* . Thus 
ker( 0 ) > SQ , and we will henceforth regard G as a homomorphism
to be explicit about the definition.
The next lemma will be used to show that the definition of & is 
independent of the choices of p and "A,, and will also be used later.
4.3.6 Lemma. Let Gj and G2 be groups in 3 • For i = 1 , 2 , 
let XA e U U± , Gt) . Let P± , St , ^  and
Suppose further that there exists an isomorphism /*■ : X^S^ —*■ XgS^ . 
Then, if s fc Sx , we have s 9^ = (s/*-) &2 .
Proof. Suppose that x 6 X^ . Then
(xyuX/*--1 » / )  =  (s -1x s )/a =  (s/*)_1 x j *  ( a f )  =  ( x y )  3/U . ••*(!)
It will suffice to show that s ^  3 (s/Oj£ 2 (mod ) • Now»
S/So -> P*/P* . We may denote 6 by £(X,S/So-^ p 7 p p when we wish
be as in (4«3«5)
{ a / p )/ 2 = {u u ^  P ^  a/* />2 'X2^  *
By choice, and ( s f 2 belong to P , and so
( • ¿ x> ( ( « / O ^ ) -1 « ?*■ • ••(2)
Suppose that u U • Then
*F a » « t
\
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«(a ^ j) ((■/<*) ^ 2 _^1
= ( u ^ f - 1 5 V  f^1 (a“V ) f 2 *2 
= u( ^ l  ?x /* f2 * 2^ ^ 2  P2 /*  8 /* P2 'V
^ 2  P2 Z* P i > i ) ( > 2 f2  /*  ^ P2 *2^
{?* * Aut(u)} on application of (l) and (2), leading to the result
A.5.7 Corollary« For a fixed X an G and a fixed S & Sylp(Nc(x)) ,
the definition of the ¡nap C an ¡¡¡sue in (4.5.5) la independent of the 
choices there made of f> and A ; we thus refer tc 0 as 8 ^  -»r^p*)
Proof. In (4.3.6), take X = XJ=  Xg , ja. = 1 , and p =  = p 2 •
Then for a given p , the definition of 6 is independent of the choice 
of I t  Aut(u) such that (S^)* ^  P . Next, take and f>2 as
arbitrary isomorphisms fran X to TJ ; a second application of (4.3.6) 
yields that the definition of 9 is independent of the choice of f .
4.5.8 Definition. With G , X and S as in (4.3.5), define
A.5.9 Lemma. The definition of Y x G : G ** P"/P* is ind«Pendent of
the choice of S e Syl (N_(x)) , and is, further, independent of the P
choice of the G-conjugate of X used in the definition.
Proof. Let Y - Xa , where a fc G , and let T £ Syl^l^Y)) . By
y x ,g *  ^ x ,g -*p 7 p.o o




= (ui ; 1 f - 1 3 f l \ )  x ; 1 (a- V )  f 2>2
=  u(^l Pi /* f2 * 2 ^  *2* P21 1 8 /* fe V
^ 2  P2 P i  * 1 ^ * 2  P2 / *   ^ P2 *2^
- 1  “ I  / - 1 .
{P* J Aut(U)} . . . .£ u , on application of (1 ) and (2), leading to the result.
4.5.7 Corollary. For a fixed X sn G and a fixed S *■ Syl^N^ix)) ,
the definition of the map S aa sale in (4.5.5) is independent of the 
choices there made of f> and A ; we thus refer tc 0 as 8 ^  gy<.
Proof. In (4*5.6), take X = =  Xg , y* = 1 , and p =  = f 2 •
Then for a given p , the definition of 6 is independent of the choice 
of A fe Aut(U) such that (S$)* si P . Next, take f>x and f>2 as
arbitrary isomorphisms fran X to U ; a second application of (4.5.6) 
yields that the definition of 8 is independent of the choice of f> .
4.5.8 Definition. With C , X and S as in (4.5.5), define
y x ,g *  ^ x ,g -*p 7 p * =  VG-> s / s n G ( x ,  s /s  -> p7 p^) 1 G-*- P / Po »
where V,G-^S/S is the transfer homomorphi-m.
4.5.9 Lemma. The definition of Y X ,G ! G ^  p*/Po is indePendent of
the choice of S * Syl (N_(x)) , and is, further, independent of the P ^
choice of the G-conjugate of X used in the definition.
Proof. Let T » Xa , where a t G , and let T 6 Syl^I^Y)) . By
Sylow's theorem in Ng (Y) , there exists b * G such that Y = Xb
and T = Sb . Let Tq =  {T ; Ng (Y)} ; then Tq = Sb . Let p : Y-»> U
be an isomorphism ; then Bp s X-> U is also an isomorphism.
Let g e G and suppose that g =* s SQ . By (4.3.2b) ,
b
8 vg ^ t/t = s T0 t and we have
' o
e ^ . c  =  * T0 6 y ,t/t -  pV p- = u 3 b) P 3
0 0
= £u -*■ u (Bp)“1 a (Bp)}




Let G t'S . If £(U,G)*^ , let £xi.... Xfc} be a full set
of representatives for the G-conjugacy classes of groups in ¿(U,G). 
For each i e fl, ...,k} , choose ei fe iM such that
*i IW  * si I s  1 (>nod PW ) » •••(3)
where S. ft Syi (N-(X.)) , and p“ is the exponent of P*/P* ’ such a1 P v* X w
choice is possible because (p , |n ,^(X^ ) s j ) —  1 •
Now define a homomorphism Sx.,G =  ^ X  tG->P*/P# 8 G P “ o °y
s S X.fG = (glV x i.G^P*/Pj) 1 * lf Xi €
Since P*/P* is abelian, „ is indeed a homomorphism (since
y  is). Since (p , JNq (X^) : SA ] ) =  1 , the definition of 
is independent of the choice of ei satisfying the congruence (3) •
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Now define a further homomorphism s G •* P*/P* by
' o
=  1 if £( U,G) = .
= r i  e S Xi>G if £(u ,g ) » { X j , . . . ^ 0 4 f »
where g « G . The "R" in the designation denotes our chosen (3-,p)- 
relevani group R » U]P#; P * is our fixed p-subgroup of Aut(U) .
n
By (4.5*9)» the definition of d^ is independent of the choice of
conjugacy class representatives . It is evident that if
R RZ : G -» G is an isomorphism, then g d- = gl d^ for all g * G .U vr
4.5.11 Proposition. If G € 3  and H G , then d^ =  d^ | g
Proof. Let H i  G <  ^  • If I t  £ (U,G) , we choose S fe Sylp(NG(x))
and an isomorphism f> : X -» U in such a way that f> induces the 
homomorphism f : Nc(x) *ut(u) so that 6 P* (our fixed p-subgroup
of Aut(U». We also choose e € fNJ so that e | NG(x) : s| s  l(mod p“ ) , 
where p“ is the exponent of V*/?* , as in equation (3) above.
(a) Suppose firstly that X 4= H ; then X € 6(U,G) V  £(U»H).
Let h * H . Then
h SX,G =  h^ Y X,G^e “ ( h V C-»S/So^e 6 (X, S/Sq-> P*/p£) *
Suppose that h V(J_> g ,g = s SQ . Since h e H -A G , we may 
' o
assume by (4.3.2c) chat s a S n H . Thus £x , ^  X n 1 ^  1 i
sines X *  H . But then £U , <a {#>3 Jjf U , and so s^ € P* • Thus
h _ = 1 t P*“/P* . and so for X € f(U,G) ** £(U,H) , we obtain 
a9G o
trivial contribution towards the calculation of h dG . Of course, for 
such an X , there is trivial contribution towards h d^ .
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(b) Next suppose that X S H , so that X e C(U,H). Let L a H S 
and K - H NQ(X) . Let , {▼1»..,vb ] and £vlf..,ve ]
be (right) transversals to S = S n H in H , t o  NL (X) in NG(x) ,
and to K in G , respectively.
tilt. 9.
i V ' ua)
The calculation proceeds in steps : from H to L , to K , to G . 
Let f = eb . Then
f |l^(X) s S j =  eb |NL(X) : S | = e j NC(X) s S j =  1 (mod p" ) . •••(4) 
Let hfe H . Then, if SUjh =  (so that Sujh =  Sui(h) ) »
h ^X,H =  h VH-*S/So S (X, S/SQ-+ P*/P*)
- n ^ i h "1(h)) K  Q  ( x , s / s 0-* p*/p*) • 8114
h Y x .L - h VL-S/So 6 (X,S/So-> P*/p£)
" T T / 4! h Ui(h)J So ^  (X.S/S^ p7 p£) *
since also forms a transversal to S in L . But then
h ^ X H  and h Y  x L coinoide as elements of P*/P* > Because the
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elements h induce the same automorphisms on U in each case.
If now g * Ng (X) then, since h g is independent of the
Aconjugate of S used in its calculation, we have
h V X ,H - h V X .L«
Next,
h 6 X,K ( ^ x , /
= (h VK->L VL-»S/So ^ (X,S/SQ-» P*/P*P
b e
=   ^ V^i h Vi  ^VL->S/S (X,S/S -*V*/V*^i-* I O O O
'(since Lv^h = Lv^ as L ^  H ^  G )
=  ( IT h V y v 0 )‘
1 = 1  L i —*  s  V s  * (X,S V s „  - »  p 7 p*)
••(5)
V . V
(toy (4.3.2a) and (4.3.6), as v± e ng (x ) and (XS) ^ X S  1).
= ( TT h 1i/ v. , )* 
i= 1 X,L 1
- <» t'x.H)1'* (bi (5))
= h S Y „ (by definition,as f «= eb satisfies (4)) . *• »(6)X,n
We now note that X and Y are conjugate in H if and only if 
they are conjugate in K , since K =* H NG(X). We thus have c = [G : K |
V. w
K-conjugacy classes (X A) (X ) of H fusing into a single
G-conjugacy class (X) . We have 
h S X,G ~  VG - K  VK-»S/So ^(X,S/So-* P*/P*))
0 - 1 e
= (i1J 1(wih Wi  K ' VK-> S/SQ ^(X,S/So-> pVP*)^
(since Kw^h = Kw^ as K >  H =£> G )
m
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=  ( n  (h  v e ) ) e\  = 1 W< W4 W< W< W, ''
K -» s /S0i (X X,S /S0i -» P*/Pp
= FT <h s w w 
1=1 A k 1
=  n  h s wi •= 1 i1 X 1,H
(by (4.5.2a) and (4.5.6))
)
(by (5)) . >(6)
Now, h dQ is the product of h over representatives X
p Rof G-conjugacy classes in g (U,G) , while h d^ is the product of
h SY „ over representatives Y of H-conjugacy classes in £(U,H) . i ,n
The result follows from (6) and part (a) .
4.5.12 Proposition. In the accumulated notation of this section, with 
our fixed Fitting class 3  and ("3 ,p)-relevant group R =  U j P *  , 
satisfying (4.5»3a)( (P), we have the following.
(a) The group P*/P* is a p-group where p = charCR/iT**") .
R ^(b) The homomorphism p*-/p*- maps R onto P*"/P* and has
kernel U P *  .
(c) If G « 5  is such that &(U,G) = , then
G d11’3” = 1 .
G ->P*/p*"
(d) If R 6 is such that R ^ R and |R”^ |^|R'^j , then
i U * ’3 - 1.
r -»p */p£
(e) Suppose that $ is a Fitting class with 9- S ij , and suppose that 
R is also (5 ,p)-relevant and that Q  and R satisfy ((P) . If
G ¿ S ’ , then g =  B ^ ^ p ^ p *  fr p*/Po * for a11 e & G *
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Proof. (a) This follows from the definitions.
(b) Since U =* 0P(R), then £(U,R) =  {uj , and so
d®*3"“r ^ p V p * =  S.U, •(7)
Let P fe Sylp(R) be such that P*« P . Let n = \R t P | , and
let Po = {? | Rj .
Let x £ . A reading of the proof of [2B; 7.3*43 yields that
* VR.P/Po = ' “ 50 ’ •••<»>
Let f s U->U be the identity map. Then f> induces a 
homomorphism : R = NR(U) -*■ Aut(u) . Since P*^ Aut(U) and
R = U}P*, the semidirect product with respect to the natural action of
on U | then x y = x e P *  . 
(xn Pe) & (Uf p/p _* p*/p*)
Thus by (4»3«5) we have
•(9)
If e elKI be chosen so that en = 1 (mod(exponent P*/P^))» then
by definition,
x s u ,r -»p*/p * = (x Vr -*p/p  6 (u, p/po -^> p 7 p^))
- (xn P ^
- x P’
(by (8) and (9))
Thus, Sj  j induces the natural homomorphism P*^> F*/P^ > and 
is, in particular, onto P*/P* . Since U = 0 p(u) and the image of 
gy R is a p-group, then U « ker( S U>R) and so ker( S U>R) = U P^ .
.R
The assertion now follows by (7) .
(o) This is clear by definition of d"
(d) Since R d| < P*/P* £ » then » <*! = 1 if » e
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where q €. fP ^  {pj . Suppose that R £ . Since Ir^[ i (r^I
then either £(U,R) =  ^  , or else RJV*= 0P(R) S  U =  0p(u) = R?* .
Now, if R ^  S u , then R £ (up) = R , for P £ Syl (Aut(U)) , by
$  P
definition of an (“J ,p)-relevant group, contrary to hypothesis. Thus 
£ (U,R) = ft , and the result follows by (c) .
(e) Since ^ and R a U P*£ 51 P also satisfy ( >^) , then
is indeed defined for G £ 3- . If g £ G , then the calculations
for g d ^ p i y p *  a11*1 B dG-*PVP* must give the same element of P*/P*
4.3.1? Proposition. With Fitting class 3- and (3- ,p)-relevant group
R = UjP* satisfying (4.3.3a)(<P) , we have that (P*/P* , dR> ^  ) is 
an 3- -Fitting pair.
R 3-Proof. If G £ 3- , then d ^  p**/p* is a homomorphism from G to
p V P q • Condition (4.1.6a)(l) is satisfied because of (4.3.II) together
R 3"with the fact, mentioned in the final sentence of (4.3.10), that d * 
is "isomorphism-invariant" . Condition (4.1.6a)(2) is satisfied 
because dp ,-*p*/p*’ maP3 R € = 3- onto V*/V* .
A.T.14 Remarks. (a) The 3  -Fitting pair (P>/P* > dR* ^  ) is of 
course dependent on our choice of R £ , exhibited in the form
R = UH P* , where P is a chosen member of Syl^(Aut(u)) , and where 
P*= P O (UP)^ . This dependence need be of no real concern : we
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just make such a choice in a given situation and fix it. In any case,
we may check that the class (C t J: G d£’ which by (4.1.7)
' o
is a Pitting class central under ^  , is independent of such choices :
for example, for different P in Syl^(Aut(li)), we obtain maps dH '^
differing only by an inner automorphism of Aut(u) . It is really a 
notational convenience that we take an 3— relevant group R exhibited 
in the form R = Uj P* , where P is actually a subgroup of Aut(u), 
and then map into P*/P* ; we could map into R/UP* , which is evidently
independent of the choice of P , or we could map into the isomorphic 
factor group of an arbitrary ,p)-relevant group Q S  R .
(b) If 3  is a Fischer class, we may construct such 3  -Pitting pairs ’ 
for arbitrary 3--relevant groups R , by (4.5*4)•
4.4 The proof of Berger's theorem.
4.4.1 Hypotheses, notation and conventions.
Throughout this section, 3- will denote a fixed Pitting class, and 
(f will denote a given underlying set F  = i G . ^  j • We construct
the group A  = TT G, with subgroup A  as in (4*1.5) »if C £ F , then 
i-I
£ denotes the natural embedding of G into A  .G
(a) If w e OJ , define
0)w —  £f £ A  s (i)f - 1 unless Gj^  is 3 - -relevant and |c^ *| ^ w J  .
We may check that 0 V is a subgroup of A  •
(b) For notational convenience, we choose a specific underlying set
I
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for , the class of “3- -relevant groups. Urns, for each G 6 F
which is "3- -relevant, and so ('S- ,p)-relevant for a unique p e char(3-),
by (4.2.3), we choose a group U =  0p(u) g'A/* =  0p (G) and a Sylovr
p-subgroup P of Aut(u). By definition, we then have G & R , where
R = (U]P)3_= UjP* , with P* = P O  (UP)^ .
The set of all such chosen groups R =■ ujp*" =  G as G runs over
F  <”* will be denoted by [R^ _ , while |R^ will denote ^  ^ 3-*
If we refer to a group R =  U^P*"* JR^. , it will be understood
that U s» R = 0p (r ) , for the appropriate p e Chari'S-), and that
P*= P A  (UP)^ , where P is the chosen Sylow p-subgroup of Aut(u) .
(c) We recall that a group G is called single-headed if it has a 
unique maximal normal subgroup.
4.4.2 Lemma. (a) If v <S w t |W , then (0)V ^  @ W £■ A  *
(b) If w<||| , then { Ri = U iP*«£(R>  : [r ^  | w } is a finite
(possibly empty) set.
(c) If w e ihi , then © W =  TT aiei «  A  , where the (internal, 
direct) product is taken over those (distinct) R^« with |R^| £ w , 
and where e± £ Qnat(Ri , A  ) J there exist no such Ri , then
©
< li 1 . By (b), it follows that (h) W is always finite.
Proof. (a) This is evident from the definition of © w .
(b) There are only finitely many isomorphism types of groups with order 
at most w , and each group of order v «  w has only finitely many 
prime-power-order subgroups of its automorphism group. There can thus 
be only finitely many possible isomorphism types of groups which are 
3— relevant and have nilpotent residuals of order at most w , as claimed.
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(c) This follows from the definitions of © W and Qnat(Rif A  )
(see (4.1.11)).
The next lemma is the first step in our proof of Berger's theorem; 
by part(a) , the ascending union of the ® W supplements A in A •
Part (b) is not needed for Berger's theorem, but will be useful later.
If A and B are groups, then A isn B will mean that A is 
isomorphic to a subnormal subgroup of B .
4.4.5 Lemma. (a) If G £ 3  and eG e Qnat(G, A )  , then
|tf*|
c eG ^  A ©
(b) If G £ 3  , then G £ <'£- ^ >itt » where
X  =  ( A « J  ; A' = A and A isn ) U (Cp : p £ comp(G) )
U  (R « s R1^  isn G^" and comp(R) G  comp(G) ) ,
where comp(G) is as in (1.1.1c).
Proof. Let G £ 3- , and let w = ¡G^ I . Since G is finite, it may
be expressed as the join of single-headed subnormal subgroups, Alf..,At
say • We note that
G e N 0({Aj,..,At] ) C < [ Ai] isl|<t(t>  Fitt • 31111 •••M
A^ s= * for i “ 1**»** * ***(2)
statement (2) by (1.5.10)
For each A± there are, by (1.3.10), three possibilities : either 
Ai = Ai * or 1 = Ai  ^  Ai 30,1 Ai is  a cyclio P-group, P e IP . o r  
1 g Ai = A^" ^  Ai * We consider each case in turn, and show that
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Ai®C ^  A © W and that A^ €. ^ 3 £ > Fitt * Part of the lenlna wil1 
then follow since G is the join of the , while part (h) will follow
by (l) . In all cases, ei denotes a fixed but arbitrary member of 
QnatiA^ A  ) * since A^ sn G fc 3- , then certainly A^  e 3 .
Suppose firstly that A| =■ ; then Aiei A  by definition of
A  > and so by (4.1.15)» AieQ £ A  ^ A © W since A. sn G . Since
A. =  11? ^  G ^ ,  then A. sn G^ " and so A. £ 3=- .l i ’ i i
Suppose next that 1 *■ A£ ^  A^ € , peP , Since A^ sn G ,
then p £ comp(G) <k chari^J-) , and so <£ 3 ^  By (l.5.11c). By
(4.1.9/15), A.ec < t\ < A © w , while A.£<rCp > Fitt S  < a ? ^ itt ,
by the remarks following (1.3.15).
Suppose finally that I f  A| = A'V ^  A^ , with Aj./Ai a cyclic
p-group by (1.3.10), p e fP . As above, p £ comp(G) "=■ char(3) . Let
A denote A^ , let N denote A^ , and let x be a p-element of A
such that A = N<’x> . We note that < x > * 3  since p *char(3) .
By (l.l.3a), [N , <x>] ^  A , whence <x> ^  CA (N/[N,<x>^) ^  A , and
since A is single-headed and A = A' < x> , then A — Ca (n/[N,<x >3) .
But then N = A^ = [a^  , a] = [n , a] ^  [n ,Oc>] and so N = [n , Cx>] .
The identity map N -s- N induces a homomorphism f i A -> Aut(N) . 
Since x then by (1.9.3), l Q < x j » e ^ .  Since N = [ n ,£x >3,
then N =  fti , <xy>J and
<x q>> is a non-trivial p-group. •(3)
Let S a Sylp(Aut(u)) be such that ¿xg» ¡6 3. Since N£xf>e 3  
then ¿xy>£ S*= S n (N S)g. . Since [N , cxjO] = N , it follows 
that fN , S*] = N . But N = A ^  =• 0P (N) , and so NjS* is
V I
( '3- ,p)-relevant ; that is, N ] S *  e. .
I*et e* £ Qnat(NS*, A  ) . We apply (4.1.17) with the group 
A = N <ix> 6 ^  , N — N , and NJ<Txy> sn N]S*£ if to conclude that
x eA = (x^) e* (mod A  ) . ••♦(4)
Since , and N =  (NS*)1^  then NS* e* <  © |N*, by
definition of © ^  . But by (2) and (4.4.2a) we have «  © w ;
thus (x cf) e* £ © W , and so by (4) we have x eA £• A @ W • Since
N = A' then H i  A  ,see (4.1.5))» and so AeA =  (N<x>)eA <  /\ © w .
This completes the proof of part (a).
By virtue of statement (3), we have p € char(^N_] <xg?>>Fi^^) ,
and so we may apply (1.9*3) to conclude that A = NOc> £ <  Nj .
But N 3 < x $j> sn N S* e , while by (2), N sn G**" . Since A sn G
and A/N = k/k^ is a non-trivial p-group, then p e comp(G), while 
since N sn G then comp(N) S  comp(G) . Thus compiNS1*) s  comp(G).
It follows that A 6 ^pitt * comPletin« the Pro°f of (b) .
The next lemma will provide the induction step for our proof of 
Berger's theorem.
A.4.4 Lemma. Suppose that R = UjP* £ IR^ , and let € Qnat(R, A  ). 
Then (UJP*)eR < A © ^ " 1 * where, as in (4.3.3c),
P* = fP*; Aut(u)}<«e P* i [U ^  TJ >
Proof. Since U £ R' , then U eR i A (see (4.1.5)).
Let x £ P* . Then there exist elements y^  £ P*, i  = l,..»r , 
with £u , c yx> ] ^  U , and an element t £ {P#; Aut(u)} , such that
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x » t y1 ••• yr , where posaibly r = 0 .
Suppose that a fc P , b t Aut(u) , and that ab £. P . If G «. 3- ,
let eG be a fixed but arbitrary member of Qnat(G, A ) .  We note that 
U<a> and IKab> sn R 6 3- . Now, conjugation by b in U Aut(u) 
induces a normal embedding U<a> -*• U<ab> with U»-*- Ub =* U , Thus
(a V a > )"1(a'1 V a V  £ A  • ^  80 m  a“1eR abeR 6 A ,
by (4.1.14)« Thus £p ; Aut(u)] e^ < A , and so t eR £ A .
By (1.1.3a), [U , ^ y ^ J  U<y±> . Let A± =  [u , ;
then Ax IKy^ sn UP* = R . Now, k* £u , ¿yp-J ^  U , by choice 
of y^ , and so by (4.4.3a) and (4.4.2a) we have
yieR e A ®
| A*»r |
i  A ®  1 «  A © '11'" 1 * f°r ei £ <>»t(Ai , A  ) .
Since A. sn R , it follows that AieR < A ® * U* 1 » and so
JUl-1lUl-i  ^ Thua (u p*) £ A ® IU,~J’ » as asserted.
4,4.5 Definition and notation.
The class “fig. of 3  -basic groups is defined to be
3?^ = ( G i i j !  if G —  l/JP* e fR^ , then P* *  p* ) “  ^ 3  »
where P* is as in (4.4.4): we will fix this meaning for P* henceforth .
We define S  P =  TS^n , for p fe char(3) , and take the
naturally-induced underlying sets h IR^  and n [R_^ •
The next result gives a factorisation (mod A ) for certain elements 
of A  in terms of elements from 3  -basic groups.
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4 «4.6 Proposition. Suppose that § <• A © W > where w € fKl . Then 
either ^ e A or else there exist distinct R^ , i (where
Ri = U ^ P *  ) , and elements xA £ R^ \  P * q , such that |R^ | ^  w
and
C =  x ^  ••• xnen (mod A ) , for ejL £ Qnat(Rif A )
Proof. We proceed by induction on w . If w =1 , there exist no
3 - -relevant groups C with I I £ w , and so @ w =* 1 and 5 & A  . 
How suppose that the assertion is true for elements 5 6 A © V with 
v <  w ; we may suppose that | e A @ W N  A © W~* where w > 1 .
jjy*
By (4.4.2b), there are finitely many R^ £ W-  ^with Ir^ | i w  ; 
suppose for the time being that these are labelled R^ R^ (we may
suppose that these R^ are all distinct and so non-isomorphic).
By (4.4.2c), there exist elements yk € R^ (k~l,..,m), together 
with * £ A so that $  = M y ^  ••• ymem) , for ek € QnatiR^ A )  . 
But then
| =  y ^  ••• ymem (mod A ) • ••*(!
Define subsets A and B of Ihl by
A = f<X«S m i |R^ 1 < w  or l< l = w and , and
B = {p £ ra s |R^ 1 = w and +  vf P|*'o } •
Since § 4 /\ • then m >  0 and so A U B *  .
Since A / A  is abelian, the order of the factors in (5) is 
immaterial to the congruence, and so after suitable rearrangement of the 
terms we may write
K = ( IT y e )( TT y* e a ) (rood A ) .
3 * a A  * * j»‘B P '
...(6)
» or elseIf A | then either )R^| ^  w-1 and y e e @ w-1
y* * , in which case y^ e^ e A ® * -1 by (4.4.4). Thus
5 l  =  n  y*. e« e A ©A
,w-l
But now by induction, satisfies a congruence of the form
s  TT e» (mod A ) , •••(?)-1 VtC * “ y
for some finite index set C , where the R v are distinct members of 
with |R^ f I i w-1 , and where Zy « Ry N Uy P^ T Q •
Since S 4- A  © W_'1 » then $ ^  (mod A) , and so B =£ $ • If
jS e B , then y^ 4 Y* ^  , and so R, 6 IB^. Since these R^
appear in (5) , they are distinct and are, further, distinct from the Ry 
for Y £ C , since | R^J £ w-1 <  w = (Rp | .
Combining (6) and (7) and rationalising notation, we conclude that 
there exist distinct R1 ,.., Rn fe with lR± | S w  , together with
elements x± e R^ >. U^, P * Q , such that ^ s  x . ^  ••• xRen (mod A) , 
where e^ £ Qnat(R^, A  ) , completing the induction and, with it, the proof.
The next result shows how, given a suitable supply of “3- -Pitting 
pairs, we may determine the 3^ -radical of an arbitrary group G £ 3- .
4.4.7 Proposition. Suppose that for each R =  U]P* £ JR there exists
an 3 - -Pitting pair (H^,hR) =  (HR* , hK’ ) such that the following 
conditions are satisfied
(l) the abelian group is a p-group, where p =  char(R/R^ ) »
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(2) in our usual notation, ker(hj^) =  UjpJ' ; and
(3) if Rj = UjP^Q (■ with J O j K  IU\ and R ^ ^  R , then
For each R £ , let h® denote the homomorphism A -> H®
constructed from (H®,h®) as in (4.1.10), and let K® =  ker(h®) < A  . 
Then if G £ 'if and eG « Qnat(G, A  ) , we have
(a) Gec n A  =  GeQ f> D , where 
D =  n  i R e  Where p | Ig /G^I and Ig^I } «£ A  ;
and
(h) G^ . =  H i k e r  h^’^ ” : R*  IB^ where p J |G/d^ *I and Ir^I <  Ig^| ]
Proof. (a) By (4.1.10), A  6 K® for all Re B^. , and so 
Gec 0  A  «  Gec O D .
Suppose that g €. G is such that g eQ | Ge^ n A  . By (4.4.3a) t
g eQ £ A(B>W * where w = | G . Since g eG 4 A  » then by (4.4.6)
there exist distinct R1 ,.., Rn e IB^ (where n > l) with IR± I £ w ,
together with elements e R^ IL P * Q such that
g eG S X1®1 *”  xnen (mod A  ) * where e± e ftnat(Pi, A )  • •••(8)
Suppose without los3 of generality that |R^|^|R^| for i = l,..,n .
Let R = UlP* denote R . Then for all R. , j = l,..,n-l , we have -* o n 3
R^ h^ = 1 , by hypothesis (3)» and so R^e^ ^ K® = ker(h®) .
Now, fx® is a homomorphism of A with kernel containing A ,
and so by (8) and the definition of ft® , we have
since R^ e^ . ^ , j=l,..,n .
Since xn e R N iQP^ and ker(h^) = U P* by hypothesis (2), then
(xnen)hR +  1 . It follows that g eQ 4 ^  » by (9). Now, since
1 +  (e eg)h =  g  h^ , by (4,1 ,10), then h^ is a non-trivial
homomorphism of G into HR e A  n i p f where p = char(R/R^) by
hypothesis (l) . It follows that p | (c/G^l . Since iR1^"j'tfw = ,
by above , it follows that g eQ ^ D . The result follows.
(b) This follows from (a), since (G^ )eG =  Gec G A  by (4.I.9).
We now come to our version of Berger's theorem.
4.4.8 Theorem (Berger, C43). Let 3" be a Fischer class and let G £ 3 . 
Then
G^ = n  {ker d j ^ p#/p, : R = U]P* £ © |  , with p | |g/g'V | and R'* isn G^},
where the (P*/?*, dR ’^  ) are the 3  -Fitting pairs of (4.3.13), and 
where " R°^ isn G ^ " means " R ^  is isomorphic to a subnormal subgroup 
of G ^  " .
Proof. As remarked in (4.3.14b), we may construct the 9--Fitting pair
(pV p %  dR> ^ ) for 5111 R e ^ ’3- &  ^ 3. * But then hypotheses (l) , (2)
and (3) of (4.4.7) are satisfied for (P*/p£, d ’ ) because of parts
(a) , (b) and (d) , respectively, of (4.3.12), and by (4-3 .12) we have
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cg. =  H  { ker : R £ B_£ with p| G/G^| and (R^f ^  ¡G^ lJ.
If R e Rj_ is such that f (Bf^ ,G) — <f> , then by (4.3.12c) we have 
R ^G ker ^Q^p^/p#- t so we need only take the above intersection over 
1 o
those E e E j  with £ (if^ .G) * <f> . Now, if X € C(R^,G) , where
R 6 with p j [g/G^I , then, since X = 0*)(x), we must have X i  ;
that is, X £ ¿(R^.tf*) . Thus, we need only take the intersection over
those R £ for which C (R^,d^) + </> ; that is, for which isn G^.
This completes the proof.of Berger's theorem .
4.5 Some reflections on Berger's theorem.
It would be of interest to know whether 9 -Pitting pairs 
satisfying the hypotheses of (4.4.7) for all groups R £ 5?-^ . could be 
found for an arbitrary Pitting class 3- (or even for an arbitrary Lockett 
class), and, if so, whether "transfer-type" maps could be used for this.
We will see later that there do exist Fitting classes which are not 
Fischer classes for which our transfer-type maps do indeed suffice : these 
examples will depend on the fact that the associated classes of 3--basic 
groups are in some sense "small" .
In this section,,we offer a first step towards this problem by proving 
a necessary condition on the internal structure of the group for
^  -Fitting pairs satisfying the hypotheses of (4.4.7) for all R £ K-j. 
to exist : basically, the condition is that the expression of elements 
given in (4.4.6) be in a certain sense unique.
Thus, let 3 be a Fitting class with underlying set F , let the 
group A  be constructed as in (4*1.3), and let the general notation be
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carried over from the preceding sections. If § e A , then, since A
is the restricted direct product, there exists a finite subset £g  .0 0
of ¡F for which J e T1 G. i . , and so if we take w = max( Ig .I . T) ,j w J 0 J
then by (4 .4.3a) and (4.4.2a) we have £«. A © W • We may thus apply
(4.4.6) to obtain an expression (mod A ) for 5 in terms of elements 
from 3- -basic groups.
4.5.1 Proposition. Suppose that for each R = iQP* £ there exists
an 3 -Fitting pair (H^,hR ) = (HR,*,hR '^ ') satisfying the hypotheses 
(l) * (|) and (3) of (4.4.7). Suppose that £ £ A V A  and that
$ s  Xllell xm eln (mod A )
=  x2ie21 *** x2me2m (mod A  ) >
where R±. = U . ^  P.* e , e. . £ Qnat(R... , A  ) ,
xij * Rij X  Uij ^  Pij,o ^  Rij * Rik if f°r fiXGd 1 ‘
Then, n = m , f R^] = { R2ki and, if R^j =  R2k £• IRg. ,
we have Xlj “ X2k <■“ > " u  pu , .  > •
Proof. If i £ {1,2} and j £ {1 max( m,n )} (as appropriate),
let (Hi'*,hi'’) denote the Fitting pair of the hypothesis associated with
R., £ (B^ . Let h ^  denote h^ij 1-5id
Ai-j, and let h " denote
id
the corresponding homomorphism h  ^ *♦ H  ^ as constructed in (4.1.10)i
Aij Awe recall that ker h ^  /\ •
We proceed by induction on f = max(m,n) .
Suppose without loss of generality that (r^  for all
. Then if R « { R ^ }  and R 4= Rln , we have byappropriate i , d
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hypothesis (4.4.7)(5), together with (4.1.10), that
R h J n = 1
'In
and R eD ^ ker h*nIt •(l)
Since ker h >  A  , we thus have
LJ
% 3> l-
1 3 II / \i.ln (xllell)h *•* (xl,n-l el,n-l^b
1 1
= „ v,ln Xln ^in (by (4.1.10))
+ 1 (since ker lu" = U. P. ' in In
and xln + U.
But also
$ h ln = , \£ln (X21e2l)h
, \ftln 
• X2me2m h *
\£ln
<*ln»ln>£ln
by choice ) .
Since the R„. are pairwise distinct by hypothesis, then by ^ J
equation (l) there must exist precisely one value of £l,..,m| such 
- - ft'*'11 ± 1 . and R„. = R, . Without loss
■2J-2J “  ^  * ln 1 n  “  *  1 ‘ *2j °  “ in  *that x2 .e2 . h = xlne
of generality, we may assume that R2m = R ^  , whence
, In .In£ln *ln




2m ^ n  = Xln ^ n
Since ker h*“ * A  , and ker h^" = ulnpln>0 by (4.4.7)(2) ,
we have
x2me2m 5  ^««In (m°d A  } “ d X2m s  ^ n  (m°d Uln Pln,o ) *
We now have
Si = xu en  —  xl,n-l el,n-l s  X21e21 ” • X2,m-1 e2,m-l (mod A
and % = $ 1xlneln (mod A  ) .
Now by induction, we either have 6 A  » o r  else n-1 = m-1 ,
frlil = f r ^ l  U.J <n-l) and xu  = x2j(mod B ^ . o )  if ®ii “  *
* . k
and that n > 1 Without loss ofSuppose that § e A  
generality, suppose that |r ^  | £ ]R^ | if 1 =£ i c  n- 1 . By (2) and (3) 
of (4*4.7) and the fact that k P ^  o , then
1 *  Xn hii *  W 11 =  $i£ n  -  1 .
since 5 i A  • This is a contradiction, and so if J A  ,
then n = m = 1 . The result now follows, the initial case t- n = m = 1
of the induction being dealt with as in the main analysis.
4.6 Generation of Fitting classes.
In this section we explore consequences of (4.4.56) concerning the 
generation of Fitting classes. This will enable us to show in a later 
section that a certain Fitting class defined by Hawkes Qoj is generated 
by a single group.
Whereas in the proof of Berger's theorem we focussed attention on 
the 3- -basic groups, for the purposes of generation we consider the 
" -constructive groups" , another subclass of the "S--relevant groups.
4.6.1 Definition. Let 3  be a Fitting class and be the class
of 3- -relevant groups (see (4.2.1). Let the underlying set iR-^ _ for
be chosen as in (4.4.1 b), and let notation be as in (4.4.1b).
(a) If R = U3P*fc IR-j  , define
P* = P*: tU ,¿«->3 i l l )  ( * P* of (4.4.4)).
(b) Define the class ^  of ^-constructive groups as
4.6.2 Remarks. (a) We may easily check that is normal in P*.
(b) We note that ^  Q where TRj. is as in (4.4.5).
(c) We will take the induced underlying set = £ n (R^ _ , where
is as in (4.2.1b). We will adhere to the notation of (4«2.1b).
4.6.5 Lemma. Suppose that R £  . Then R * <  , where
y R = (B e . g- : B' = B and B isn R^ ) U (cp 8 P £ comp(R))
U (R, £ <C_ s R^  isn R^ " and comp(R£) S  comp(R) ) .6 s b ®
wProof. We argue by induction on |R | , and note that by (4.4.2b)
there are only finitely many 3 -relevant groups which have nilpotent 
residuals of lesser order.
We may assume that H i C j  ( and that R =  UjP* in our usual 
notation. Then since R c !R^ \ C^. , we have ]£ =  P* ; thus
P*=<ociP*: HU ,¿«>1 0 U >  .
If <*& P*, let denote [u , <<*>]<°<> ^  R , and let
T =■ A s V* with £u » 0  U ^ R .
Since P*= P* , then T > P*. By (l. 1.5a), Hy » <ot>3 u <pC> • 
and so A^ is normalized by U . But then T must be normalized by
U , and, since P*^ T , it follows that T U P*= R . Since R e
then U = [U , P*J ^ T ^  R , and so T » U P * = R  • But A^ sn R
since A* s? U<«> on U P* = H , and so
R N (A s P* with HU »*->3 % u ) • •*•(!)O ot
Now suppose that cx. t P with [U »<<*>3 0  ^ • Then we have
A“1  ^  Hu , <«■>! £  U = R ^




Aot e <'MoL^Fitt . where
: E * = E  and E isn ) U  (Cp : p £ compiA^) )
*r
U y(Ra^£lR^: Rtf(J isn A^ and comp(H^)s corap(AR ) ) . •••(3)
Since R ^  isn A^ [ and |a^| <  Ir^I by (2), then |H^g|<)itV | ,
and by induction we have for all appropriate « and p ,
R«p £ <  V >  pitt , where 
=  (D feS's D' = D and D isn ) 0 (Cp : p £ compiR^) )
4" V V S ' V  isn R ^  and comp(R^y ) £ comp(Rrf^ ) ). •••(4)
But A^ sn R^, and it follows by (3) and (4) that R ^ y isn R1^", 
for all appropriate <K , p and if . Since A^ sn R (by the remark
preceding (l)), then comp(A ) £ comp(R) , and so again by (3) and (4)» 
we have comp(R^) £ compiR^) £ compiA^) & comp(R) for all appropriate
oC , p  and a' . Combining (l), (3) and (4) and rationalising notation, 
we obtain the assertion of the proposition.
4.6.4 Proposition. Let *3- be a Pitting class. Then 3 = ^^3^*Fitt * 
where 3C^=(A6'3 s A'= A) U (Cp : p i  char(3-)) U ^
Proof. The assertion follows at once from (4.4.3b) and (4.6.3) .
4.6.5 Remarks. It is natural to enquire as to the extent of redundancy 
in the generating class 3£<j. of (4.6.4). There is the obvious 
improvement to be made by requiring that the groups A with A' = A be 
indecomposable, of course, but we show that, in general, none of the 
three classes comprising 3£--j_ can be omitted without destroying the 
generating property.
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(a) Let =  <Alt(5)> F i u  =  DQ(Alt(5)) (see (1.3.15)) .
Now, char(3-^) =  <f> , since no group in jf- ^  has an abelian composition
factor, while ■= <f> since any 3  ^relevant group R must satisfy
jf
1 0 R ^  R . Thus we cannot omit the class (A t j  s A 1 = A.) from X
1 31
without destroying the generating property of X  .
(b) Let 3- _ = JC„ , where Ti‘-iP . There can be no perfect groups
in ■3-, , while again l ~ — <f> ; thus we cannot omit (C ¡ p e l l )
from X-,
'2 p 
without destroying the generating property.
(o) Let 3-j = <TS>m(3)> Fitt ’ there are no perfect groups in 3-^ ,
while 3 ^ cannot be generated by its cyclic groups, and in this case
we cannot omit "6 
property. We note that Sym(3) £ £
- from X  without destroying the generating 
33 3
(d) Even if 3  = ^ ' F i t t  * is not necesaary that be a minimal
generating set. Let 3- = i 2 * 11 is evident that Sym(3) € ,
and so 3 - < ^ > pitt since 2 » 3 [ |Sym(3)|
2Let U be an elementary abelian group of order 3 • We identify
Aut(u) with GL(2,3). Now, GL(2,3) has Sylow 2-subgroups of order 16, 
while SL(2,3) has a unique Sylow 2-subgroup Q , of order 8 , and Q 
is normal in GL(2,3). Let us fix the following notation for elements 
of 0.(2,3).
i = (o : ) •  J = c : ) •  K i r : ) '  L = d  ; ) •
and let -I , -L , and so on, have the obvious meanings.
Since J 4 SL(2,3) , then P = < Q  , J >  6 Syl2(GL(2,3)).
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We form the abstract semi-direct product UjP « U]Aut(u) j then 
U P e ^  and so P* = P in our customary notation. Since -I 6 ft £  P , 
and [U , <-I>3 = U , then [U , P} = U and U P  is ( 3  ,2)-relevant.
The element K of Q is inverted by J , and so D = < K  , J >  
is dihedral of order 8 • Direct calculation shows that D contains 
the elements L and -L , and that J interchanges these two elements. 
Thus, L and J generate D (in its guise as C2 wr C2). Now, both
L and J have an eigenvalue 1 , and so if M  denotes L or J , then 
£u , <M>3 f U i it follows that D £  <  K «  P  I [U ,<oo3 ^  U >  = .
Further calculation reveals that if ji £ P **. D , then a suitable power 
of coincides with -I . It follows that if ^ « P ^  I then
[U - U , and we conclude that = D ^  P , and that D P i .
Now, Sym(3) X Cj ^ U<’L> sn U P ,  and so Sym(3) , which is
itself 3- -constructive, belongs to <CU P >  » thus Sym(3) may be
omitted from without destroying the generating property of .
We note that U P  £ ¿3 N . For by the Focal Subgroup Theorem 
( [28; 7.3.43), fP ; Aut(u)] =  P 0 (Aut(U))' , since P 6 Syl2(Aut(u)) .
But P r\ (Aut(u))' = P oSL(2,3) =  Q . Since P«*,= D and P = D Q  
(as D $  SL(2,3)), then P = ^ { P  ; Aut(u)J =  PQ , in the notation of
(4.4.4), and so U P  is not (3,2)-basic (nor, of course, (3-,q)-basic 
for any other q <£• fP ) •
âil Fischer classes and the Lockett conjecture.
In this section, we show how Berger's theorem (4.4.8) can be used 
for investigations into the Lockett conjecture (see (1.3*14)). We start 
by giving a general lemma (4.7.1 ), and go on to use this lemma to prove
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a. variation of the crucial lemma [jLO; 4• 73 of the Bryce—Cossey proof 
of the Lockett conjecture for primitive saturated formations. We note 
that Berger C33 has given an alternative proof of the theorem of Bryce 
and Cossey; Berger's proof does not rely on Berger's theorem from [4 ] 
(that is, our (4.4.8)), but does use transfer-map techniques.
4.7.1 Lemma. Let and ^ he Fischer classes and let n  be a set 
of primes. Suppose that U- £  ^ and that © i  - ©  P for all
^  5
p £ Tt (see (4.4.5))» Then ^  & 'H- O <j*. S  •
Proof. Let TBq be an underlying set for , chosen in the manner
of (4.4.1b) and (4.4.5)» and let H , so that IB^ is
an underlying set for £  70^  .
By (1.5.9), we have \  S. ^  n 5* • Suppose for a contradiction
that G is a group of minimal order in C J  fl C.) \  ) •
Ihen G has a unique maximal normal subgroup M = G^ ^  * J& , ) *
G/M is non-abelian, then G = G ’ 6 (by (l.5»3c)), and so G/M = 
for some p e iP and G/G ^ ^  , by (1.3.10). Since G/Gm is
p y
thus a p-group, we must have p 6 IZ •
JVBy (4.4.8), since is a Fischer class and G/G e -^p , we have
C* =  /1{ker d J u V / P *  8 R =  UjP* 6 * with * *  isn £  G *%
Thus there exists R = UjP*£ (B^ and an element g £ G with 
g +  1 • But then g dQ v p V p *- +  1 » by (4.3.12e), since
R e igP c. igP , and C is a Fischer class.
C. J
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But by (4.3.13), (P*/P* , dR '^ ) is a £j-Fitting pair, and it
follows that C 4 5*. » contrary to choice. This completes the proof.
On taking n  = |p in the above result, we obtain the following..
4.7.2 Corollary. Let 3- and ^  be Fischer classes with 3- Q. (j . 
Suppose that < = # ( - .  Then '3^ = 3- r\ •
4.7.3 Proposition (c.f. Bryce and Cossey. flO: 4.2 and 4.73).
Let 3t and "y be Fischer classes and let ji be a set of primes. 
If ( X n y ) > =  .then ((3£ n-y)^= •
Proof. By (l.3.14a), 3l * J2>^  is a Fischer class, and it follows that
^  = ( 3 i y ^ n )n IJ is also a Fischer class.
Let p e n. and let R e. , with R = UjP* in our usual
notation, so that F* =- F D (U]P)^ for some suitable P fe Sylp(Aut(U)).
It is evident that (U]P)^ = (uJp )((3e ^  )n y )  = ((u3p)^ )(3£ * ^ )  •
Since p e n .  , it follows that (U P)^ = (U P)^ , and so we have
R = U]P*£ '¡8P . Since P* £  P* , as R e  , then R .
Thus ¡g p - ®  p for all p e n .  , and so by (4.7.1) we have
3» £  3 &  ** * A i ‘ • ***(1)
Now suppose that G is a group of minimal order in (^nl^) ^ 3^ . 
Then G ha3 a unique maximal normal subgroup M =  G ^  • Since 
•3.^ y f/. ^  then |G ! Gj | = i e n  . But J- s9C*J>n ,
and since G is single-headed and q , we have G € <3y^ .
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Thus by hypothesis, G f e ( 3 T o y ) ^ c  = \  , contrary
to choice.. Thus "}_ =  >  n TJ , and the result follows.. n It
The above result can be regarded as a version of [10; 4.7] . In 
fact, the lemma proved by Bryce and Cossey is somewhat different to the 
above, and is proved for classes j£ JJ <=, J> , where 3= is otherwise 
arbitrary and where y is subgroup-closed (although this latter condition 
is missing from [10; 4.7] as it stands). Bryce and Cossey use their 
result to deduce [lO; 4.15] that if y s j  is subgroup-closed, then J/*. 
is Hall-closed. (We cannot, thus, expect to obtain a word-for-word 
generalisation of their result to the case that l( e j  is a Fischer class, 
since by (2.4.5) and (2.8.5), is not Hall-closed if jrf+nf P,
while ) is a Fischer class (see (1.3.17))) •
Using (4.7*3) in place of [10; 4*7] , we may now work through the 
remaining arguments in the Bryce-Cossey proof of the Lockett conjecture 
for primitive saturated formations, making only fairly minor alterations, 
and obtain the following (which is new inasmuch as it refers to Fischer 
classes y  instead of subgroup-closed classes). We refer for the 
details to {10; 2.3, 4.16, 4.17] •
4.7.4 Theorem (Bryce and Cossey. 10: 4.17 ). Let 2  be a primitive
saturated formation (so that 3£. £ X  ), and let y  be a Fischer class 
(of not-necessarily-soluble groups). Then J£nlj^ = ( r\T_J .
We will now use (4.7.2) to verify that a Fischer class defined by 
Hawkes, [39] , satisfies the Lockett conjecture.
4.7.5 Definitions (Hawkes. C39J). Let E denote an extra-special
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group of order y* and exponent 5 , and let N denote an irreducible 
GF(ll) E -module, faithful for E . Since 5 | (ll - l) , N has degree 
5 and is absolutely irreducible (see [41; V. 16.14]). Let B = NjE .
Define 3£ = * J> * Â • Jl . 11 5 3 2 »
» -V V  V V 'V 'S  1
II - V V  W V J» !
3  = (G 6 5E s if L = G^ , then i/O^L) = B1 x ••• xBt , t > 0,
where B^ = B for each i, and if B± = Bj/OjCl ), then B ^  G ^  ) .
4.7.6 Theorem (Hawkes. [59])» (a) The class 3- defined above is a
Q-closed Fischer class which is not a formation (and so not S-closed, as ‘ 
any ^ S , D o ^  -closed class is Ro-closed) (see [39» p.444» line —173)•
(b) We have r\ <£ 3- , in the notation of (4.7*5).
4.7.7 Proposition. Let 9- be as defined above. Then “3^ =• •
Proof. Let R £ 8 R with R = in our usuai notation, so that
p*= p n  (u]P)^ for some suitable P £ Sylp(Aut(u)), and U =  R“^  .
Of course, p e- char( “3) = { 2 , 3 * 5 »  ll} •
Suppose firstly that p £ {3»5*lll • Since R fe 3-"= and R/R
is a p-group, we must have R e ^ n *  ^ 5  * ^ 3  » 8X1(1 80 extension
of R by a p-group belongs to Jf^il i  £ ^  (see (4 .7 .6b)) Thus we 
have U]P £ 3  , and so P*= P and R =  U]P . But now R * •
Next suppos© that p — 2 • Define the classes 
$  -  J8 * J2 , * X  , * JL * J  o {and
U
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Since U —  R _  (iflp) 9 and R/R^ and (U]p )/(uJp ) thus both belong 
to -i ^ , we have
(Ujp*)M = Ry = r “8 = U00 = (u3p )<® = (Ujp)y , and
(UjP*)3 = r3 = Ra  - U U  - (TJ P)U  = (ulP)^
But now since R = UjP* t '•f , it follows from the definition of j  
that U]P C , whence R = (ujp)^ = (Ujp) , and again R e- gj| .
Since ^  s P *  ¿2,3,5,11J ) , then S ^  , and the
assertion follows by (4.7.2) .
It would be of interest if the Lockett conjecture could be shown 
to fail for a Fischer class ; one candidate for the class might be 
e^(jf) , for p * iP , but we have been unable to either confirm or deny
the Lockett conjecture in this case.
We note in passing that since the class *3 of (4.7.5/6) satisfies
•3. e. 3£ e  and 3£ fl J{^  £  ;f- , then '3- must be Hall-cl03ed, thus
providing an example of a Hall-closed Fischer class which is not S-closed.
The proof of (4.7.6a) is similar in nature to that of Dark's theorem 
(l.B.l), and we refer to £393 ?or the details.
A.8 A Fitting class due to Hawkes.
In this section, we investigate a meta-nilpotent Fitting class 
defined by Hawkes, [40J , and show that it is generated by a single 
group.
We start by giving Hawkes' definitions and by quoting certain of 
his results.; we refer to ¡4 (0  for the proofs.
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4.8.1 Hypothesis (Hawkes. C40; ■j.l]). Let p and q be distinct 
primes with q # 2 . Let P be a p-group, and let ft fe Syl (Aut(P)).
Asstime that each of the following conditions holds :
(a) P/z(p) is directly indecomposable ;
(b) P has class c > 3 ;
(c) ^ 1(P) =  V ^  ^P) for i = 1 and 2 ;
(d) |Ql = q 5
(e) ft acts fixed-point-freely on p/z(p) ; and
(f) rz(p). Qj = 1 .
where the f ^  ) are the terms of the ascending (descending),
respectively, central series, in the usual numbering system : £ ^ = 1 ,
and V'1 = P .
For the rest of this section, P and Q will denote fixed groups 
as above, satisfying the above conditions.
Hawkes, [40] , remarks that one can indeed find concrete examples 
of such groups P and ft ; we will discuss this later.
4.8.2 Remark (Hawkes. T40: 5.2T). Let S be a q-group of operators
for P . If pf , S] + 1 , then » s3 = P and (s/cg(P)( =■ q ; 
ii. any case, [z(P) , s] = 1 .
4.8.5 Definitions (Hawkes. UP; 5.3. 4.Î. 5.5. 5.6]).
(a) The class 3S consists of groups of order 1 together with all 
groups of the form X =  K] A , where
(i) A is a q-group }
(ii) K is a central product of A-invariant subgroups Pj ,..., I»•••» t
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each isomorphic with P and satisfying [P,^  , A] = PA ; and
(iii) oq(x) = 1  .
(b) With X  as in (a) , define
Whenever X eji and we write X = K]a , we shall implicitly assume 
that K and A have the meanings described in this definition,.
4 .8 .4  Proposition (Hawkes. C40: 5 .4 l ) . If X =  K]A £5£ , with
K =  P- ••• P , as in (4 .8.4), then A is an elementary abelian q-group X s
4.8.5 Theorem (Hawkes. C40; 5.5. 5.6]). The class GJ- ^  of (4.8.3b) 
is a Pitting class.
4.8.6 Lemma. Let C be a central product of groups B, ,..., B_1 s
(that is, C = Bj^....Bs with [Bj » B..1 ~ 1 if i +  0 )•
(a) The group C is isomorphic to a factor group of the external 
direct product D = B^x ••• XBq by a central subgroup.
(b) If i Aut(Bi) is such that Pz(Bj,) » = 1 * then
can be "extended" to a (well-defined) automorphism of of C by 
defining
3 *  =  (o e * op(c/oq(G)) ) •
and Cj^ (a ) = Z(K) . Further (by a reading of the proof), |A| | q° .
if c = b^»*bQ C| b^ *=■ •
If i,j«{l,..,sl , then B..si C is <et]y. -invariant.
Further, pE^ , = 1 if i*=J . 1>(C) . ^i>] = 1 » 804
A Ainduces the automorphism of ^  on B. i C ; in particular, if of ^  





Proof. These facts are well-known. In (a), the map which takes the
element (b ,...,b ) € B x ••• *B to the element b, •••b £ C turns
■JL S  J. S  I s
out to be a homomorphism whose kernel is contained in Z(B^ *... xBfl) . 
Part (b) is a consequence of straightforward calculations, which we omit.
4.8.7 Determination of the 3-^-relevant groups.
Suppose that R =  v]T* is (3-^* t)-relevant for t £ char(3-^) ,
where, in our usual notation, V - O^V) =  0t(R) = =\v , T#3 and
T* =• T A (V]T) ^  where T « Sylt(Aut(v)) .
Since "JJ- ^  S. ^  p q * we roust in fact have t =  q ,
V » 0q(v) e Sylp(R) , and T*£ Syl^(R) . Thus, since T*£ Aut(v) , we
j7* -q
have 0^(r ) ■= 1 , while since V =  R we have (r (R) =  R .
It follows that R «X  , by definition of and 35 . Thus
V is a central product of T*-invariant subgroups P1 ,..., > each
isomorphic with P , where s > l  and £p^ , T J = P^ *i=* l,..,s.
By (4.8.4), we have
T* is elementary abelian with IT*l | qs , •••(!)
while by (4.0.6a) and (4.8.1b) we have
P± f V if s > 1 . •(2)
For each i t £l, ..,sj , let ¿ j. be an automorphism of P± of 
order q . By (4.8.2) we have [ V  , ±>J = • By (4.8.6), we
may extend o' to an automorphism ot i of V = P 1""Pg , where 
fPj , <«- f] = 1 if j + i and
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Since et A *  1 , by (4.8.6), we must have ±\ = q . It is evident 
from the definition of the f o ^ ]  that if i * j (i,.j <£[l,..,s} ) then 
o( ^  ■=$ c* j and D^i ' <V j3 = * » and it follows that
S := <£<Xj : i=l,..,s> is an elementary abelian
subgroup of order qs of Aut(v) . •••(4)
Since S*^ Aut(v) , then 0q(v33*) =  1 , and it follows from
equation (j) that V]S*’e X. . But [V , S] >  P_.»«P = V (againJL 3
because of (3)), and since S**£ 0p(VjS*) ^  VjS*, it follows that
0p(vjs*) = VjS* . Thus 0p(V]sV0q(v]s")) = V3S*e 36 and V 3 s * £ ^ 1 .
Let S £ Sylq(Aut(v)) be chosen so that S*$ S . Since
V]S* sn VjS and V]S*e 3 ^  , then
V]S* ^ (V]S)^ and S*£ S n (VjS)~ . ...(5)
d" 1 1
By Sylow’s theorem in Aut(v) , we may without loss of generality 
assume that our (3"^q)-relevant group R = V]T* is such that T =  S ,
where 1^= T n (V]T) ~ . But then T*= S O (v]S)%  and so by (5)»
(l) and (4) we have T* — S*= s i— l,..,s> .
If s >  1 , then V =  P ••*PB and ¡V , =  P± ^  V by (2)
and (3)» for each i=l,..,s , and so T =<o(j,.., oc g"> =  T ^  in the 
notation of (4.6.1a). In particular, R = V]T* 4 &rs. (eee (4.6.1b)) .
If s = l ,  then V =  Pa and Ta<*fj> - cq • B/ (3)» we have 
£V , Tl = V . Thus T^ — 1 and v]T* is constructive. Since
Pi g p , then by (4.8.Id), we must have T*= T 6  Sylq(Aut(v)).
It follows that if R =  V]T* is -^constructive, then V ^ P  ,
Cq = T e sy!q(Aut(v)) . It follows by Sylow's theorem in Aut(y)
that R is then unique up to isomorphism ; indeed, R = P]Q, ,
Since char^j) =  £p,qj and pq | lP]Q| , we obtain the following
as a consequence of (4.6.5).
4.8.8 Theorem. In the notation of (4.8.1/3), we have it =<P3Q>_.4.. .JL ii wt
4.8.9 Remarks.
(a) By (4.8.7), there is, up to isomorphism, just one ^-constructive
group, which we may take as PjQ .
We recall the definition of £q  ; Aut(P)J from (4.3.3)> from the
definitions of Q and Q m  in (4.4.4) and (4 .6.1a), we notice that o
Qo = Qao {Q 5 Aut(p)] =  {q ; Aut(p)] since = 1 by (4.8.7).
Comparing (4.4.5) and (4.6.1b), we see that any 3  1~basic group is 
^■^-constructive. We conclude that if {Q ; Aut(p)j = Q then Qq =  Q 
and there are no ^-baaic groups, while if {Q ; Aut(p)J = 1 then 
q  =  1 and P] Q is, up to isomorphism, the only 3  ^ -basic group.
Case I ; io : Aut(p)l = Q. . In the notation of (4.4.1), let i « A .
By the remarks preceding (4.3.1), $£ /\& ^or sorae w f W  , and so cy 
(4.4.6) we have A  since IB^ =  <f> . Thus A  = A  and so •
Case II : Cq : Aut(p)J =* 1 . Suppose that P a  X sn G e , and let
S £  Sylq(X). By (4.8.Id), we have |s/Cg(x)l | q and either XS =  XKS
or XS/Oq(XS) ^  PjQ . Thus XS e ^  , whence 3 X and PjQ satisfy
(4.3.3a)(<P). Thus by (4.3.12) we may define a transfer-type Fitting




(b) The class ^ 1 is not a Fischer class ; for example, the subgroup 
y^(p)ft of Pjft is not contained in jf , as we may easily check,
(c) Hawkes, f40], remarks that we may modify an example of Dark, feo] ,
to obtain a concrete example of groups P and ft satisfying the 
conditions of (4«8.l). In £20], Dark exhibits a 3-generator metabelian 
group of exponent 7 and nilpotency class 4 , and gives a basis for 
the derived group, due to [52]. Dark calls this group P , but we will
call it D to avoid confusion. Hawkes observes that there exists a
proper quotient P of D and a Sylow 19-subgroup ft of order 19 of
Aut(P) such that the conditions of (4.8»l) are satisfied (with c =  3)» 
In fact, a certain amount of calculation reveals that there are a number
of choices for P : we may take |p | = 7^ and have {.ft ; Aut(P)} = ft ,
or take various choices of P with [P( — 7 and have either 
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